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SUMMARY.
In an interdependent world, the relationship between Israel and the US has always been important for
both States. Indeed, it has remained always strong throughout the succession of numerous administrations,
several wars and diplomatic tensions at the international and national level. Nevertheless, the relation suffered
when Barack Obama became the new US President, who tried to establish a new path of peaceful diplomatic
relations with Iran over its nuclear program. The nuclear diplomacy reached its maximum splendour with the
JCPOA, the Iran nuclear deal between P5+1 and Iran in 2015, which regulated the Iran nuclear program in
exchange for sanctions and economic’ s relief. The deal has been contrasted by Israel, i.e. by Netanyahu and
his establishment as well as by US pro-Israel organizations. However, the diplomatic path has been reversed
with the new US President Donald Trump, who from 2017 seats at the White House. Trump dismantled the
JCPOA and repristinated heavier sanctions over Iran. Indeed, in line with Israel, the new President took a
series of decision in foreign policy in a pro-Israel key, among which the end of JCPOA and peaceful relations
with Iran.
In the light of the events concerning Israel-US and Iran nuclear deal, I have formulated the research
question: “How Israel has acted vis-à-vis the US foreign policy in the Iran nuclear deal?” by considering the
two Obama administrations and the Trump’s mandate until 2018.

Indeed, the research analyzed which

strategies and through which behaviors, Israeli has acted on US administration and society to push the US’
decision near to Israeli position. Therefore, the main question led me to the other two sub-questions: how
Israel State and pro-Israel entities have contributed to US foreign policy decisions in the Iran nuclear deal
affair? And, what if Israel has changed some strategy, what it has changed from 2009 to 2017?
The research question stems in the light of the literature than has increasingly focused on Israeli actions
vis-à-vis the US foreign policy, since 2006, when Mearsheimer and Walt published their book “The Israel
lobby and The US foreign policy”. However, fewr works had been made concerning this precise theme because
of its contemporaneity, which is why the analysis is partially based on articles from newspapers, interviews
and reports.
Since I do believe that domestic features may shape foreign policy decisions with the same weight of
the international environment, I decided to answer the questions by using Putnam’s theory of two- levels’
game. Indeed, it allows me to focus on two levels, domestic and international, which both shape foreign policy
decisions and international negotiations by giving importance to every actor in the scene. Therefore, I looked
at pro-Israel organizations, i.e. AIPAC, that acted in US institutions, mainly on Capitol Hill and within the US
society. At the same time, I looked at the action made by the Israeli prime minister and his establishment at
level 1.
The research does not want to reach general conclusions verifiable for all cases, neither the one to
verify if Israel had successfully reached its goals and impede or influence the Iran nuclear negotiations by
acting on these two levels. On the contrary, my case study is aimed to test three main hypotheses:
i

1. A greater lobby influence in institutional and non- institutional actors in the Iran nuclear issue
conditions the US national.
Concerning this hypothesis, one remark has to be made. National interest is a changeable concept, meaning
that they can be redefined by the President or the leaders of the County according to the period and the
international surrounding. Indeed, usually, national interest referred to the State’s ambition in economic,
security, trade, cultural or social field. Hence, it is the framework within which leaders guide their actions in
foreign or national policies1. In this case, both Obama and Trump had different national interests than the
Middle East. Indeed, for diverse reasons, both Presidents wanted a disengagement from the region, fewer
troops involved and fewer money expenditures in the region.
2. A broader AIPAC network in US institutional and non- institutional environment does not imply a
more influential action in pushing for a pro-Israeli foreign policy.
In this case, the concept of “influence” is difficult to limit and to measure with certainty, in particular, the
influence among States and non-State or State actors. Indeed, the research considered influential an action
when it is effective, meaning successful since the pro-Israel actor reached the goal to which was pushing for.
3. Stronger is the Israeli prime minister’s action at level 1, stronger and more influential is the proIsrael lobby position in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear deal and vice-versa.
To test these three hypotheses, the research departs from theoretical premises that must be taken into
account to understand States’ relations in a globalized world. Indeed, I developed the research in the complex
interdependence framework as pointed out by Nye, where coalitions in one State are not affected by States’
borders. Second, agencies from other governments can be included in the State’s decisions. Even more, if hard
power continued to play an important role in States’ relations, also soft power is fundamental to shape action,
however under certain conditions. In this case, I used qualitative analysis of informational tools, behaviours’
analysis and discourse through framework effect and prospect theories. Nevertheless, the case study method
implied allows me to use also quantitative analysis through pools and statistics.
The dissertation is divided into four main parts following a chronological time, which are preceded by
the explanation of theoretical framework and the theory used, as well as the methodology, the operational
concepts and literature review.
The literature review is separated into two main parts following the two-levels theory. One part focuses
on the international actions carried on by Netanyahu and his relations with Obama. In the first part, the I have
considered Trita Parsi’s book “Losing an Enemy: Obama, Iran, and the Triumph of Diplomacy”. Then, I R.J.
Reardon with his monograph “Containing Iran. Strategies for Addressing the Iranian Nuclear Challenge”.
Finally, R.O. Freedman who focused on the erosion of US-Israeli relations during Obama’s second mandate.
The second part focuses on the literature that analyzed the Israeli action vis-à-vis US foreign policy on level
2. In this case, the research has been broader, since few literatures focuse on the specific case of the Iran deal.

1

Liotta P.H., Lloyd R. M, “To Die For: National Interests and Strategic Uncertainties, Strategy and Force Planning”, Naval War
College Press, 2004, p. 114.
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Therefore, since strategy and way of actions are usually consolidated throughout the time, I have considered
previous studied on AIPAC’s role and its structure. The first main work has been the one of M.S. Morris in
1993, “The Agenda and Political Techniques of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), in
which he described the origins of the pro-Israel lobby. However, Ido Oren focused on the Secretary of
defense’s role in the JCOPA and its relations with AIPAC. A watershed in the literature has been the
Mearsheimer and S.M. Walt’s book: “the Israel lobby and US foreign policy”. They focused on pro-Israel
lobby influence in US foreign policy from a realist point of view, taking into account four main cases and
concluding that the lobby shapes the US national interests. The book has raised many critics but also many
favors among academics, who from 2007 onwards increasing focus on the Israel actions vis-à-vis the US
foreign policy. One of the main debates has been between Foxman and Mearsheimer and Waltz since the
former accused the professors of false authoritatively charges accusing them of anti—Semitic ideas. J.
Newhouse, a senior fellow at world Security institute, argues that AIPAC has been a model of influence for
other lobbies, and he explains how its actions are focused on Capitol Hill. Another important contribution has
been given by G.F. Smith, who made a large quantitative analysis looking at AIPAC connections to understand
how really works the pro-Israel lobby, that he defined as IAOs, Israel Affinity Organizations. Indeed, he
argued that AIPAC is only one of the numerous pro-Israel organizations through which Israeli national interest
is promoted in the US institutions. However, AIPAC is the main important one because of its history and its
broader network, its bipartisan actions that allow reaching successful goals most of the times.
Nevertheless, before to go in details in the explanation of the chapters, some remarks must be done as
far as concern the pro-Israel lobby. Firstly, the concept of “lobby” refers to a group of people who try to
promote and defend private interests, or State’s interests by acting and pressuring public political institutions
that are in charge of State’s decisions2. Even if it can refer to an activity with a negative meaning, i.e. a group
that interfere and influence political decision-making in favor of private interests3; in the US, it does not have
any positive or negative connotation. But lobbies are institutionalized with a fiscal tax regularization under
501(c) (4) and 501(c) (3) the fiscal status4, legally enregistered and positively supported by citizens since they
represent a guarantee for the republicanism following a pluralistic view of State. Second, the pro-Israel lobby
has not any ethnic connotations, as I explained in the first chapter. The pro-Israel lobby is a broader association
of groups and organizations. I focus here on the second most powerful and influential lobby in US as raking
the Fortune Magazine: AIPAC5, the main engine of the opposition to the Iran Nuclear Deal in the US.
However, AIPAC is made by people from different ethnicity and religions: Hispanic, evangelical protestant,
Christians, but not necessarily Jewish, and it would be wrong to call it “the Jewish lobby”. For this reason, the
thesis is stripped of any religious or ethnic attitudes, but I refer to Israel or Israeli as people who had links with
the State of Israel.
2

Farnel F., Le lobbying: stratégies et techniques d’intervention ( Editions Organisation), 1994.
David C.P., Balthazar L., Vaïsse J., La politique étrangère des États-Unis : Fondements, acteurs, formulation, (Presse de Sciences
Po, Paris), 2003.
4
Riccardo De C., Le Mani Sulla Legge”: Il Lobbying Tra Free Speech E Democrazia, (Ledizioni, 2017).
5
Geler, B., “Here’s Why AIPAC and the Israel Lobby Will Be Critical to 2016 Elections”, Fortune magazine, March 21, 2016
3
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By considering the analyses, the first chapter is dedicated to the context of Iran nuclear deal and the
positions of the main actors considered in the study: the US, Israel and Iran and their positions vis-à-vis the
deal. In particular, I focus on the relations between Netanyahu and Obama, that I found fundamental to
understand Israeli actions. Indeed, this relationship started already with some difficulties and distance of
political views, not only on how to deal with the Iran nuclear program but also Palestine has been soil of
discord between Obama and Netanyahu. Moreover, I focused on AIPAC, I dedicated one part to the latter by
describing its structure, its main tool of action and its position vis-à-vis the Iran nuclear deal.
The second chapter is dedicated to the first Obama’s mandate, from 2009 to 2012. I divided the chapter
into three parts. One is dedicated to Israeli action at level 1, by focusing on Netanyahu’s strategy vis-à-vis
international community and the US. Here, two main strategies are envisaged through frame effect theory and
the artificial link between Iran and Palestine to maintain the former a US top priority. Indeed, he framed
negatively Iran as the greatest threat, by pointing out a clear division between “us” Vs “them”, meaning
“western” vs “Muslim” world, through which he wanted to push to a heavier action against the Iran nuclear
power. Plus, he linked the Palestine issue and Iran in a moment in which Palestine took distance from Iran.
The strategy has been mainly a way to keep Iran as a US priority since Obama’s doctrine was oriented towards
disengagement from the Middle East. Then, the chapter focuses on domestic action made by AIPAC on
Congress through the introduction of bills to increase sanctions as well as pressures on the president and
executive’s appointments. The action has been made by AIPAC in several ways: delivering money for
lobbying activities, sending letters and e-mails but also through its Policy conference that is held every year
in Washington. The “Special Thursday” is a forum where lawmakers, common people, students, Jewish
billionaire and experts meet each other and speak about a pro-Israel US action or how Israel and US improved
their relations, and how to do better. In the end, I focus on the military strategy at both levels, domestic and
international. At level 2, AIPAC acted on Congress and the executive, whereas at level 1, Netanyahu implied
several relations: direct relations between executive, mainly Secretaries of Defense, Panetta and Barak had
intense contacts; but Intelligence ties did matter. The main Israeli action has been based in instilling fears
through a highly likely military option, something for which Obama’s administration was not prepared. A
military strike would cause an escalation in the region, a broader US’ involvement on the soil, meanwhile,
Obama was trying to disengage US troops, especially in the light of recent failures.
The third chapter is dedicated to second Obama’s mandate, from 2013 until 2014, when the JCPOA
was reached and implemented. The chapter is divided into two main parts. One focuses on Israeli action before
the interim deal of November 2013. At level 1, Israel has used the informational flow to national interest, by
delivering false information of Syria’s use of chemical weapons to provoke a US intervention. On domestic
level, the main action has been made by AIPAC on executive and legislative power by following its traditional
pattern. In particular, AIPAC has influenced the Hagel’s appointment as Secretary of Defense. The second
part considers the time from the interim deal until his implementation. Here, we note a change of patterns:
internationally isolated, Netanyahu started new relations with States that have been always considered
iv

dangerous, enemies or friends of enemies, specifically Russia and Saudi Arabia. In the latter case, we focus
on the action made by Netanyahu at level 1 and by AIPAC at level 2. Indeed, both tried to fear the US
administration through new relations with Saudis against Iran and its nuclear program. Considering the
domestic level, AIPAC continued its main pattern of action upon Congress and executive, but its actions
became ineffective. Indeed, the division between Obama and AIPAC was clear, but instead of public debates,
AIPAC preferred an apparent softer approach, and it started to rely on other Conservative or Hawkish proIsrael organizations, i.e.WINEP, FBI, BPC, FDD, ECI, TPI, UANI, CPD and IPC. The broader network has
been characterized by the common personalities and experts that shared. Truly, AIPAC could have a bigger
audience through them thanks to important media with whom they were connected, such as POLITICO, NYT,
Washington Post among others. Nevertheless, the network was a closed group that did not allow to enlarge in
an effective supportive way the audience. It must be said that during this period, 2014, Israel and the pro-Israel
action was focused on another theatre: Gaza’s war since Israel was fighting against Hamas and other militias
in Gaza. Accordingly, also AIPAC actions in capitol hill started to focus on bills that promoted US military
assistance.
The last chapter analyzed the time from 2015 to 2018. It is divided into two main parts. One stresses
the end of Obama’s mandate, 2015-2016, during which Netanyahu lost all leverage on Obama and he talked
directly before US Congress, overcoming presidential powers. At the national level, AIPAC acted outside and
inside of Capitol hill. About the former strategy, it created a new pro-Israel organization to influence its
negotiations and contrast the JCPOA. Whereas, within Capitol Hill, once republicans won the midterm
elections, AIPAC push towards heavier actions against Iran and the final deal, which put Obama in a state of
fear since new sanctions would stop international negotiations. Therefore, the President threated a veto power
and a formal expedient, according to which the JCPOA should not be conceived as a US treaty. This would
imply that Congress would not have power in foreign policy since according to the constitution it has the right
of expressing its vote in case of the international treaty. Accordingly, AIPAC changes bill’s content, by asking
a precise role for the Congress vis-à-vis the foreign policy in the Iran deal. After the JCPOA’s approval, the
deal must be approved or disapproved by the Congress. Another change of contents in AIPAC’s bills has been
registered after the deal, since they pushed for new sanctions due to non-nuclear Iran’s activities. The last part
is dedicated to Trump’s mandate, the first two years of his mandate. Here, the main focus is on chief
negotiator’s relations, Trump and Netanyahu, who shared the same political vision against Iran. I try to
demonstrate how the personal links between Presidential establishment and Israeli society and personalities
have been the main channel of Israeli action. In the end, I highlight which strategies did not change with the
new President, on the contrary, they have been stronger, i.e. the relations with Saudis.
The analysis at the two level’s theory, in a context of mutual and complex interdependence, has given
to me the possibility of understanding Israeli actions vis-à-vi the US foreign policy in the nuclear deal.
Even more, it gave to me the possibility to test my three hypotheses. Indeed, by considering them, as
far as concern the first hypothesis:
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1. A greater lobby influence in institutional and non- institutional actors in the Iran nuclear issue
conditions the US national.
The hypothesis is partially demonstrated by the analysis.
I have shown throughout the chapters that Obama’s leading from behind doctrine was aimed at a
disengagement from the Middle East and a peaceful solution over the nuclear deal. Truly, he achieved the goal
with Iran, because of two reasons. Firstly, a change in Iran government with Rouhani as President, in line with
Obama’s diplomacy and solution; secondly, an international community who stand with Obama. Indeed,
Obama did not conclude the deal alone but with the P5+1. Nevertheless, Obama has been not immune from
Israeli actions, mostly during his first mandate and half of the second. As showed in Chapter 1, AIPAC’s
pressure on Congress and executive, the threat of military action carried out by both levels, has influenced
Obama to pass new heavier sanctions against Iran avoiding a peaceful solution. Furthermore, in this period
did count electoral campaign, since Obama wanted a new mandate and AIPAC’s favor in the electoral
campaign would be fundamental for him. However, instead of disengagement as Panetta announced through
a military expenditure cut, the wider AIPAC’s lobbied activities on congressmen, senators and executive on
which acted by sending letters but as well as through its conference pushed the administration to supply
military furniture to Israel, increasing their expenses in the region. Even more, it has been fundamental the
AIPAC action in Hagel’s appointment, since though it did not impede the nomination, AIPAC lawmakers tore
up promises for a more hawkish approach against Iran more in line with Israel. De facto, by pushing and acting
on the process, in the end, AIPAC had influenced the results as far as concern the change in Hagel’s goals,
from which he started.
Besides, in 2016, after JCPOA implementations, when relations between Israel and US were at
minimum, Obama decided in favor of a new MOU, the largest in history. Regardless, we cannot be sure on
how much Israeli pressures did matter in the decision, we should evaluate that, at the end, the pro-Israel
decision has been taken against Iran’s power in the region and with Khamenei in disagreement. Finally, the
hypothesis needs to be corrected taking into account Trump. Indeed, in the last chapter, it has been reported
how the direct contacts between Israeli leadership and Trump as well as Trump’s business ties have been more
relevant vis-à-vis US foreign policy in Iran deal than AIPAC’s actions.
As far as concern the second hypothesis:
2. A broader AIPAC network in US institutional and non- institutional environment does not imply
a more influential action in pushing for a pro-Israeli foreign policy.
The hypothesis is confirmed.
Precisely in chapter 3, I have demonstrated how AIPAC has broader its network by relying on noninstitutional actors, i.e. other pro-Israel organizations that shared the same hawkish views concerning Iran and
the JCPOA. Indeed, once it was aware of less effectiveness in Congress, in 2014, the pro-Israel lobby
strengthened tits action on congressmen but also through think tanks and advocacy groups. It relied mainly on
WINEP, its spin-off, but also on FBI, BPC, FDD, ECI, TPI, UANI, CPD and IPC. However, the major deficit
vi

of AIPAC’s network was that it was a closed network with overlapping directors’ boards. For instance,
founders of one organization, such as UANI, were already experts or directors or others, such as WINEP. Or,
hawkish pro-Israel lawmakers already in line with AIPAC were part of the board of these organizations. These
ties have constituted a closed circle that along with the ongoing polarization between the two main parties (
Democrats more liberals and Republicans more Conservative) at that time it has prevent AIPAC from enlarge
its network to gain new support, that was what it needed to push for a pro-Israel foreign policy against Iran.
Truly, we can note that when Israel decided to open towards Saudis and AIPAC followed Netanyahu through
an action at the domestic level, Obama feared an alliance between them in anti-Iranian perspective. Despite
the fact, AIPAC did not make an alliance with Saudis, at least no evidence is provided yet, they were pushing
on the same direction against the deal; something that feared Obama, putting pressure on him, more than a
broader closed network of relations.
Finally, the last hypothesis:
3. Stronger is the Israeli prime minister’s action at level 1, stronger and more influential is the proIsrael lobby position in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear deal and vice-versa.
The hypothesis is not completely confirmed since it is confirmed when the influence goes from
domestic to international level.
To better say, it is confirmed with the formulation: “stronger is the pro-Israel lobby action, stronger
is the Israeli prime minister action at level 1 in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear deal”,
whereas it is not true the opposite. Indeed, when in a strong position AIPAC has supported Netanyahu strategy
vis-à-vis the US policy, as in the case of military strike (chapter 1 and 2), it has been successful in influencing
Obama and it has enforced Netanyahu’s actions. The same happened in maintaining the Iran threat of the top
of US priorities by framing it as “urgent threat” as stressed also by Ido Oren6. On the contrary, when AIPAC
has a weak and weak has been its actions, then also Netanyahu’s position in carrying policies against Iran has
been weak, as demonstrated in the case of Syria redline in chapter 3. It is true that AIPAC is “the pro-Israel
lobby” as it affirmed, but it is an American pro-Israel lobby, born and raised in the US. The organization
knowns the US system as well as its society and the best approach to achieve its goals through a broader role.
Then, it is quite natural that AIPAC action reinforced Netanyahu’s once. Whereas, the opposite is not
confirmed. As stressed in the last chapter, during Trump administration until 2018, Netanyahu has taken a
strong position vis-à-vis US policies in the Iran deal, with friendly relations with the new President. Indeed,
AIPAC has had a defiled role in the matter since Trump, due to Israel- Trump personal links. Even more, since
the new President arrived, AIPAC seemed to have lost the main source of influence, its bipartisanship, whereas
Netanyahu acquired stronger leverage on his new friend.
In conclusion, even though it does not concern properly my hypotheses, I consider this last point one
of the main important conclusion for the literature. Indeed, it has been stressed in the literature that AIPAC
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acted to promote the Israeli interests also at the expenses of the US’ national interests. However, the Iran deal
has shown how the main concern for AIPAC has been its bipartisanship, especially from 2015/2016, when the
deal has been signed and implemented.
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INTRODUCTION.
In an interdependent world, the relationship between Israel and the US has always been important for
both States. Indeed, it has remained always strong throughout the different administrations and diplomatic
tensions at the international and national level. Nevertheless, the relation suffered when Barack Obama became
the new US President since he tried to establish a new path of peaceful diplomatic relations with Iran over its
nuclear program. Nuclear diplomacy reached its maximum splendour with the JCPOA between P5+1 and
Iran in 2015. The Iran nuclear deal allowed controlling Iran nuclear enrichment in exchange for sanctions and
economic’ s relief. However, the deal has been highly contrasted by Israel, i.e. by Netanyahu and his
establishment as well as by US pro-Israel organizations. The diplomatic path has been reversed with the new
US President, Donald Trump, who from 2017 seats at the White House. Trump dismantled the JCPOA and
repristinated heavier sanctions over Iran. Indeed, in line with Israel, the new President took a series of foreign
policy decisions in a pro-Netanyahu key, among which the end of JCPOA.
In the light of the events concerning the relations between Israel-US in the Iran nuclear deal, I have
formulated the research question: “How Israel has acted vis-à-vis the US foreign policy in the Iran nuclear
deal, during Obama’s mandates and the first part of Trump administration?” The research wants to analyze
which strategies and through which behaviors Israeli has acted on US administration and society to push the
US’ decision near to Israeli position. Therefore, the main question led me to the other two sub-questions: how
Israel State and pro-Israel entities have contributed to US foreign policy decisions in the Iran nuclear deal
affair? And, what if Israel has changed some strategy, what it has changed from 2009 to 2017?
The question stems in the light of the literature increasingly focused on Israeli actions vis-à-vis the US
foreign policy, especially since 2006 when professors Mearsheimer and Walt published their book “The Israel
lobby and The US foreign policy”. However, fewer works studied the precise case of the Israeli behavior visà-vis US foreign policy in the Iran deal. Indeed, because of its contemporaneity, the analysis is partially based
on articles from newspapers, interviews and reports.
Since I do believe that domestic features may shape foreign policy decisions with the same weight of
the international environment, I decided to answer the questions by using Putnam’s theory of two- levels’
game. Indeed, it allows me to focus on two levels, domestic and international, which both shape foreign policy
decisions and international negotiations by giving importance to every actor in the scene. Therefore, I looked
at pro-Israel organization, i.e. AIPAC, that acted in US institutions, mainly on Capitol Hill and within the US
society. At the same time, I looked at the action made by the Israeli prime minister and his establishment at
level 1.
The aim of the research is no to create a general theory verifiable for all cases, neither to verify if Israel
had successfully reached its goals and impede or influence the Iran nuclear negotiations, by acting on US
foreign policy decisions. On the contrary, my case study is aimed to understand how Israel has acted in order
to verify three main hypotheses:
1. A greater lobby influence in institutional and non- institutional actors in the Iran nuclear negotiations
conditions the US national.
1

Concerning this hypothesis, one remark has to be made. National interest is a changeable concept,
meaning that they can be redefined by the President or the leaders of the County according to the period and
to the international surrounding. Indeed, usually, national interest referred to the State’s ambitions in
economic, security, trade, cultural or social field. Hence, it is the framework within which leaders guide their
actions in foreign or national policies7. In this case, both Obama and Trump had different national interests
than the Middle East. For diverse reasons, both Presidents wanted a disengagement from the region, fewer
troops involved and fewer money expenditures in the region.
2. A broader AIPAC network in US institutional and non- institutional environment does not imply a
more influential action in pushing for a pro-Israeli foreign policy in the Iran nuclear deal.
3. Stronger is the Israeli prime minister’s action at level 1 more influential is the pro-Israel lobby position
in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear deal and vice-versa.
The concept of “influence” is difficult to limit and to measure with certainty, in particular in case of
States’ relation and non-State- State actors’ relations. For this reason, the research considers as influential an
action that has been effective in changing behaviors. In the case, an action is considered influential when
effective in promoting pro-Israel goals and interests. Hence, the Israel action should not be considered
influential only if the final goal is reached, but it could be influential also in the decision-making process, by
changing the initial actors’ position.
To test these three hypotheses, the research departs from theoretical premises that must be taken into
account to understand States’ relations in a globalized world. Indeed, the research started from the theoretical
premises of a complex interdependence world as pointed out by Nye, where coalitions in one State are not
affected by States’ borders. Second, agencies from other governments can be included in the State’s decisions.
In this context, although hard power continued to play an important role in States’ relations, soft power is
fundamental to shape action under certain conditions.
I implied a qualitative analysis of informational tools, behaviours’ analysis and discourse through
framework effect and prospect theories. Nevertheless, the case study method allows me to use also quantitative
analysis through pools and statistics.
The dissertation is divided into four main parts following a chronological time, which are preceded by
the explanation of theoretical framework and theory, methodology, operational concept and literature review.
Then, the first chapter is dedicated to the context of Iran nuclear deal and the relations between the
different States involved: the US, Israel and Iran and which are their positions in the deal. In particular, I focus
on the relations between Netanyahu and Obama, that I found fundamental to understand Israeli actions.
Moreover, since the main actor on which I focused have been Israel state and AIPAC, I dedicated one part to
the latter by describing its structure, its main tool of action and its position vis-à-vis the Iran nuclear deal.
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The second chapter is dedicated to the first Obama’s mandate, from 2009 to 2012. I divided the chapter
into three parts. One is dedicated to Israeli action at level 1 that focused on Netanyahu, chief negotiator,
strategy vis-à-vis international community and the US. Here, two main strategies are envisaged through frame
effect theory and the artificial link between Iran and Palestine to maintain the former a US top priority. Then,
the chapter focuses on domestic action made by AIPAC on Congress through the introduction of bills to
increase sanctions; as well as pressures on the president and executive’s appointments. In the end, I focus on
the military strategy at both levels, domestic and international.
The third chapter is dedicated to second Obama’s mandate, from 2013 until 2014, when the JCPOA
was reached and implemented. The chapter is divided into two main parts. One focuses on Israeli action before
the interim deal of November 2013. At level 1, the use informational flow to shape national interest, by
delivering false information of Syria’s use of chemical weapons to provoke a US intervention in the region.
On national level, the main action has been made by AIPAC on executive and legislative power. The other
part considers the time from the interim deal until his implementation. Here, we note a change of patterns:
internationally isolated, Netanyahu started new relations with States that have been always considered
dangerous, enemies or friends of enemies, specifically Russia and Saudi Arabia. In the latter case, we focus
on the action made by Netanyahu at level 1 and by AIPAC at level 2. Indeed, both tried to fear the US
administration through new relations with Saudis against Iran and its nuclear program. Considering the
domestic level, AIPAC continued its main pattern of action upon Congress and executive, but since its actions
became ineffective, it started to rely on other pro-Israel organizations.
The last chapter analyzed the time from 2016 to 2018. It is divided into two main part. One stresses
the end of Obama’s mandate, 2015-2016, during which Netanyahu lost all leverage on Obama and he talked
directly before US Congress, overcoming presidential powers. At the national level, AIPAC acted outside and
inside of Capitol hill. About the former strategy, it created a new pro-Israel organization to influence its
negotiations and contrast the JCPOA. Whereas, looking at its action on Congress, it changes the main requests:
it wanted a precise role for the Congress vis-à-vis the foreign policy in the Iran deal. After the JCPOA’s
approval, the deal must be approved or disapproved by the Congress. Another change of contents in AIPAC’s
bills has been registered after the deal since they pushed for new sanctions due to non-nuclear Iran’s activities.
The last part is dedicated to Trump’s mandate, the first two years of his mandate. Here, the main focus is on
chief negotiator’s relations, Trump and Netanyahu, who shared the same political vision against Iran. I try to
demonstrate how the personal links between Presidential establishment and Israeli society and personalities
have been the main channel of Israeli action. In the end, I highlight which strategies did not change with the
new President, on the contrary, they have been stronger, i.e. the relations with Saudis.
Eventually, I end with the conclusions about the demonstration or falsification of my hypothesis. After,
I attach annexes to clarify some explanation made throughout the analysis.
In conclusion, some remarks must be done as far as concern the pro-Israel lobby. Firstly, the concept
of “lobby” refers to a group of people who try to promote and defend private interests, or State’s interests, by
3

acting and pressuring public political institutions in charge of State’s decisions8. Even if it can refer to an
activity with negative connotations, i.e. a group that interfere and influence political decision-making in favor
of private interests9; in US, it does not have any positive or negative connotation. But lobbies are
institutionalized with a fiscal tax regularization under 501(c) (4) and 501(c) (3) the fiscal status10, legally
enregistered and positively supported by citizens, since they represent a guarantee for the republicanism
following a pluralistic view of State. Second, the pro-Israel lobby has not any ethnic connotations, as I
explained in the first chapter. The pro-Israel lobby is a broader association of groups and organizations. I focus
here on the second most powerful and influential lobby in US as raking the Fortune Magazine: AIPAC11, the
main engine of the opposition to the Iran Nuclear Deal in US. However, AIPAC is made by people from
different ethnicity and religions: Hispanic, evangelical protestant, Christians, but not necessarily Jewish, and
it would be wrong to call it “the Jewish lobby”. For this reason, the thesis is stripped of any religious or ethnic
attitudes, but I refer to Israel or Israeli as people who had links with the State of Israel.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK: PREMISES AND THEORY.
The dissertation starts from several theoretical assumptions based on complex interdependence, as
defined by Keohane and Nye12. Firstly, coalitions are not limited by national boundaries, but they are affected
by transnational relations that strike groups. These transitional ties may link groups directly to foreign actors
in other societies or governments; and, they can benefit from this network with consequences on patterns of
political action. The multiple channels of contacts between governmental and non- governmental actors led to
trans-governmental coalitions. Indeed, governments agencies try to include actors from other governments in
their decision-making process13. This is common in foreign policy decision making, where it is possible to
regulate State’s behaviour according to other’s national interests14. Secondly, domestic, transnational and
trans-governmental actors shape the political action within a State. Asymmetrical interdependence,
transnational actors and international organizations could be a source of power15. Thirdly, the politicization
of issues can be made to shape foreign governments’ agenda-setting also by domestic groups16. Finally,
international organizations do matter in world politics: they contribute to creating coalitions, to shape the
agenda-setting; they allow small States to be influential punching above their weight in the international
forums. This is true especially in foreign policy’s decisions, conceived as “a continuous changing process
where states co-operated with other states on its own grounds or sometimes modified policies regarding the
international environment or pressures”.17 The concept of foreign policy as a continuous process means that
it never ends when one government ends, but “governments through individual policymakers aspire to bring
by wielding influence abroad and by changing or sustaining the behavior to other states”18.
In opposition to the international relations’ realist, these theoretical assumptions have been chosen as
premises because they can better explain the object of my study, which considers several actors in a
multidimensional interdependence’s context19. On the contrary, the traditionalist paradigm assumes that the
state is a unitary predominant actor in world politics20. Plus, it considers the military force the most effective
means of wielding power, at the top of the world politics21, by looking at the US-Israeli relations in terms of
geostrategic utility to the US. Truly, foreign policy’s decisions are guided by States’ national interests
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according to their means, since foreign policy’s formulation “is an exercise in the choice of ends and means
on the part of a nation-state in an international setting”22 according to the state and time. However, a State
interacts with other States for different ends and reasons, which have not necessarily a geostrategic or military
nature, but also “…for economic resources, natural resources, military armaments, political, trade,
cooperation or alliance and so forth”23.
Therefore, though the realist approach can explain the reasons of a foreign policy’s success, it does not
take into account the different source of power that State can have acting in world’s politics, without focusing
on domestic elements as a contributor to foreign policy decision-making. Whereas an “adequate account of
the domestic determinants of foreign policy…must stress politics: parties, social classes, interest groups…
legislators, and even public opinion and elections, not simply executive officials and institutional
arrangements”. 24 De facto, the foreign policy is perceived, here, according to Roscoe’s conceptual definition
“…the use of political influence in order to induce other states to exercise their law-making power in a manner
desired by the state concerned”25. It is understood as an interaction between international and domestic
policy26, and as the result of these two forces entangled influences each other, “the influence of the domestic
system on the process of foreign policy is so dominant that it becomes difficult to make a distinction between
the domestic and foreign policies.”27
Someone may opposite that the theoretical assumptions of interdependence and transnationalism, here
considered, slip out of the analysis the domestic factors in the foreign policy decision making. However, the
study is informed by Putnam’s two-level game theory28, which suits well in considering domestic and system’s
elements, representing a new way of looking at the subject29. Indeed, the theory allows considering the
developments of international relations, which must take into account practitioners with a role in States’
interactions. And, in a world of complex interdependence, not only States matter in shaping international
policies but also other actors, such as think tanks and lobbies. Secondly, it recognized the importance of
domestic factors and conflicts on “national interests” in foreign decision making. Not only domestic causes
and international effects or international causes and domestic effects must be considered to understand the
interactions between countries30, but both dimensions must be considered. Indeed, considering only one of
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these two aspects, we will have a “partial equilibrium” and a partial representation31. Therefore, the theory
allows us to consider different branches of the State domestically and international involved in trumping the
policy decision. Thirdly, the two-level game theory represents a bridge between internal and international
politics, by reconciling them to understand how they interact with each other. The interactions between these
two politics levels can explain the relations between two States, involving several actors in the operational
environment of decision making. These interactions are illustrated in the scheme made by Smith, that can be
found in Annex 1. The foreign policy decision-making has consequences on the domestic level, decision’s
formulation, on the actions taken and on the implementation of the policies. At the same time, the
implementation of these policies will have consequences on the external dimension.
By considering in detail the two-level game theory, some points must be highlighted to better
understand the lenses through which the analysis has been made. Firstly, social and political domestic groups
pressure governments to adopt specific policies favourable for them, including activities in foreign policy;
whereas politicians seek power creating an alliance among these groups32. The study points out that not only
politicians seek alliance among domestic groups, but whatever their nature is, also interest groups are coalition
seeker. Secondly, “at the international level, national governments seek to maximize their own ability to
satisfy domestic pressures, while minimizing the adverse consequences of foreign developments”.
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At the

national level, political conditions are fundamental in the decision -making process, since they determine what
government can or cannot do, especially through opposition, “public opinion, pressure groups acting as
lobbies, media have their part to play in the decision-making process”34. Not only domestic entities, but also
tacit or explicit transnational alignments may emerge and “pressure their respective governments to adopt
mutually supportive policies”35. Since action has to be accepted at both levels, the theory fits with the aim of
this study of understanding how Israel acts on different branches and transnational instruments in order to
trump US foreign policy. An important role is assumed by who straddles between these two levels, that is the
chief negotiator, the formal joint point. The chief negotiator, usually the executive power, has to face
homogeneous or heterogeneous conflicts at both levels. In the former case, the main problem to face is a
“discrepancy between constituents' expectations and the negotiable outcome”36. Whereas in the
heterogeneous conflicts, the main problem is the risk of defection that makes the agreement impossible,
because of domestic divisions 37.
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Besides, another fundamental point to understand is the concept of State’s “win- set” concept. On
domestic level, the win-set “will affect the distribution of the joint gains from international gains”38. At the
international level, a large win- set makes agreements likely, because more likely they are to overlap; while a
small win-set makes likely a failure in negotiations. The smaller the win-set is, the greater is the risk that
negotiations break down, even if a small win set can be a bargaining advantage39. The win-set depends on
preferences, coalitions and the political institution at level II, negotiations’ strategies a level I, the size of
“isolationist” (antagonist to international cooperation in general) and “internationalist” (supporters of “all purpose”).40 However, States tend to preserve their status quo. They prefer a “no-agreement situation” rather
than a change, because of asymmetry of interests or because of the influence acquired in a specific domain41.
Since the option has lower costs when the win-set is small (at least for one country) 42, it makes likely a no
agreement (at least for the State with lower costs), though it can cause a worst situation43.
Complementarily, I have considered Iida’s44 work of two-level games in situations of uncertainty and
asymmetry of information at national and international level45. According to Iida, the international asymmetry
of information about domestic constraints can enhance the bargaining power of domestic negotiator, without
putting in danger the agreement, unless for a delay. While under domestic asymmetric information and
domestic constraints, international agreements are difficult to achieve.

METHODOLOGY.
The analysis is based on the “case study approach” through a diachronic comparison. The method has
been chosen since it allows understanding complex issues throughout the study of documents, reports and
previous studies.46 According to Yin’s division, an explanatory case study examines through a deep and
surface analysis a phenomenon by collecting different data47. On one hand, it allows a qualitative analysis of
behavioral conditions through actors’ perspective48. Since “one case study is done in a way that incorporates
the views of the "actors" in the case under study”49, it fits our theoretical point of view as well as the object
of the analysis. In particular, I use the frame effects theory and prospect theory50. On the other hand,
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quantitative analysis allows explaining the process and outcomes of one phenomenon through the
reconstruction of the case51. Moreover, case study “…satisfy the three tenets of the qualitative method:
describing, understanding, and explaining”52, going beyond pure quantitative results. Hence, throughout the
application of the two methods, the study allows explaining process and outcomes. Specifically, the process
throughout which Israel has acted vis-à-vis US foreign policy in the Iran Nuclear deal. Besides, throughout
this approach is possible to focus not only on actors and its view, but also on “relevant groups of actors and
the interactions between them”53, which would be on the main subject of level one’s analysis.
Although case studies have received criticism by scholars because of its lack of general conclusion due
to its microscopic sample54 and because of lack of rigor 55 , Hamel et al. demonstrated that the goals set are
more important than the sample size56. Despite the micro-level and its selective nature, which concentrates on
few specific issues, the case study works towards a holistic understanding of systems57. Indeed, it could be a
practical solution when big samples are difficult to collect 58, giving a better understanding of actors’ behavior
through an examination of data within a specific area and a limited number of subjects59. Lastly, one of the
greater advantages of the case study is that, by focusing on a single case, it “can be intensively examined when
the research resources at the investigator's disposal are relatively limited”. 60
However, the case study must have boundaries61; indeed, far as concern the time, we consider the years
from 2009 to 2018. The period taken into account is characterized by three different mandates in US
government and establishment: the first from 2009 to 2012, the second from 2012 to 2016, the third from 2016
to 2018 (not ended at the time of writing).
The work considers how Israel has acted in a diachronic comparison, meaning that it looks at the same
object at different times. The diachronic comparison “offers a better solution to the control problem than
comparison of two or more different but similar units at the same time, although the control can never be
perfect; the same country is not really the same at different times”62. Although this method has different limits,
such as the fact that it has many variables and a small number of cases63, the comparative method is “one of
the basic methods of establishing general empirical propositions”64. Secondly, it allows discovering
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“…empirical relationships among variables, not as a method of measurement”65. Thirdly, the comparative
method suits well when “…the number of cases available is small”.66

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS.
Coherently with the theoretical framework, two operational definitions are considered: Track one and
multitrack operational concepts67. The former is taken into account on international level analysis, which
focuses on official State’s actors. Indeed, the complexity of the relations between States cannot be limited at
diplomatic relations. On the contrary, all State’s official actors do matter to achieve a deal at the international
level: military relations, CIA- Israel military apparatus, executive relations matter, relations between chiefs.
Truly, the international bargaining position of a State depends mainly on the negotiator’s status, since
foreigners prefer negotiating with higher status negotiators (head of government) rather than lower official68.
However, according to the two-level analysis, ceteris paribus, stronger State’s autonomy from domestic
pressure “ weaker its relative bargaining position internationally”.69
Concerning the domestic table, around which sits “party and parliamentary figures, spokespersons for
domestic agencies, representatives of key interest groups, and the leader's own political advisors”70, I consider
the operational concept of multitrack diplomacy71. It allows considering the unofficial and informal contacts
among members of different groups, that are used to develop strategies to achieve their interests

LITERARY REVIEW.
The literature review is the guideline of my work. To cover the matter following my theoretical
framework, I divide the description of previous works in two parts. The first focuses on Israeli actions vis-àvis the US foreign policy in Iran nuclear deal at level 1. The second is dedicated to Israel’s strategy level 2,
taking into consideration the American Israel Public Affair Committee, the pro- Israel lobby that acts within
the US institutional framework. The literature considered as far as concern level II is not limited to Obama
and Trump mandates, allowing us to better understand the action made from 2009 to 2018. I have enlarged
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the researches to a previous period, since there is not literature that analyzed my case study, the action of
domestic entities on JCPOA; but, strategies of influence should be considered structured in time and not fixed
on the short term.
I. LITERARY REVIEW AT LEVEL 1.
An important contribution has been given by Professor T. Parsi72, founder of NIAC. His first book
“Treacherous Alliance: the Secret Dealings of Israel, Iran, and The United States”73 is a complete analysis of
the relations between US, Iran and Israel from the pre-cold era until Bush administrations. Parsi illustrates the
shift from a relation between Iran and Israel independent from the US to a situation in which US represents
the needle of the balance between the two States, where Israel started to influence US foreign policy in its
favor. He points out one of the main strategies used by Israel since 1992: the exaggeration of the Iranian threat,
which “reinforced Israel’s other objectives, it undermined any warm-up in U.S.-Iran relations, it compelled
Washington to take stronger measures against Iran…”74.
A second Parsi’s contribution is his third book, “Losing an Enemy: Obama, Iran, and the Triumph of
Diplomacy”75. The book focuses on Obama diplomacy towards Iran, by describing in detail all the Iran nuclear
deal’s phases, as well as the different stages and impediments of Obama diplomacy in the JCPOA. To
demonstrating that normalization of US-Iran relations is reachable, he focused on Israeli behavior to influence
US foreign policy at the diplomatic level. Firstly, Parsi retakes into account the Israeli isolation strategy, since
Israel could not confront Iran alone “…the Israelis put forward a message that Iran wasn’t a danger just to
Israel, but to the entire Western world” 76. Second, indirectly he described the use of international forums i.e.
UN, the place of discussing over Middle East situations. In international arenas, along with the US, Israel tried
to marginalize Iran.
Parsi demonstrates how Obama wanted a new diplomatic path with Iran, that for a long time has been
“coerced into sanctions by Congress, by Israel and by a lack of alternatives”77. But, the main obstacle for this
diplomacy has been Israel, who acted through four main strategies. First, Israel pushed to a zero-enrichment
redline committed concerning Iran nuclear program, in this way “Iranians categorically rejected the demand
and refused to engage in a diplomatic process”.78 The second strategy was the pro-Israel organizations’
pressures on Congressman to promote sanctions. The third consisted in the possibility of a military strike
against Iran, that instilled fear in US establishment because the option would have caused an escalation and
“could eventually lead to U.S. military action against Iran”79 and “…to a wider regional conflict involving
72
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the US”80. Even if the Parsi’s book is a complete analysis of Obama diplomacy and some Israeli strategies,
the author did not dedicate the same attention to domestic factors. Plus, he focused mainly on Israeli pressure
through the possibility of a unilateral military strike against Iran81, but there are some aspects that Parsi has
missed. For instance, how Israel has been able to reflect the Iran nuclear issue on the Ukraine crisis; or, the
relations between Obama and Netanyahu, their different vision of the world.
Another contribution concerning the military option has been made by Robert J. Reardon82. In the
RAND monograph “Containing Iran. Strategies for Addressing the Iranian Nuclear Challenge”, the professor
identifies the strategy as a way to Israel to keep the Iran issue “at the top of the United States’ list of priorities
and the threat of unilateral military action furthers that”83. The research allows understating the actors’
positions in relation to Iran nuclear deal in the international context, by investigating the main forces that shape
the Iran’s nuclear decision. Moreover, Reardon lists the different pro and cons of the Iran nuclear deal for the
US, the positive and negative effects of other alternatives against a nuclear Iran. For instance, the Israeli
military option: “Airstrikes would affect both Iran’s capabilities [ without destroying them] as well as its
decision-making process”84. However, the military option has been deeply stressed by Gil Merom from
different point of views (i.e. reasons of unilateral preventive military option, possibilities of its success and so
on)85.
The relations between Netanyahu and Obama has been analyzed by Robert O. Freedman86 in his paper:
“The erosion of US‒Israeli relations during Obama’s second term”. The professor stressed the breaking
points between the two Presidents during the second Obama mandate, where Iran has been one among others.
Freedman focuses on US-Israel at the UN, in particular during the Ukraine crisis that has been used
strategically by Israel. Moreover, he takes into account the “Netanyahu’s behaviour during the election
campaign… [which] further alienated the Obama administration”87. Finally, he highlights two main points.
One is the military relationship between Israel and the US, on which the former relies. The second is the fact
that “…the Obama administration’s second term was the increasingly partisan nature of US support for
Israel”88, which has been fundamental for the pro-Israel actions against the JCPOA at the domestic level.
However, the last point is more a declaration rather than a demonstration, since he does not go into deep to
understand the weight of Israel has had.
II.

LITERARY REVIEW A LEVEL 2.
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The literature about the Israeli actions on US domestic level takes into account several American proIsrael organizations, but I focus mainly on one: AIPAC, the pro-Israel lobby. Although it can be difficult to
identify the influence of one lobby/organization in US politics and its weight in the decision making, several
studies demonstrated the influence of the pro-Israel lobby. However, few works concern its actions vis-à-vis
US foreign policy in the Iran nuclear affair, which is why I consider previous work on AIPAC to understand
how it acted.
The first research has been made by Morris S. Solomon in his paper in 1993: “The Agenda and Political
Techniques of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC)”89. The paper describes AIPAC’s
origins, its structure and how its departments promote the pro-Israel attitude in US politics. He analyzed how
it became the most powerful lobby in the US in supporting Israel, through donations and private investment
from US firms and thanks to other Zionist organizations. Solomon explained how AIPAC aimed only to
support Israel and Israeli interest by lobbying Capitol rather than exercise pressure on executive power, who
can be lobbied when AIPAC is in line with President’s ideology or it could be difficult.
As Ido Oren90 claimed: “AIPAC is virtually the only pressure group that persistently lobbies Congress
for a tough stance towards Iran”.91 From a bureaucratic politics’ conceptual model that refers to Graham
Allison, Oren investigates the reasons why the US has not bombed Iran, stressing the role of domestic elements
in foreign policy decision making. In particular, he focuses on AIPAC’s role and important personalities within
the establishment, on the intelligence community and the department of the state. According to the Professor,
in the case JCPOA, the Secretary of Defense had a pivotal role in shaping the decision to do not strike Iran.
In previous work, Paul Findley92 describes the importance of domestic elements in the foreign policy
decision- making towards the Middle East. In his book, “The Dare to Speak Out”93, the Congressman
provides his personal experience with the Israel lobby, which saw him as the enemy number one of Israel. His
contribution is important because he made clear the weight of the Israel lobby in shaping the foreign policy
decisions acting on Congress. As he said: “...in matters pertaining to Middle East policy, members of Congress
generally paid attention only to what Israel wanted”94. Also, he described AIPAC pressures on Pentagon,
executive power, university professors and journalist who are prone to the Arab and Islamic world and hence
critical to Israel. The book can be defined as a travel through different moment in times of his career, in which
he demonstrated through examples how “the lobby groups function as an informal extension of the Israeli
government” 95. This last point has been demonstrated also by Oren in the specific case of Iran nuclear deal.
According to the professor, AIPAC has continued internally what Netanyahu was making at the international
89
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level: promoting and keeping the military strike against Iran on the table through executive’s powers
relations96.
The main contribution has been the book of 2007 by professors J.J Mearsheimer97 and S.M.
Walt98:“the Israel lobby and US foreign policy”, after their first article “The Israel lobby”99. They
demonstrated how the US provides unconditional support to Israel in money and military assistance, even
when against US national interest, by criticizing this dependence. According to them, the huge US assistance
could not be justified after the cold war, when Israel was not a strategic asset for US100, but it became more a
liability101. The pro-Israel lobby “is the principal reason for that support, and this uncritical and unconditional
relationship is not in the American national interest”102. They define the lobby as “the loose coalition of
individuals and organizations that actively work to shape U.S. foreign policy in a pro-Israel direction”103,
which is made by different organizations. In their analyses, they found two main ways used by the lobby to
shape US foreign policy: institutional actors and non-institutional actors. The former includes congress,
executive power and establishment; whereas, the second includes media, think tanks and universities. To prove
it, they go through the main significant event in the Middle East, where the US participated and on which
AIPAC has had a role: the Israel- Palestinian conflicts, the Iraq war (2003), the relation between US and Iran
and the Lebanese war in 2006. Moreover, they identified some key players in the lobby: “…the former AIPAC
official and the former U.S. ambassador to Israel, the pro-Israel Washington Institute for Near East Policy
and the Middle East forum.”104
The contribution has been fundamental and from 2007 onwards it increased the interest in the relation
between AIPAC and US foreign policy with many critics105. Indeed, they open the debate among experts
between those agree with them and who criticized for errors and omissions106. Two main critics have been
made by Abraham Foxman107, ex-national director of the ADL, important component of Israel Lobby108.
Foxman frames Mearsheimer and Walt as a “compilation of old, false, and authoritatively discredited charges
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dressed up in an academic garb”109 by promoting anti-Semitic ideas. Although he justified the American
support to Israel in moral terms focusing on Carter’s Palestine peace, he did not succeed in demonstrating the
limits of Mearsheimer and Walt’s theory. Neither he succeeded in demonstrating that AIPAC does not have
powers within the US system since he stressed mainly the ADL role. Another important critic to Mearsheimer
and Walt has been made by professor R. Lieberman110 , who wrote in 2009 “The "Israel Lobby" and America
Politics”111. By focusing only on Pro-Israel lobby’s actions on American policymaking institutions, he showed
limits of Mearsheimer and Walt112, although he recognized the relevant power of the lobby.
Also J. Newhouse, Senior fellow at the World Security Institute, with the research paper “The Influence
of Lobbies on U.S. Foreign Policy” The argues that “AIPAC is the model for other lobbying groups and for
lobbying firms that aim to influence' U.S. foreign policy… in a game of five-dimensional chess”113. In his
opinion, the main instrument through which AIPAC operates in the State system is the power of lobbyists and
not the diplomacy. Within the States’ institutions “the most effective lobbying is done on Capitol Hill”114,
since the executive branch faces limits on what it can do for lobbyists (establishment does not depend on
elections) . He points out a new strategy: AIPAC focuses on internal congress rivalries or between groups
involving political parties, which “…have trained themselves to listen to AIPAC first and act accordingly”.115
The main contribution in terms of data collection and practical demonstrations is given by Grant F.
Smith116, with the research “the Big Israel: how Israel’s lobby moves America”. The director defines the Israel
lobby “…as the collective of Israel Affinity Organizations…considered to be a powerful lobbying force, with
some caveats”117. By providing a detailed explanation of pro-Israel lobby’ s structure, he demonstrated
through quantitative data AIPAC contributions to political parties and Congress’ expenditures to aid Israel.
He clarifies the AIPAC’s roll in the broader lobby system, the Israel Affinity Organizations. Indeed, he
categorizes the different organizations that composed the pro-Israel lobby according to what they do or their
legal status. Each organizations have multiple tactics “...from taking influential Americans on trips to Israel,
media pressure campaigns, hosting on-campus Israel advocacy programs, publishing [….] academic studies,
editorials and op-eds in elite and hometown newspapers…”.118 Among these activities, AIPAC “concentrates
its efforts on lobbying Congress for massive foreign aid packages and foreign policies that benefit Israel” 119.
Thus, the author points out the strict collaboration between the lobby and Israel government. In his view, the
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key of AIPAC success, and more generally the pro-Israel lobby, is due to the collective action in line with
Israel government.
One more time, Parsi has given to us a contribution in the second part of the book “Losing an Enemy:
Obama, Iran, and the Triumph of Diplomacy”. He stressed links between pro-Israel domestic entities and
Netanyahu120. He demonstrates that Netanyahu’s strategies relied on the activation of pro-Israel organizations
“…from AIPAC to evangelical churches, to pressure lawmakers through constituency lobbying”. 121 AIPAC
has been the main arm of Israel by pressuring Congressman from both parties, democratic and republican; by
using television and social media to cease the Iran nuclear deal and to have people support. Although AIPAC
is the most active and powerful organization, Parsi describes a new pro-Israel organization, J Street, which
stand on Obama side in the Iran nuclear deal, by sleeting the Jewish American community. On one hand,
“AIPAC and other hawkish pro-Israeli groups have been drivers behind the policy of sanctioning and
confronting Iran” 122by standing in hawkish position. On the other, the more critical J Street has acquired more
support from the community, by providing “…crucial political cover to lawmakers who wanted to support the
nuclear deal but did not want to come across as anti-Israel and feared AIPAC”.123
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CHAPTER I:
THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE ISRAEL ACTION.
The chapter is a descriptive contextualization of the Iran nuclear issue in an interdependent context. It
describes the different positions of those actors that I take into account in the second part of the dissertation:
The US, Israel and Iran’s position. Then, I focus on AIPAC, its structure and its way of action in the US
institutional and non-Institutional surrounding; then, I describe its position vis-à-vis the Iran deal. Finally, I
explain the relations between the chief negotiators, Obama and Netanyahu, which are relevant to understand
the Israeli action.
1.1.THE INTERNATIONAL ACTORS’ POSITION.
The nuclear weaponization of Iran has always been a warm issue for Israel and the US. Unless for a
few periods of amity, Iran and Israel have been competitor regional powers124. Indeed, Israel has made
continuous efforts to prevent Iran’s nuclear capability by threating the use of military force125; or, pushing for
international sanctions with the assistance of the US and EU126. If the US-Israel relation has always been
marked by the Iranian’s issue, in a reciprocal way US- Iran relations had the Israeli shadow behind. From 2009
onwards, with changes of US and Israeli governments with, respectively, Obama and Netanyahu, the Iran issue
became the warmest issue between them.
1.1.1. IRAN: ITS POSITION AND ITS NUCLEAR PROGRAM.
Iran started its nuclear program in 1957 with a huge aid from the US, who provided to Iran the first
research nuclear reactor127. The US’ aids to Iran stopped in 1979 with the “hostage crisis”, when the relations
got complicated and Iran started developing its nuclear capacity independently, including sophisticated
enrichment capabilities that have been the object of international negotiations between 2002 and 2015. In
2002-2003, Iran showed itself open to negotiations to the IAEA and the EU-3128 to guarantee a more
transparent nuclear program and suspend the enrichment ‘s program129. With the highest Iranian ranks’
approval, Iran proposed concessions to Western countries through the Swiss ambassador130. Concerning its
nuclear program, Iran offered intrusive international inspections with two aim: long-understanding relations
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with Americans and decreasing western’s fears of Iranian weaponization131. Hence, Iran would guarantee full
transparency and a peaceful nuclear program, signing an Additional Protocol to the NPT, in exchange for
sanctions’ relief. Whereas the IAEA and EU agreed with the Iran proposal; the Bush administration refused
under Israeli and AIPAC pressures132.
After having declined the Iranian offer to mitigate and abandon its nuclear program133, when Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad won the elections, he started a hawkish policy against Iran and US without possibilities of
negotiation over its Nuclear enrichment program134. Withdrawing from international engagements, the new
Iran President restarted the uranium enrichment program. As a consequence, from 2009 to 2013, US increased
sanctions over Iran, who refused invitations to talks135. In 2010 and 2012 efforts have been made by Turkey,
Brazil, Russia, US and EU; and meetings between Iran and the P5+1136 have been arranged in Istanbul, in late
January 2011, with Iran insisted on lifting all sanctions as a condition for a deal137.
Once they failed138, other meetings were arranged in Baghdad, Moscow to re-opened discussions on
Iran nuclear program with the IAEA and with the P5+1139. However, the diplomatic and economic sanctions
were not enough to stop Iran nuclear, who restarted Khamenei’s opposition to direct talks with US since “he
believes Iran can ride through the present set of sanctions…and does not need to make potentially humiliating
concession to the US”140. Indeed, IAEA’s report showed that sanctions did not prevent Iranian from
enrichment by 20%141.
The turning point has been 2013 with the election of Rouhani as President of Iran. He had to face
several challenges on national and international level: economic, diplomatic and social problems; the decline
of Iran influence in the region; and the nuclear crisis. Hassan Rouhani, who had a leading role in the nuclear
negotiations from 2003 to 2005142, was in favor of a new diplomatic approach in foreign policy, in particular
concerning the nuclear program, making diplomacy the main theme of his presidential campaign, near to
Obama’s approach143.
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Indeed, thanks to his new Iranian diplomatic path, the interim nuclear agreement between Iran and the
P5+1 should last for 6 months144. After the first conference in Almaty (Kazakhstan), where the different sides
made their respective proposals, the agreement was signed in Geneva in October 2013. The JPOA previewed
limitations of Iranian nuclear program and a rollback of enrichment capabilities, ensuring a peaceful nuclear
program. In exchange, the US, UN and EU have to start economic relief145. Although time-bounded, the
agreement was “renewable by mutual consent, during which all parties will work to maintain a constructive
atmosphere for negotiations in good faith”146. The interim agreement’s implementation started in 2014,
drawing an important for US-Iran relations147. The change was also due to the new Iranian establishment with
Rouhani as President and Zarif as foreign minister, the main engineers of the future Iran deal148. They
presented a proposal for a comprehensive agreement with precise steps in the implementation for each part149.
The final agreement, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, the so-called “the Iran nuclear deal”, has been
signed on 14th July 2015, approved by both US and Iranian parliament it has been implemented from January
2016
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. In exchange of economic relief by stopping sanctions, the JCPOA regularized the Iran nuclear

program in different ways: by reducing its enrichment program and legitimizing its nuclear threshold state; by
establishing IAEA inspections regime for 25 years; by converting enrichment facilities to peaceful purposes151.
In 2016, with Trump arrival at the White House and his decision of dismantle the nuclear deal, Iran
maintained the international engagements through which it has been reintegrated in the international
community152. President Rouhani tried to preserve the deal along with the P5+1153 in continuation with the
path started during Obama administration, without the intention of abandoning the deal or renegotiate it154.
Nevertheless, the US decision of imposing new sanctions and of ceasing JCPOA implementation lead the
Iranian foreign minister Zarif to warn about a new restart of the Iran nuclear program, if US would not
implement the deal.155
1.1.2. US POSITION.
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The relations between Iran and the US already complex, for the hostage crisis, when diplomatic
relations have been broken and sanctions imposed over Iran156, got worst with the Iran-Iraq war, when
Americans on Saddam Hussein’s side157. After 30 years of sanctions, especially with Clinton’s “dual
containment” 158, only with Bush, there have been little improvements in Iran-US relations, since Iran helped
the US in its war against Taliban159. However, the idyll ended in 2002, when Bush took a hard-line position
towards Iran, listing it in the axis of evil’s list with accusations of supporting terrorism and persuading nuclear
weapons160.
From 2009 until 2013, US administration changed its position vis-à-vis the Iran nuclear deal,
increasing sanctions over Iran together with EU and UN161. During the 2008 presidential campaign, at the
AIPAC conference, Obama remarked his pro-Israel position, describing Israelis as “Friends who share my
strong commitment to make sure that the bond between the United States and Israel is unbreakable today,
tomorrow and forever.” 162 Indeed, he did not change completely the Bush’s line of international sanctions
against Iran, who was considered “the danger from Iran is grave, it is real, and my goal will be to eliminate
this threat”163, for which he would do whatever it takes to prevent Iran from acquiring a nuclear bomb164.
Granting “unshakeable commitment to Israel's security”, once at the White House, Obama continued to
increase new sanctions: sanctions over the ICB, foreign financial institutions for transactions related to oil/
petroleum products, over people or companies that had business with Iranian companies and government165.
However, Obama’s peaceful will was clear in March 2009, when he promised a new beginning by confirming
what he said in Cairo speech166. If on one hand, Obama was looking for new diplomatic relations with Iran;
on the other hand, the Iranian nuclear ambitions were the starting point for any rapprochement. The possibility
of talks came in 2013, with the new Rouhani’s government, with whom Obama started secret peaceful
negotiations to reach an agreement over the nuclear program, signed in 2015167. The agreement has been
presented as a successful diplomatic achievement, which prevented a nuclear-armed Iran avoiding a military
action168.
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In truth, since the beginning, Obama had a clear foreign policy agenda with defined pivotal points
through his Obama doctrine169. For instance, the US disengagement in the Middle East, which has lost its
geostrategic importance and because of previous failures in the region (i.e. Libya)170. Even though the secular
friendship with Israel remains a pillar for Obama, it caused deep breaks in the US-Israel relations. On one
hand, Obama tried to maintain strong relations with Israel, who considers Iran the enemy number one in the
region and who promoted heavier sanctions without conditions171. On the other, Obama tried to create friendly
relations with Iran acting through nuclear diplomacy to control the Iranian enrichment program. At the
beginning. Obama seemed to agree with Israel on policies towards Iran. He refused any kind of nuclear deal
“…to prevent Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons” and he wanted “the toughest sanctions ever on the
Iranian regime”172. However, the relationship changed when Obama decided to negotiate and implement the
deal, despite the Israeli pressures. Indeed, signed the JCPOA in 2015, in contrast with Republicans and Israel,
he lobbied democrats’ congressmen, who successfully blocked the GOP opposition and a possibility of a veto
by the President173. Indeed, when the vote came on September 10, Democrats blocked the Republicans’
resolution that disapproved the deal with a vote 58 to 42 (majority required to pass a bill is 60) 174.
The US position changed in 2016 with Trump’s elections. Already during his campaign, he made clear
his “number-one priority to dismantle the disastrous deal with Iran”175. Indeed, once at the White House,
President Trump announced a new strategy vis-à-vis the Iran nuclear deal: “by imposing tough sanctions on
IIRGC preview” 176 and the intention of amending the INAA to prevent Iran from developing nuclear activities
and intercontinental ballistic missile program177. Considering the deal as “…one of the worst and most onesided transactions the United States has ever entered into…178, the US strategy has been implemented in 2017
with new sanctions179. While on May 8th2018, Trump announced the US’s withdrawal from the JCPOA, by
imposing the "highest level" of sanctions over Iran and over those Countries that do business with180. Truly,
the decision of ceasing the deal was a pro-Israel decision, but it was not the only one. On the contrary, it
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seemed part of a broader pro-Israel foreign policy181. In conclusion, Trump’s new policy brings back US- Iran
relations to pre-Obama equilibrium.
1.1.3. ISRAEL POSITION.
Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu has always been in hawkish position against Iran. He
considers Iran the greatest danger for Israel and his first goal has always been to thwart the Iran nuclear
threat182. The Israeli hostility to Iran has deep roots183, and it did not change in 2013 with Rouhani’s
government, which has been defined by Israeli Prime minister defined the new President Rouhani as “Wolf in
Sheep's Clothing”184.
The first Israeli answer to the Iran nuclear program has been the reaction to the interim nuclear
agreement185 defined by Netanyahu as a “historic mistake for the world”186. From Israel point of view, the
agreement will allow Iran to focus on other non-nuclear programs by improving its power, such as the missile
development that would increase its power in the region. Besides, implicitly the deal recognized Iran as a
nuclear power in the region. The main Israel concern was the Iranian uranium enrichment, which allows
making nuclear weapons, representing a danger for Israel’s security187. Plus, Israel was worn for what Iran
could do in the “gray zones”188 and that Teheran would establish a powerful hegemony over the Middle East
189

. In the light of history, Israel has always tried to marginalize Iran, interposing itself between Iran-US

relations in order to avoid an Iranian regional power that could challenge the Israeli power190. Another Israel’s
concern was the economic relief that Iran would have from the agreement, which would allow financing
terrorist groups in the region191. Accordingly, Netanyahu lobbied against the emerging agreement through any
diplomacy means. Although part of military staff and the chief of Mossad Halevy did not see the agreement
as negative as Netanyahu did192, Israel’s response to the Iran Nuclear deal was hostile, becoming more hostile
after the agreement’s implementation.
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Indeed, the prime minister affirmed that Israel was not bounded by the treaty and the cabinet rejected
the deal193. Israel would not permit any agreement that allows Iran to enrich uranium with Netanyahu’s
proposal to new heavy sanctions on Iran without conditions194. For this reason, negotiations of the deal were
considered a danger for its security, since they would allow Iran to keep an amount of enriched uranium for a
research reactor. Indeed, Netanyahu would not accept an Iran-western powers agreement over Iranian nuclear
program, since “deal that falls short of ending the Iranian nuclear weapon drive, or that meets America's "red
lines" but not Israel's, which are more stringent”195. According to Israel, the interim deal did not prevent Iran
from nuclear weapons, because of concession given to Iran, such as the fact that nuclear facilities would not
be demolished, disconnected or destroyed; or, the 10 years expiration date.
Despite the Netanyahu’s opposition, the agreement has been implemented during Obama’s
administration. Consequently, Israeli political agenda remains in its position by strengthening its defences196.
Once after the JCPOA, Netanyahu described the deal as “bad deal (that) grants Iran exactly what it wanted:
both a significant easing in sanctions and preservation of the most significant parts of its nuclear program.”197
The deal would make “the world a much more dangerous place, because the most dangerous regime has
taken a significant step toward attaining the most dangerous weapon in the world”198. When Trump arrived
at the White House, Israel opposition to the deal has been strengthened since the two chief negotiators share
the same ideas against Iran.
1.1.4. CHIEF NEGOTIATORS’ RELATIONS: OBAMA AND NETANYAHU
The relation between Chief negotiators has to be considered to understand the way how Israel acted
vis-à-vis the US foreign policy in the Iran nuclear program. Although realism dismisses the possible weight
of trust and mistrust between leaders199; personalities, characters and political ideas do matter in decisionmaking and States’ relations200. As history demonstrated, differences in characters, ideologies and political
approaches in foreign policy do matter201. This is particularly true in the US, where the President is a
fundamental figure “per se” for the Presidential form of State, which allows shaping policies and institutions
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according to Presidents’ political beliefs202. Hence, divergencies can create mistrust between leaders and may
affect States’ relations203, as happened to Israeli-US relationship during Obama administration204.
As far as concern their political goals and approach vis-à-vis Iran, Obama and Netanyahu started from
two different points. The former considered Iran and its nuclear deal as a “game-changer in terms of Iran
itself”205; whereas, Netanyahu considers it as “a game-changer in the region”206. From the beginning,
“Obama promoted an agenda of achieving a nuclear accord with Iran, which policies would have put him at
odds with any Israeli leader”207. In 2009’s Cairo speech, Obama made clear his goals about a reconciliation
between Arab and Muslim world208. The new beginning was announced during his presidential campaign,
made in favor of multilateralism, cooperation, nuclear non-proliferation, diplomatic solution, withdrawal from
Middle East209 and new US interests towards Asia210. These elements have formed the Obama doctrine socalled “leading from behind”, which put Obama’s national security priorities in collision with Israeli
preferences211. It looked like that the new administration was pursuing a pure American interest: they wanted
good relations with Israel, but they do not want an agreement with Israel on a set of key issues, such as Iran.
Indeed, this could hurt the American interest or led to US engagements in the region, distance from Obama’s
strategic goals212.
If the Obama’s ratio was the use soft power213 to achieve his goals and restore confidence in US’ allies
and enemies214; the main distinctive line of Netanyahu’s ratio is to act in historical perspective, by combining
Israeli historical mission and future history without limits in tools to achieve the goal215. As Zvi Hauser216 has
explained: “[ Netanyahu] considers how it will read in another 100 years and in another 500 years”217. When
Obama was receiving the Peace Nobel Prize218, Netanyahu was lacking in the self-discipline with “an
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overdose of sectarianism”219. While Obama decided to respect the US constitution as far as concern any
possible military intervention in Syria220, although the practice have given to the executive the power in the
matter, eclipsing the legislative power221; on his hand, Netanyahu does not delegate powers, but centralized
all in his figure222. Therefore, the distance between Obama and Netanyahu is not a consequence of the Iran
nuclear deal, rather the deal is one of the main elements of distance among others223. Nevertheless, in a certain
moment, it became the main one by deteriorating the US-Israeli relationship, which shaped Netanyahu’s
behaviors vis-à-vis US foreign policy decisions224 on which he lost all leverage on the White House225.
1.2.DOMESTIC ACTOR: THE PRO ISRAEL LOBBY.
One important role in influencing the US decision on the Iran nuclear deal has been taken on Israel
side by pro-Israel Jewish organizations, which constitute an important part of American society226. The Israeli
lobby is comprehensive of several associations and organizations with the main aim of supporting Israel and
Israeli interests227, which is why Smith called it “Israel Affinity Organizations”228. Among the 775 pro-Israel
organizations with different political views, geographically distributed on the West and the Ouest and in the
big cities229. On one hand, there are pro-Israel organizations, such as J Street, more critic to Israel government
and in favor of JCPOA as of Obama’s diplomacy230. On the other hand, there are the establishment
organization, more hawkish and on in line with Netanyahu’s policies, usually against the Iran nuclear deal
and in favor of a military option against Iran231.
The leader organization of the “establishment” is AIPAC, who is on the top 10 most powerful and
influential Lobby in US232 and the most influential “pro- Israel lobby”233. Created in 1951, AIPAC called itself
“the Americans’ pro-Israel lobby” and its main objective is to “strengthen, protect and promote the U.S.-
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Israel relationship in ways that enhance the security of the United States and Israel”234, by acting on Capitol
Hill. It is composed by several bodies that operate on different US institutions: Congress, think tanks, Pentagon
offices, public opinion, education and mass media on a bipartisan base, which represents its strength by
allowing the organization acting on a wide-spread network

235

. Indeed, it has assumed a relevant role in all

issues affecting Israel interest and military issues236, but in particular the Iran nuclear deal, since it made Iran
the top priority of its legislative agenda237 that includes also the support assistance for Israel and Foreign Aid
and the opposition boycotts of Israel238.
1.2.1. STRUCTURE AND CHANNELS OF ACTION.
To understand how AIPAC has acted vis-à-vis US foreign policy in Iran affair, it is important to look
at its structure. The main activity of the powerful lobby is made in Capitol Hill, through a soft power

239

.

Indeed, AIPAC observes and pressures lawmakers in order to shape foreign policy’s decision in a pro-Israel
way in line with the policy of Israeli government240. Although some failures during the years241, its actions
have been efficient and successfully most of the time thanks to its bipartisan nature that allows trumping both
Democrats and Republican at the same time. The bipartisanship is “the only proven way to secure the USIsrael relationship for the long term” as said by AIPAC official242.
One of the main AIPAC’s strength is its multiple-ethnicity base, since several communities are part of
the organization and contribute to its cause: Christian, African American, Jewish and Hispanic. This is
particularly true during the Iran nuclear deal struggle, when the pro-Israel lobby increased its ties with others
ethnic or foreign organizations and lobbies, such as the pro-Israel Christian lobby, the CUFI who have been
identified as the Christian version of AIPAC243 and the Saudi Arabia lobby in US.
A substantial element to bear in mind is that AIPAC is not a PAC, but it has a public affairs committee’s
legal status. A PAC is whatever organizations legally registered as it, which can freely contribute to finance
and support federal candidates, with whom they share the same positions on political issue244. As a matter of
fact, throughout PACs, everyone can participate as a contributor to electoral campaigns delivering money to
candidates. Since they have a tax exempted status, they must respect Internal Revenue Service restrictions and
norms of transparency (i.e. list the names of contributors and their members), and they cannot direct lobbying
Congress nor Executive Branch245. AIPAC has never acquired the legal status of PAC; hence, it is not allowed
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contributing directly to federal candidates but with member’s private donations and through affiliate PACs or
organizations246.
The main AIPAC’s influence is exercised in writing bills and legislations through several tolls on
Congressmen, who will propose those bills, after that, the organization has financed their electoral
campaigns247. Although it is not possible to see how much AIPAC delivered to lawmakers, because not obliged
to disclose their expenditures, the organization is one of the top contributors among pro-Israeli lobbies,
especially for US electoral system248.
The AIPAC’s structure gives to the organization the power it has. Firstly, it has an executive body with
the executive director ahead, who is an administrative chief responsible for the organization’s daily
activities249. Yet, the main AIPAC’s action is directed by the legislative branch. The legislative body is
competent to lobby congressmen and candidates in order to pursue its pro-Israel foreign policy agenda’s goals
on the bases of three main key points: a bipartisan sponsorship, standing behind the legislation, pressuring the
congress and acting indirectly on the President250. Indeed, by comparing the lobbying activities with other
ethnic lobbies, AIPAC did deliver a higher amount. For instance, the Arab lobby has spent around $17,500
in 2018251 compared to AIPAC’s $3,518,028 (on a total expenditure $5,142,028)252. The main influence on
Capitol Hill is made upon the House Foreign Affairs Committee through the Conference of Presidents of
Major Jewish Organizations, whose members are automatically AIPAC’s members253. The Presidents are part
of the executive committee that elects AIPAC’s officers and they represent the American Jewish
organizations254. Indeed, the conference has the aim of advancing American Jewish community’s interest,
support Israel-US relations and it is a “forefront mobilizing support to halt Iran’s nuclear program”255. Plus,
the organization’s members have personal and private links with congressman and senators, which is relevant
AIPAC can act trough unofficial channels. Whatever and whomever AIPAC finances, the choice is based on
observations pro-Israel lawmakers. Indeed, a third branch is AIPAC’s research department with the duty of
monitoring on daily base Congress and Committees’ activities, by providing information throughout position
papers and analysis of bills in the Israel’s interests perspective256.
AIPAC ‘s strength is its network of association and organizations on which it relies for its activities.
Particularly, it is relevant the link between AIPAC and NORPAC, the North Jersey PAC, with whom AIPAC
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share and overlap priorities and techniques of pressure. NORPAC is a Non-Partisan Political Action
Committee that legally raises funds and support candidates, who “demonstrate a genuine commitment to the
strength, security, and survival of Israel”257. Despite NORPAC is a different organization from AIPAC, it is
instrumental for the second. For instance, it provides to AIPAC lists of pro-Israel Congressmen that they can
support in political campaigns and upon who exercise pressure. Plus, AIPAC’s donors, such as ex- Presidents
D. Steiner and M. Kassen have been contributors to congressman campaigns through NORPAC258. AIPAC’s
private investors give contributions to a political candidate, respecting the amount for the law, through
NORPAC, who combines all donations for that candidate. This guarantees an effective influence since the
different donations coming from different paths are channeled in a one single way. Furthermore, an important
non-PAC affiliate organization is the AIEF a “charitable organization affiliated with AIPAC” 259, which
provides support to educational programs, materials for university student, as well as promotes trips for
Congressman to Israel260. Indeed, the organization is an alter ego of AIPAC with tax exempt status, so a sham
AIPAC organization 261.
At the same time, AIPAC relies on high specialized staff, experts and think tank, or bipartisan
friendship through a “disproportionate level of activism”.262 In fact, AIPAC members are usually in key
positions within political staff, think tanks and institutions. For instance, ex-AIPAC executive director, Kohr,
was assistant of the AJC and a fellow of Defense Department263. Martin S. Indyk, deputy research director for
AIPAC, founded the Washington institute for Near Policy264, an Israel-centric think tank. US ambassador to
Israel and Assistant Secretary of State for Near East Affairs, he has been Vice President and Director for
Foreign Policy at the Brookings Institution. In 2018, he left to join the Council on Foreign Relations265.
AIPAC has an important appeal also on schools and universities by organizing events, protests or
conferences. The most important event is the Annual Policy Conference, made every year during spring that
worth around $40 million266, where common people, students, lawmakers, experts, administration’s staff and
Presidents take the floor and make speeches267. The Conference is an important tool of influence aimed of
educating participants to a pro-Israel’ view of issues that are important for Israel268. Indeed, members and
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activists, politicians, experts and important personalities speak in front numerous lawmakers, experts and
common people trying to persuade them to behave towards an Israeli’s interests. Through AIPAC, candidates
could reach a large portion of the electorate, regardless of their ethnicity, but in line with Israeli interests.
Truly, it is a two ways’ path: on one hand, politicians used AIPAC to reach the electorate and catch more
votes; on the other, AIPAC used it to influence decision making. If the conference is important, more
important is knowing how to behave and what to say at the conference as well as how to grasp pro-Israel vote,
which is made by involving AIPAC professional personnel in the administration or candidates’ staff269.
In practical terms, AIPAC reduces distances between the world of politics and the common people,
thanks also to its regional structure270. Yet, the lobby is active not only in US, but it has one office also in
Israel, in Jerusalem271, which testifies the interstate structure that it has. Throughout the regional division, the
lobby is nearest to representatives of every States and it is easier for people to “establish relationship with
your member of Congress and strengthening the bond between US-Israel relationship in your community”272.
1.2.2. AIPAC AND THE IRAN NUCLEAR DEAL.
In line with Netanyahu conservative position, AIPAC has always been in strong opposition to Iran.
Since 1990, AIPAC pressured and co-sponsored sanctioning bills against Iran, considered a destabilizing
power in the region because of its nuclear ambitions and because its support to terrorist proxy groups273. This
position never changed throughout the time, on the contrary it radicalized its position against Iran, which is a
top issue on AIPAC’s legislative agenda based on four key “talking points”274. Indeed, AIPAC’s pressures on
legislative power increased with Ahmadinejad’s election in June 2009, after when he decided to restart with
the nuclear enrichment program275.
Consequently, AIPAC opposed to the JCPOA revolving around some criticisms. Firstly, in line with
Netanyahu, AIPAC would not permit any Iran nuclear capability, neither a small once (such as a nuclear
enrichment program with 3,67% of limitations). It would allow only a complete end of the Iran nuclear
program, since the only way to contrast the sponsor of terrorism, its regional power and a threat of Israeli
security276. Indeed, accepting a small Iranian nuclear capability would have mean accepting the possibility of
an Iranian enrichment program in the future, once the deal has expired277. A second criticism has been the
sunset clause for its short-time limitations to the nuclear program. The JCPOA lasts 10 years, after which
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engagements and restrictions would collapse with ballistic missiles’ production, excluded from the deal278. In
other words, the agreement will give to Iran a future enrichment capacity. Finally, even if Iran accepted the
IAEA inspections, these inspections must be communicated to Iranian authorities 24 days before the access
time previewed279. On its part, AIPAC considered that the clause would give to Iran the time to dissimulate
its nuclear and other illicit operations280. Therefore, to prevent Iran from nuclear weapons and to contrast the
Iran nuclear deal, it acted in line with Israeli government, according to its bipartisan nature throughout its
network made by Republicans and Democrats281.

CHAPTER II
FROM INFLAMMATORY RHETORIC TO MILITARY ACTION: US FEARS AND
THE INCREASING IRAN SANCTIONS.
2.1.

INTRODUCTION.

The chapter considers the Israeli action during the first Obama mandate. The first part focuses on Israeli
and US relations from a diplomatic and formal State’s relations point of view. During this period, two main
strategies are stressed: the discursive strategy that used rhetoric in two ways. One is the artificial link between
Palestine and Iran, made by Netanyahu to maintain the Iran nuclear issue on US agenda. Secondly, the ability
to frame Iran and the deal in negative terms. On the other hand, the possibility of a unilateral military strike
against Iran by and from Israel. By following the one-track diplomacy’s concept, I focus on the relations
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between Defense ministers, Pentagon and IDF, the Mossad and US intelligence. Concerning this option, also
a domestic action has been made by AIPAC over the Congress and executive. Finally, I consider other
domestic elements that contributing to understand how Israel has acted and how the pro-Israel lobby seems to
change its influence throughout time.
2.2.

NETANYAHU’S ACTIONS AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL.

From 2009 to 2012, the geopolitical situation has been internationally less complicated compared to
the future one, since the line-up among Israel, Iran and the US was clear. Albeit the differences between
Netanyahu and Obama in politics, the alliance was more alive than ever. Whereas in international forums, the
Iran President Ahmadinejad continued his inflammatory rhetoric against Israel and US, calling Israel “insult
to all humanity”282; the Israel and US were on the same line against Iran, heaving sanctions with UN and EU
support.
At the international level, the first strategy used by Netanyahu has been developed within international
forums and through public speeches. How leaders frame issues have an important weight as long as it can
influence the perception that counterparts could have of that issue283. Throughout the so-called “framing
effect”, the decision-maker can control, at least partly, habits or personal characteristics284. The strategy shall
be considered a soft power, since it presents an issue in a non-violent way, through speeches, with the purpose
of influencing somehow other State’s behavior vis-à-vis that issue285. The strategy’s success depends on who
frames and who is framed: when a President of democratic State, such as Israel, frames negatively nondemocratic State or what is perceived as if, like Iran, it would be likely for the former to achieve his goal286.
There are several techniques for framing287, but in our case, Netanyahu used a thematic framing in two main
ways, involving communication, attributes, policies and policy debates288. On one hand, he linked semiartificially in speeches two different Israeli problems: Iran and Palestine. On the other, he portraited in negative
terms Iran throughout an interactive and structural framing, acting on information processing.
2.2.1.

IRAN AND PALESTINE: A STRATEGIC LINK?

Netanyahu’s conservative hawkish position led him to consider the Middle East in negative terms and
always in the worst-case scenario in which war is always likely289. When he took power in 2009, he had two
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main challenges. One was the peace with Palestine, on which the Israeli Prime minister seemed to accept the
two-State idea, but according to Israeli interests290. The second was the Iran nuclear program. During this time,
the Palestinian peace process seemed the top one concern, whereas the Iranian nuclear program looked
important but not fundamental. Indeed, Netanyahu dedicated the two -third of his inaugural discourse to the
two-State solution proposed by Obama and to Palestinian demilitarization; whereas Iran issue took few words
to underline one of the three Israeli main challenges291.
However, Netanyahu started to link discursively Iranian and Palestine threats through their links with
terrorism. For instance, in 2009, after the Bar Ilan discourse, Netanyahu took the floor at the UNGA, answering
to the Iranian President’s claims that the Holocaust was a lie292, he linked the right of Israel to exist as a State
to the Iranian threat, described as “primitive fanaticism”. Then, he linked Palestinian and Iranian issues
through their ties with terrorist groups: “We don't want another Gaza, another Iranian backed terror
base…perched on the hills a few kilometers from Tel Aviv…I believe…a peace can be achieved. But only if we
roll back the forces of terror, led by Iran, that seek to destroy peace, eliminate Israel and overthrow the world
order.”293 Netanyahu made a comparison with Iran, putting both on the same level of importance. The fact
that Iran was under US and UN sanctions led us to think that the main aim of the strategy was to maintain Iran
one top concern for all States, in particular on the US agenda. This was clear in 2011 at the UNGA, where
Netanyahu used the same pattern294: “The Palestinian Authority now could build a peaceful state in Gaza.
But…We got war. We got Iran. Palestinians are armed…supplied by Iran”295.
One may oppose that political issues are linked in an interdependent world politics, especially in the
Middle East, where cultural, historical and political intra-regional conflicts are strictly connected296. Truly, it
could be not denied that Iran and Palestine shared common strategic interests as non-Arab States; neither can
be denied Iran’s role in PLO creation, in the Palestine intifadas and its links with Hamas297. However, it must
be considered the position of the Palestinian authority, Mahmud Abbas, until 2012. During this period, Abbas’
attitude towards Ahmadinejad was not positive, since he kept the distance from the new Iranian President. As
Abu Mazen’s spokesman, Nabil Rudeineh, said: Ahmadinejad “is not entitled to talk about Palestine…The
Palestinian leadership did not repress their people as did the system of Iran led by Ahmadinejad.”
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was a concern as a nuclear neighbor and regional competitor for Israel power. Hence, the ties made by
Netanyahu in this period seemed semi-artificial, an Israeli strategy to maintain Iran on the US foreign policy
agenda.
Besides, Netanyahu was acting according to the bargaining logic of giving up on one issue, but not on
the other. Apparently, he showed himself for Palestine two-State solution, but on Iran side, he could not accept
any compromise on Iran’s nuclear activities . In truth, Netanyahu was bluffing on Palestine, as confirmed by
Obama reporting Netanyahu’s word before his elections: “a Palestinian state would not happen under his
watch, or [when] there [was] discussion in which it appeared that Arab-Israeli citizens were somehow
portrayed as an invading force that might vote, and that this should be guarded against”299. The bluff would
allow Israel to reach the support of Arab Countries, who opposed to the non-Arab Iran300, in likely future
Israeli operations against Iran, improving its regional power301.
In conclusion, the strategy works as far as US foreign policy stayed in hawkish position against Iran
and alongside US and UN sanctions, when they shifted in a diplomatic approach, Israel government changed
perspective and strategy since Palestine issue became “irrelevant and unimportant in the face of the Iranian
nuclear threat”302.
2.2.2. RISK SEEKING IN NEGATIVE TERMS: AVERSION TO WORLD LOSSES.
The other framing strategy has been the negative description made by Israel against Iran, considered a
“repressive regime” and “a totalitarian State that threatens everybody”303. In public speeches and
institutional forums304, Netanyahu frames Iran as a dangerous power for everyone: “to Israel, to the moderate
Arab regimes in our region, to Europe, to US and…to many other powers in the world”305. The main concern
on Iran was “the marriage between religious fanaticism [Iran] and the weapons of mass destruction. The most
urgent challenge is to prevent the tyrants of Tehran from acquiring nuclear weapons”306. Indeed, Netanyahu
identified as the same threat the extreme fundamentalism and the Iranian regime307, who nuclear-armed would
provide to terrorists a nuclear umbrella.
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Moreover, Netanyahu spoke throughout an interactive frame308, meaning that he divided between “us”,
Israel and Western Countries, versus “them”, Iran and the Muslim World. The strategy aimed to marginalize
Iran internationally has been embittered in 2012 and 2013, when the Israeli military option lost enamel for
Americans. The Netanyahu’s speech at the UNGA in 2012, known as the “red-line speech”, has been
dominated by a sense of urgency for Iran’s threat309. Throughout a diagram of three steps that described the
Iran nuclear program, the President made a redline at the nuclear enrichment program’s second stage: “to
enrich enough medium enriched uranium”310. Netanyahu tried to persuade the international community
through the identification of Iran regime with Militant Islam311. By describing Iran in negative terms,
Netanyahu prospected a situation in terms of losses for all world, when and if Iran would enrich its nuclear
program. Since States tend to preserve their status quo, by perceiving changes as a loss312, a shift in Iran-US
relations, unless heavier sanctions, was perceived by Israel as a loss and unacceptable change of the status
quo. This led Israel to overweight the threat and increase “incentive to undertake excessive risks in order to
avoid that loss”313. As prospect theory prescribes, by framing in terms of loss Iran nuclear deal, Netanyahu
would put pressure on the international community trying to convince them that his losses were world’s losses
in order to maintain the status quo. Indeed, he framed Iran nuclear power in terms of absolute losses, “horrific
cost” and risk of insecurity for everyone.
Although it is difficult to affirm the certain level of influence that Netanyahu speeches could have had
at level 1; the strategy seemed influential. Even if US administration did not share with Israel the deadlines,
and despite China, Russia, Brazil in UNSC opposed to heavier sanctions on Iran, the international community
and EU countries embitter sanctions until 2013314. Truly, other elements were favorable to his strategy. Firstly,
Netanyahu’s words came in the right moment, after the IAEA’s report that registered an Iranian development
in its nuclear program. Second, the Netanyahu action has been made during US particular domestic moment,
before US elections, a fundamental challenge for Obama who wanted a second mandate.
2.3.

DOMESTIC ACTION.

On level 2, the main action has been made by the pro-Israel lobby, AIPAC, upon the Congress and the
White House. Although the two institutions have an independent source of legitimation and different tasks,
because of the checks and balances system, they influence and limit each other315. Congress has a role in US
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foreign policy since it can block international negotiations and engagements316. Indeed, it has the power to
advise and pass engagements and responsibilities of those decisions that the President, the “chief navigator”
makes.
2.3.1. LESS HOSTILE TO ISRAEL MORE INCLINE TO APPOINTED
The first AIPAC action has been taken when Obama arrived at the White House as far as concerning
the appointment of his administration317. The moment is fundamental since establishment’s key positions do
shape US political line. In early 2009, the main attention was on the AIPAC lawmakers’ opposition guided
Steven J. Rosen, AIPAC member318, to the appointment of Former Ambassador Freeman as chair of NIC319.
The opposition was due to Freeman’s position vis-à-vis US foreign policy in favor of negotiation and an
agreement on Iran320 as well as in favor of disengagement from the Middle East, by considering an intervention
counterproductive for US interests321. Plus, he had ties with Saudi Arabia, who in that moment was still an
Israeli rival322. Hence, his positions were in contrast with Israeli and AIPAC’s position, against whom he made
equivocal statements323.
Accordingly, they could not risk the NIC key position in the establishment with the appointment of an
experts “too hostile to advocate of a strong US-Israel relationship”324 as defined by AIPAC. Indeed, the NIC
chair has a fundamental task in shaping strategic conversations within and beyond the US government and
supporting the NID325. In the end, the Rosen and conservative lawmakers’ campaign was successful, since
Freeman withdrawn from the NIC, despite liberals, intelligence and the diplomatic community’s support326.
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2.3.2. CAPITOL HOME.
The organization has always pushed towards more sanctions on Iran and towards a military option by
acting on Foreign affairs Committees327, who did not exclude the option in opposition to Obama’s nuclear
diplomacy with Iran328. If Obama trying to engage Iran by preventing the Congress to adopt tougher sanctions,
AIPAC’s lobbying activities on the two Chambers went on the opposite side. Indeed, when mistrust between
Obama and Ahmadinejad329, AIPAC attacked Obama diplomacy, enhancing his limits and reducing the
possibility of Obama’s maneuver with Congress that increased pressures on the White House towards more
sanctions330. Indeed, lobbying action in Congress is more effective compared to the action over the executive
branch, since it has few restrictions compared to the administrative agencies, (i.e. fundraising or reelection;
ministers and cabinet are presidentially depending, they are not elected). It means that congress is more open
to be persuaded by external agencies and agent, which can represent industrial firms or foreign governments331.
Congress is composed of two different chambers with different ways of taking decision. The House of
Commons’ rules enable the leaders of majority to shape the agenda and can decide which bills come to the
fore. The Senate’s discussions are possible when the majority’s leaders have consensus; hence, not all issues
come to the fore and it depends on Senate’s majority. The system’s structure helped to a certain extent
AIPAC’s actions on congressmen in order to enlarge US sanctions on Iran, since it depends on majority and
bill discussed332.
From 2009, AIPAC made Iran’s sanctions the top priority of its legislative agenda. Indeed, among 25
bills that it sponsored, half concerns Iran’s threat and its nuclear program333 for which AIPAC delivered
$2,769,721 to lobbying activities334. In March the Senator Kyl, speaker at AIPAC conference in 2008 against
Iran nuclear threat335, proposed an amendment to “Omnibus Appropriations Act, 2009”336 aimed to “prohibit
expenditure of amounts in a contract with any company that has a business presence in Iran's energy
sector”.337 Although the amendment did not pass338, top recipients from the pro-Israel lobby, such as Senator
327
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Lautenberg, who opposed to the amendment for political reasons339, did not receive funds for next elections340.
Truly, Sen. Mikulsky opposed to the amendment and received money for 2010’s elections341, but in this case
the opposition was motivated by Israeli security reasons, since the bill “…would further delay the delivery of
$2.48 billion in urgently needed security assistance to Israel which is contained in the bill”.342
On this line other bills, it was introduced by Sen. Brownback and Sen. Casey the “Iran Sanctions
Enabling Act of 2009”343, which authorized “State governments, local governments…to divest from, and to
prohibit the investment of assets they control in, persons that have investments of $20,000,000 or more in
Iran’s energy sector”344. Whereas in the House, a compound bill was introduced by Barney Frank and Mark
Kirk345, where it passed by a vote of 414-6346.

Similarly, 8 Representatives347 who received money from

AIPAC acted in the House by proposing “Iran Refined Petroleum Sanctions Act”348. The bill sponsored by
AIPAC amended “the Iran Sanctions Act of 1996” in order “to enhance US diplomatic efforts with respect to
Iran by expanding economic sanctions…”349. The two actions showed a “strong bipartisan backing for the
president to implement tougher sanctions if Iran fails to suspend its nuclear program”350, sanctioning
companies who export to Iran refined petroleum (i.e. gasoline). The bill has been presented by 24 sponsors in
Senate from both side Democrats and Republicans351 with 77 cosponsors. The bill was introduced but not
enacted until when the domestic and international pressure increased on Obama’s executive was made.
The legislative pressures increased in the second half 2009, when a second uranium enrichment facility
was discovered by international inspections352. In October, members of congress send an AIPAC supported
letter to Obama by asking for Iran sanctions353. In November, a report to the House presented by Mr. Berman
339
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from the Committee of foreign affairs illustrated the Iran nuclear improvements with the relaunch of the
enrichment program354. Consequently, in December, the House passed the IRSA by a bipartisan vote of 412
to 12, sponsored by Berman and Ros-Lehtinen, who received AIPAC’S contributions for their 2008’s
campaigns355. The bill expanded the economic sanctions on Iran imposed in 1996 and prevented Iran from
acquiring a nuclear weapons capability and suspend its uranium enrichment program356. The new sanctions
were effective on the Iranian economy, since it had to import 25 to 40% of refined oil, lacking in refining
capabilities for its domestic needs. Through sanctions on companies that provided “refined petroleum to Iran
or transporting, insuring, financing refined petroleum deliveries”: the bill cut Iran’s imports. At the same time,
it sanctioned all companies who helped Iran to expand its domestic capacity of producing refined oil; and, it
gave to the President the power of implementing sanctions if fundamental for US national interests357. Once
approved in the House, if Iran experts were concerns about the future of Iran, Israel and AIPAC appreciated
the commitment of the Congress358.
However, the bill had to pass in Senate, where it delayed because of concerns about “inefficient
monetary thresholds, blacklisting that could cause unintended foreign policy consequences"359. In the letter
that Deputy Secretary of State Jim Steinberg sent to John Kerry360 in December 2009, the administration was
concerned for sanctions that “might weaken international unity and support for our efforts to pressure
Iran”361. Plus, the bill was a way of limiting the president’s flexibility of action362, by removing the possibility
to go back without the congress’s approval; although the AIPAC presented strategically the bill as a tool that
empowered Obama, who had the right to impose more penalties and sanctions363.
If one hand, Obama was trying to delay the bill in Senate to have more time to act on Senators to
modify the draft; Congress increased pressure on the executive for unilateral sanctions364. And, from January
2010 Senators from both sides push on the President in order to take heavier sanctions over Iran. On the 27th,
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a bipartisan coalition, made by senators who received funds from AIPAC for mid-terms elections365, sent a
letter to the President writing in opposition to diplomacy which had failed: “You have repeatedly made clear
that your patience with the Iranian regime is not unlimited… you indicated that you wanted to see “serious
movement” by the Iranians by the end of 2009. This deadline has passed, we believe that it is imperative to
put into action your pledge of increased, meaningful pressure against the Iranian regime “crippling
sanctions”.366

The letter was sent for Iran violations of the NPT367 and Ahmadinejad restarting uranium

program368. Despite White House’s objections, the Senate Banking Committee approved at unanimity the
report on Iran369 and the sanctioning bill 370.
In Senate, Senators Dodd, Reid and Shelby sponsored the “Dodd/Shelby Comprehensive Iran
Sanctions, Accountability and Divestment Act (S. 2799)”, the counterpart of the IRPSA, that passed on January
28th 2010 incorporating “the Iran Sanctions Enabling Act”. Dodd justified the importance of the legislation
as a way to “arm the Administration with critical tools to apply additional pressure on the Iranian regime and
disrupt its proliferation…when Iran’s leaders continue to threaten the national interests of the U.S. and our
strongest allies, including Israel.”371The high pressure made by AIPAC and lawmakers push the
administration to leave the public opposition to the bill, allowing its passage. Likely the White House thought
of introducing some amendments, i.e.

to an exemption from Iran sanctions to companies based in

“cooperating countries” working with the US on multilateral sanctions372. However, the new legislation
expanded heavier US sanctions without any amendments, whereas AIPAC “strongly applauds Senator Reid’s
commitment and that of the bill’s 76 cosponsors to passing this critical legislation without delay”.373
Consequently, the pro-Israel donations to Reid increased from 500$ to 35,000$374.
To be enacted, a bill must be signed by the President. Instead of signing the bill, Obama tried to pursue
peaceful diplomacy via different tools375, such as through Senate-House conference committee, until a deal
would be reached at UN level for multilateral action. It increased bipartisan pressures, and in April
365
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Representatives Jesse Jackson Jr. and Mike Pence with 366 House’s signatures sent mail to Obama. Whereas
Sens. Schumer and Graham, AIPAC’s sponsored, send a letter with 80 signatures. Both, the letter and the email, urged tougher sanctions in the short run, since preventing Iran from nuclear weapons was the first
imperative for the US and Israel security. The bipartisan communications were one of the main pressures upon
Obama, not so much for its contents, since they stressed the Obama’s diplomacy failures376. The main pressure
has been represented by the fact that they crossed the traditional loyalties and interests in favor of the US
interests377. Indeed, both parties were pushing against Obama towards the implementation of the legislation
passed months before in both chambers, since they “cannot allow those who would oppose or delay sanctions
to govern either the timing or content of our efforts”378. At the same time, progress at UN towards new
sanctions over Iran pushed Senators Dodd and Berman to delay the final sanctions until June379, under the
AIPAC’s approval: "public commitment to get tough, comprehensive Iran sanctions legislation on the
president's desk before the July 4 recess. We urge President Obama to sign and implement that legislation
immediately upon its arrival on his desk."380 The delay led to a multilateral action at UNSC level, since
approved and expanded new sanctions against Iran.
Despite the UN sanctions, the Congress considered sanctions “quite tepid”381 and AIPAC ‘s lawmakers
continued on its path of supporting heavier unilateral sanctions. Hence, Berman and Lethine proposed to wider
Iran’s sanctions and monitor these sanctions382. And, at the end of June, Berman submitted the report of House
foreign affairs committee in order to vote the IREA before July 4th recess383, with the support of Republicans.
On 24th of June, the “comprehensive Iran sanctions, accountability, and divestment act of 2010”384 passed in
the House by a vote 408 to 8385; whereas, sanctions against Iran's energy and banking industries passed in the
Senate by a vote 99 to 0386. Through statements and press release AIPAC sustained the bill, considered a way
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to increase pressure Iran to cease its nuclear enrichment387; and it succeeded in pushing the Congress to
approve toughest sanctions until 2016. Indeed, the bill involved sanctions that would prevent Iran nuclear
enrichment and sanction against people responsible for human rights’ violation388.
Consequently, Obama failed to impose his diplomacy and to modify the original bill of 2009.
Furthermore, he was facing an internal opposition from his own parties and losing control over Democrats as
far as foreign policy dealings with Iran, on which there was a bipartisan agreement, in a time characterized by
acrimonies between Republicans and Democrats389. in spite of Obama’s efforts to soften sanctions with his
ultimatum to Iran390, the domestic pressure was heavier that Obama signed the bill on July 1st 2010391, and the
“comprehensive Iran sanctions, accountability, and divestment act of 2010” became a law392. The sanctions
were presented by Obama himself as a consequence of Iranian not cooperative behavior393, which accelerated
the collapse of any possible negotiations on the nuclear program with the failure of the diplomatic path394. In
truth, the cost of domestic divisions in domestic and foreign policies “did not pay off for the president’s desire
to resolve tensions with Iran through diplomacy”395.
As a matter of fact, in a surrounding of mistrust between Iran and the US, the effectiveness of AIPAC
actions on Capitol Hill increased. Nevertheless, not always the action has been successfully vis-à-vis the
administration, such as in the case of “Gulf Security and Iran Sanctions Enforcement Act”396, approved but
never enacted397. Or, “the Iran Transparency and Accountability Act of 2010 (ITA)” 398, sponsored by the
Repr. Ted Deutch399. It is interesting to note how AIPAC has acted on Deutch, who before 2010 did not receive
funds from pro-Israel lobby. Whereas, from 2010 has been fundamental for AIPAC and pro-Israel action in
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the House, receiving funds from AIPAC and taking position in contrast with its own party concerning Israel
and Iran.
2.3.3. FROM THE HILL TO THE HOUSE CROSSING ELECTIONS FOR MORE SANCTIONS.
The AIPAC action in favor of heavier sanctions increased after mid-terms elections in 2010, when the
president received a "shellacking" by the Republican party400. Indeed, Republicans held the House of
Commons with 242 seats by gaining 63 seats; against 193 for Democrats401; whereas in the Senate,
Republicans acquired 5 seats with 42 seats, and Democrats hold 53 seats, a thin majority402, if we consider
that it needs 60 votes to present a bill in the forum. Therefore, Obama lost the House and he had a thin majority
in Senate, which limited his initiatives by focusing on the defensive and cuts in domestic spending403. The
defeat was important a step to overcome since no House’s majority would mean a limited action in domestic
policies (i.e. Recovery act404) and opposition on foreign policies concerning Iran. Further, an era of
compromise with Republicans on several issues needed to start for Obama if he wanted to achieve his goals,
especially in the view of a new mandate.
Indeed, Obama tried an agreement with his Republican counterpart throughout secret negotiations,
such as those with the Republican John Boehner, Speaker of the House, who has been financed by AIPAC in
his campaign405. Truly, the research of support in domestic politics, which was for Obama at the top of his
agenda increased, letting aside international disputes406. Whether in face of his geostrategic interests, Obama
put before internal problems407, aware that Obama needed a compromise for his reforms, AIPAC had higher
margins of actions on congressmen. And, with the new members in Capitol Hill, the organization increased
its funds for lobbying actions to sponsor 25 bills408, the majority concerning military expenditures and
consolidation of Iran’s sanctions already established409.
Maybe less numerous, the legislative action pushing for sanctions was heavier. In the House, on the
13th of May, Ros-Lehtinen410 and Berman introduced “the Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights
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Act”411 sponsored by AIPAC412. The bill asked new sanctions “… to press Iran to abandon its illicit nuclear
and repressive activities” as wrote AIPAC413. After one year of discussion, the bill passed with in December
with 410 votes to 10414. It came to the Senate in 2012, where it has been approved by the Committee on
Foreign Relations with unanimous consent, and a few months later it has been signed by the president and
enacted. A companion bipartisan legislation supported by AIPAC has been introduced in the Senate during
the same period415:“Iran, North Korea, and Syria Sanctions Consolidation Act of 2011” 416. The two bills
should be considered as the same action. Indeed, both, S. 1048 and the H.R.1905, have been described with
the same aim of strengthening and enforcing the sanctions on the IRGC “which not only is the major
instrument of regime repression in Iran, but also controls Iran’s nuclear program and much of the economy”
as AIPAC argued417.
The INKSCA introduction was announced by one of the sponsors418, Sen. Kirk, at AIPAC conference
in 2011419. After the announce, AIPAC’s activists started numerous activities and meetings with senators and
their staffs, whereas AIPAC lobbyists prepared files that instructed lawmakers. Moreover, AIPAC set up an
online platform that allowed AIPAC supporters to send their Senators an email urging them to support the bill.
During the Policy conference, there were the interventions of relevant personalities of the establishment and
of the pro-Israel lobby, such as Brad Gordon420, who in front of congressmen and the President Obama, argued
in favor of harder US sanctions, because “new sanctions allows us to refocus attention on Iran" during a
period of change in the region421. The former CIA analyst put the attention on the credibility of the
administration: "If you don't pull the trigger on a sanction that's meaningful, eventually companies get the
notion that we're not serious about this and begin to go back in”.422
Moreover, basing on the Obama’s commitment in February 2009, i.e. US would use all powers to
prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon, Senators asked for heavier sanctions on Iran, that was
“directly threaten several friends and allies of the US, especially Israel, whose very right to exist has been
denied successively by every leader…and which the President of Iran, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, says should
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be “wiped off the map”423. Although the new legislation was enacted; at the end, it should be considered
successful for two main reasons. On one hand, the bill had 81 co-sponsors Senators424, the majority of the
Senate, which confirmed that the AIPAC had an important pro-Israel majority in Senate vis-à-vis US foreign
policy in Iran issue. On the other hand, Obama issued an executive order425, “Executive Order 13574:
Authorizing the Implementation of Certain Sanctions Set Forth in the Iran Sanctions Act of 1996, as
Amended”426, valid for all US citizens, resident, entities under US law or jurisdiction in US territory. The
order enforced the Secretary of Treasury authority by improving implementation’s powers of “ISA” sanctions.
Consequently, the OFAC427 decided to add ISA entities to SDN List (i.e. Royal Oyster Group) 428; whereas
the Secretary of State imposed sanctions under CISADA429, enforced by the Treasury Department on seven
foreign companies, which supplied or transported refined petroleum products (i.e. Petrochemical Commercial
Company International)430. At the same time, more sanctions were imposed on new entities under Iran, North
Korea and Syria Nonproliferation Act431. Therefore, as a result of direct and indirect pressures on the
administration, the executive power increased sanctions over Iran.
Despite the executive actions, the pressure from Senators did not stop and a bipartisan group of 92
Senators sent a first letter to Obama in August. The letter has been spearheaded by Senators Schumer and
Kirk432 , who called for more economic pressure over Iran imposing “…crippling sanctions on Iran's financial
system by cutting off the CBI”433 to limit Iran’s ability of international trade. The action has been supported
by AIPAC, according to which CBI and Bank Markazi have a central role in Iran’s way to circumvent
international sanctions against its nuclear program434.
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2.4.

A TWO LEVELS’ GAME FOR A MILITARY OPTION.

The relations between Israel and the US are conceived as an alliance. However, the alliance should not
be understood as an institutionalized and formal treaty in Potter’s sense435, rather it is an alliance as far as
mutual reciprocal support, assistance and exchanges in a realist way436. Although in an alliance strong allies
tend to bound weaker parties for their superior resources437; higher capabilities do not guarantee always the
acquiesce of smaller allies to stronger allies438. In fact, small and military-economically weaker States are able
to punch above their weight, meaning that they can use dependence from stronger State in favor of their
bargaining power and interests. Because of its importance, the weaker part could “threaten collapse if not
aided sufficiently”439, especially in military relations. Specifically, this is true in Israel military relations with
US440, who has always financed Israel 441 and cooperate in military innovations442 as well as in intelligence
partnership443.
The US-Israel military relations assumed more relevance in the Israeli strategy of prospecting a
unilateral military strike against Iran from 2010, once Iran improved its nuclear program, since “if Iranians
continue to protect and harden their nuclear sites it will be more difficult to target them”.444 The military
strategy seemed to be more likely, after diplomatic meetings between the P5+1 and Iran, when Iran insisted
on lifting all sanctions as a condition for discussion on a nuclear deal445. Truly, Israeli calls for bombing Iran
were not new, which is why experts started to think about an Israeli bluff
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. However, in 2012 something

changed since Israel was becoming more anxious about the Iran’s nuclear program447.
2.4.1. A LONG FRIENDSHIP: PANETTA AND BARACK RELATIONSHIP.
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Since he decision of military intervention in US is taken by the executive power, however
constitutionally in the hands of the Congress448, Israel acted on the White House. Indeed, Iran nuclear program
dominated the conversations between Ehud Barak449 and Panetta, Heads of Defense Department, and between
Obama and Netanyahu450. The relationship between Barak and Panetta has been an Israeli tool of direct
influence upon US administration for two main reasons. First, Obama had complete trust in Panetta451, who
has been chosen directly and personally by the President452. Secondly, head of Department of Defense is
fundamental, since he guides and advises the President in his policy decisions453, from which result a vital
cooperation between executive and Pentagon to decide policy. Therefore, aware of Panetta’s role, Ehud Barak
acted upon him using official channels and personal ties454.
Though in 2011 they agreed that “threat of an Iranian nuclear weapon wasn’t imminent”455, the
progress made by Iran with its enrichment program456 led Barak to ask privately about the necessity of a
preemptive strike against Iran457. Israel wanted to pevent penetration into the “zone of immunity”458, because
in the case of Iran advancement, all Israeli attempts of retaliation would be inconsistent459. Throughout
meetings and communications, Panetta tried to convince Barak that an Israel action alone would be not
effective, while “the US could act effectively, but preferred the diplomacy first”460. Israel was highly reluctant
in accepting any diplomatic option towards Iran, and he believed that unilateral strike was the only and “last
opportunity for coordinated, international, lethal sanctions that will force Iran to stop”461 even without “…be
sure our friend will show up”462. De facto, Barak was continuing Israel path started one year before, when his
political-military director, A. Gilad, told to the US that diplomatic efforts persuading Iran to comply with
international requests were its last chances463.
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Aware of US reluctance for a military strike, Barak and Netanyahu acted on two elements: the US fears
and the surprise of the military option. Truly, as Raed M. I. Qaddoura464 explained “instilling fear is a
technique used and manipulated by propagandist to achieve their message” 465. Indeed, Netanyahu pushed
on US’s fears of a pre-emptive Israeli strike against Iran, because it would lead to an Iranian counter-answer,
causing an escalation and a broader regional conflict affecting financial markets and oil prices466 and with an
US involvement467. Even without direct involvement, Pentagon feared that Americans would have been a
target in Middle Eastern, where it has troops and basis, i.e. the Persian Gulf468. Plus, an intervention in the
region would have more costs than benefits and, in practical terms, US was not able to support the costs of
bombing Iran to penetrate the nuclear site. Indeed, Obama needed to solve previous failures in Iraq, and he
had the game still open in Afghanistan and Libya. On the other hand, an intervention would have risky
consequences by releasing radioactive uranium in all region469. The US’s fears of being pulled in fights were
confirmed by Panetta470 and Obama: “we work in lockstep as we proceed to try to solve this, hopefully
diplomatically”.471 Furthermore, military action would be in opposition with Obama’s doctrine472 that
previewed a disengagement from Middle East, putted in place since Panetta arrived at the Pentagon473.
The US fears increased because of lack of information delivered by Israel. Since Israel was not sure
that US will show up in case of strike, the Defense apparatus started to do not inform White House of any
development in military strategy. Indeed, Americans’ officials privately said that with a high probability Israel
would not notice in advance the decision to strike Iran nuclear basis474. Moreover, Israeli diplomatic stuff,
leaders and chiefs of defense did not respond to all questions made by US about Israel’s intentions towards
Iran, not in public nor privately. At the same time, there has been a reduction of Israeli statements on the
Iranian issue475, particularly in two events. Firstly, after the bilateral meeting between Obama and Netanyahu
in 2011, curiously Iran did not appear in Israeli Prime Minister’s remarks. On the contrary, it was considered
by Obama, according to whom “it is unacceptable for Iran to possess a nuclear weapon”476. Secondly, E.
Barak was vague in public statements during his interviews. He did not respond to questions concerning action
against Iran, overcoming any information about a military strike saying: “I don't think that is a subject for
464
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public discussion”477. The lack of information increased concerns in US and US European Command478 at
end of 2011, when Israel tested-fires missile without advance notification to US479. The simulation of a longrange attack at the NATO bases with an air-to-air refueling component. After which Iran’s defense minister
affirmed that Iran was prepared to answer480 and Khamenei framed Israel as “cancerous tumor that should be
cut and will be cut"481, increasing possibilities of escalation.
Moreover, Israel did not inform the administration about the new alliance of security cooperation with
Azerbaijan. The alliance was important because of the Azeri strategic position on Iran’s northern border,
fundamental for Israel in case of attack against Iran482. Indeed, the agreement provided to Israel military bases
in the Caucasus State; whereas it would give to Baku’s government 1.6$ billion arms with sophisticated drones
and missile-defense systems483. Although denied by Israel484, once delivered to public, the agreement was an
effective toll of pressure on US, who strongly believed that Israel would attack Iran. Furthermore, on one hand,
Azerbaijan’s behavior did not give assurance to US through contradictory government’s declarations485. On
the other hand, Iran- Azeri relations became weaker meanwhile its ties with Tel-Aviv stronger486, improving
Israel regional position and the possibility of a strike.
Israel defense send a clear message to Obama that the military strike would have come a reality with
or without US involvement. Successfully Israeli leaders arise the perception of an imminent attack in US
military officials487, as Secretary of defense wrote : “Israel was seriously contemplating military action; we
urged them to refrain and tried to back up our request with public statement and gestures that would reinforce
their confidence that we would not abandon them ” 488 . The assurances were given through President’s speech
at AIPAC conferences489, where he reaffirmed his beliefs in sanction as a method to stop Iran’s nuclear
program and he affirmed that “when it comes to preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon, I will take
no options off the table. That includes all elements of American power: political effort (…) a diplomatic effort
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(…) an economic effort (…) and a military effort”490. The statement was in line with Panetta’s declaration at
Marines at 15th Marine Expeditionary Unit: “if Israel decides to go after Iran(…), we could be engaged sooner
than any of us want”491. However, in a meeting between Panetta and Sen. Chuck Schumer492, Israel started to
ask for practical acts with assurances about what US was prepared to do about Iran, leading Obama to different
actions493.
2.4.2. INTELLIGENCE TIES IN THE IRAN NUCLEAR AFFAIR.
At level 1, the relations between Mossad and the Intelligence Community have been a source of
influence vis-à-vis US foreign policy. The IC has an important role in US public policy since it participates at
the policymaking process through indirect and direct channel494. On one hand, it is represented in Congress
and in Senate through the Select Committee on Intelligence, to which it has advising and reporting functions;
meaning that policymakers deal with IC by looking for support of their will and interests in Parliament495. On
the other, it acts directly on the President, who depends on intelligence analysis as far as security and foreign
policy decisions496. Moreover, the IC enjoys other two levels at which his control and power can be enforced:
media and public497. The Israeli counterpart is the Mossad, the external state information services created by
David Gurion after the birth of the State of Israel. As the IC, it is divided in different departments, and from
1951 it responds directly to the Prime Minister498. The Mossad’s role in Israeli policy is to develop intelligence
relations with foreign intelligence services and to collect information based on the needs of the State499. Even
if the Mossad is a civil body, the Israeli intelligence has had a role in shaping military option against Iran,
believing that Iran could “build one nuclear weapon within weeks”500. The two intelligence agencies have had
important relations through cover and uncover operations501. In particular the relations between CIA502 and
Mossad503 strengthened the US-Israeli alliance. As far as concern the IC role in the US policy making, these
relations between the IC and Mossad have been an Israeli channel of influence vis-à-vis US decision making
against Iran. Already in 2007, through secret cables, Meir Dagan, head of Mossad send to the US
Undersecretary of State five’s pillar strategy against Iran, including a military option504. Subsequently, during
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the Obama administration, IC and Mossad worked together in covert operations against the Iranian regime
through networks’ and virus attacks and sabotaging equipment 505.
Since when Obama started to fear an Israeli military option from which took some distance, the
Mossad started to act along with Israeli government. On one hand, the agency became less clear without
informing the US counterpart about its operations. For instance, together with IDF, Israeli intelligence tested
Israel air capabilities in a bombing operation against Iran506. On the other hand, it has pressured US intelligence
through public senior officials’ statements. In a US conference, former head of Israel’s military intelligence,
Amos Yadlin warned about a “danger that an escalation could get out of control”507. As a matter of fact, the
possibility of a strike was serious, as Ronen Bergman508 wrote: “After speaking with many Israeli chiefs of the
military and the intelligence, I have come to believe that Israel will strike Iran in 2012”509. The statement has
been considered by the IC, as reported by the Direction of National Intelligence Clapper in a hearing at
Intelligence Committee510, where indeed, the IC confirmed that since the sanctions did not prevent Iran from
acquiring nuclear weapons, “there are no options off the table” 511. However, IC directors feared an Israeli
strike, looking at 2012 as “a critical year for preventing Iran from developing a nuclear weapon”512 and
hoping for efficiency in sanctions that will prevent Israeli from a war513.
Besides, the relations between CIA and Israel got complicated in Israel’s ground, because of Mossad
counterespionage and personal acts to CIA staff and station through blackmail 514. The concrete possibility of
a collapse in the relations with Israel created a danger and more concerns in US administration. Firstly, because
Israel was key center access for the US in the Middle East with historical relations. Hence, to lose Israel would
mean to lose a key access to the region. Secondly, these long and intense relations gave to Israel access to
higher US government’s files and information515, which Israel could use against the US.
2.4.3. THE PRO-ISRAEL LOBBY AND THE MILITARY OPTION.
The military option has been trumped also at domestic level by AIPAC, who seemed to leave pressure
towards actions in favor of hard power. Whilst Iran continued its nuclear improvement, refusing IAEA
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inspections, a Senators’ group delivered a bipartisan letter to Obama pushing for Iran sanctions516. All senders
Senators were financed by AIPAC and all of them have been the main sponsors of bills’ sanctions against Iran
during Obama’s presidency. Although it is difficult to say to what extent the letter itself had influenced the
executive power; by considering the international surrounding, the majority/ minority situation in Congress
and the near presidential elections, Obama increased sanctions through another executive order 13590. The
“Authorizing the Imposition of Certain Sanctions with Respect to the Provision of Goods, Services,
Technology, or Support for Iran's Energy and Petrochemical Sectors”517, which enlarged sanctions. The order
was reinforced by the legislative branch, which passed a military spending bill “The National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012”518, sponsored by McKeon and Buck519. When the bill came to
Senate, in November, Sen. Kirk and Sen. Menendez sponsored “the amendment Kirk- Menendez”

520

,

supported by AIPAC since new sanctions to the financial sector of Iran “significantly ratchet up pressure on
Iran”521. After having been presented as “fear and balanced” by Sen. Menendez, who asked for bipartisan
support522, the amendment was approved at unanimity with a vote of 100-0 in Senate.
The vote was a vote of no confidence to Obama’s administration, who wanted to stop Iran through
diplomacy. Indeed, the unanimity put Obama in a corner between two forces. On one hand, the executive
power had to face AIPAC majority in both Chambers, who wanted heavier sanctions; whereas some pro-Israel
lawmakers (as Sen. Graham) asked that in case of sanctions’ failure, US will prepare an air strike against Iran’s
facilities. On the other, the administration had to protect the weak US economy from the consequences of new
sanctions on oil prices, since the economic chapter made him fall in the mid-term elections. In both cases,
possible strike or new sanctions, Iran would respond forcefully523. However, Obama has not a real choice,
since new sanctions have been presented as an alternative to military option against Iran, as Lieberman said
in 2012: “We want to say clearly and resolutely to Iran: You have only two choices—peacefully negotiate to
end your nuclear weapons program or expect a military strike to end that program”.524 An option that Obama
516
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feared, but towards which Israel was pushing for and AIPAC did support525. Indeed, AIPAC’s legislative
agenda shifted from pure sanctions’ bills against Iran to more military expenditures’ requests, bills lobbied
were mainly on military cooperation between Israel and US, Israel and US defense aid, military assistance,
appropriation act and acts on foreign operations526 to which it spend 2,002,846,31$ for lobbying activities527 .
Therefore, after that The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012 passed the last vote of both
chambers528 with closer Presidential elections, Obama signed it. Indeed, the US delivered $662 billion for US
defense and interests abroad, imposing unilateral sanctions on foreign banks that made process transactions
with CBI. The law obliged these entities to make a choice between the US or Iran by blocking Iran oil exports
to countries that had business with the US and by isolating Iran.
After that Iran expressed an interest of negotiation of P5+1, 12 AIPAC’s senators sent a letter to
Obama, expressing the necessity of continuing sanctions over Iran, since thanks to these sanctions the regime
came to the request of multilateral diplomatic engagement529. In truth, the Senators were avoiding a likely
diplomatic option that Obama tried to have, especially after the UN resolutions in favor of suspending
sanctions on Iran as a confidence-building measure to have a nuclear Iran for peaceful purpose530. Indeed, they
would oppose “to any proposal that limits sanctions against Iranian regime in exchange to anything less than
full, caps or limits sanctions suspension of all enrichment activities”

531

as well as to “any proposal that

recognizes a right enrichment”532. In line with the letter, Sen. Casey, Graham and Lieberman introduced a
resolution533, introduced “after days of intense AIPAC lobbying, particularly of what some consider
"vulnerable" Democrats”534. The resolution introduced by 32 senators “express the sense of the Senate
regarding the importance of preventing the Government of Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons
capability”535, which seemed to have a clear military option. Indeed, it indicated as threshold the “nuclear
weapons capability”, which give the same benefits of a nuclear power, but the problem was that the redline
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had been already passed by Iran536. Hence, it seemed a- posteriori redline to take military action in opposition
to any possible nuclear deal. Moreover, with some amendments and critical points537, the resolution maintain
the main aim that pressured Obama, by opposing to any policy based on containment option “in response to
the Iranian nuclear threat”538.The Senate resolution was accompanied by a House’s resolution with the same
aim, “Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives regarding the importance of preventing the
Government of Iran from acquiring a nuclear weapons capability”539 introduced by Ileana Ros-Lehtinen.
The military option was credible not only on international level but also on domestic one, becoming
important as much as was important to avoid a nuclear Iran540. Indeed, the two resolutions have been
introduced in Congress strategically before the AIPAC Policy Conference, where they would have been
discussed at the beginning of March. During the Special Thursday, 13,000 participants received a file with
talking points and pamphlet entitled “Iranian Nuclear Weapons Capability: UNACCEPTABLE”541. Although
AIPAC does not mention Israel in its reports, interventions or public statement on Iran, it “is the spearhead
of the pro-Israel community's efforts to move the American government's red lines closer to Israel's red lines"
542

. President Obama spoke at the Policy Conference asking AIPAC a more peaceful agenda 543; but the answer

was clear, when a group of senators, after having met Netanyahu, proposed the resolutions asking to Obama
clear redline against Iran544. After the conference, the indirect and direct AIPAC pressures were effective on
congressmen, since the resolutions reached: 77 co-sponsors in Senate545 and 332 co-sponsors in the House546.
Even though resolutions have bounding powers, but their soft power consists in “should do” more than
“will do”, they are fundamental in expressing the legislative’s will and pressures on Presidential foreign proIsrael policy approach. Indeed, before AIPAC’s members, Obama did not cut off any possibility from the
table: “We will also use all elements of American power to pressure Iran. We cannot unconditionally rule out
an approach that could prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon”547, including a military option.
However, his words were more rhetorical than reality, since Obama was not in favor of a new redline nor a
military option and peace-talks between Iran and P5+1 continued from April until June. But more peace talks
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were arranged and a directly proportional lawmakers ‘action was made, by introducing several bills on US
military and defense assistance to Israel548. Indeed, in June, AIPAC delivered an “Issue Memo” titled “While
the World Talks, Iran Enriches; More Pressure Needed” 549, in which it argued how Tehran continued to avoid
P5+1 requests of suspending its enrichment program and how “Iran has taken advantage of the talks to
advance its nuclear program and cleanse a suspected nuclear site”550. Hence, in line with Senate and House
resolutions that AIPAC supported, it affirmed that “crippling economic sanctions must be accelerated to
prevent Tehran from achieving nuclear weapons capability”551. In line with AIPAC sponsored bills, it
dismissed any possibility of Iran containment, since the “US must make clear that it will prevent Iran from
developing or acquiring nuclear weapons…that Iran will not be allowed to acquire the capability to quickly
produce a nuclear weapon at a time of its choosing (…)including military action if needed to prevent Iran
from going nuclear”.552
Truly, AIPAC was helped by the events and Iran that continued its nuclear activities. Indeed, the Senate
in a bipartisan resolution rejected a policy of containment on Preventing Iran nuclear capability and welcomed
a new cycle of sanctions against Iran, supported by AIPAC’s statement553. Plus, on November, the Sens.
Graham, Lieberman And Casey’s amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), “Iran
Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act of 2013”, enlarging sanctions passed in Senate with a bipartisan
majority554. After amendments and legislative passages, the bill has been approved by both chambers in
December, with a vote of 81-14 in Senate555 and 315-107 in the House556. It has been the 3rd January 2013
when Obama signed the bill, after another bipartisan AIPAC supported letter of 74 Senators to Obama that
urged “implementation of all existing U.S. sanctions and adoption of tough new measures to further its (Iran)
diplomatic isolation”557.
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On the other, AIPAC acts throughout several activities by organizing initiatives: conferences,
campaigns, candidate meetings, forums, press release

558

, which contributed to persuading public opinion

towards a more hawkish approach against Iran. According to a 2012’s PEWRC’s survey, six-in-ten Americans
supported the option of preventing Iran from developing nuclear weapons, including through a military action
and only 30% wanted to avoid military conflict559. Specifically, 51% of Americans would remain neutral in
case of Israeli actions, 39% were in favor and only 5% were against an Israeli attack. On the same line, in
2013, another survey showed that 64% of people argued that to prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon
was more important than avoiding a war560. Truly, it is difficult to affirm with absolute certainty how much
AIPAC did shape these positions however, it acted on public opinion, who seemed in favor of a military strike
if necessary to avoid a nuclear Iran. In this sense, AIPAC’s action addressed to public opinion was a pressuring
factor on Obama towards a hawkish in foreign policy’s approach in Iran nuclear solution. The action was more
effective in that moment since Obama was domestically weaker because of the contingent situation: the
healthcare reforms and economic situation561 and the Arab countries’ mistrust562. These problems before
elections did not help Obama in pursuing the research of a nuclear deal with Iran, who was continuing its
enrichment, since he was afraid of losing Israeli electorate in US, considering the 2008 elections, where Obama
got half of the American Jewish votes 563. On the contrary, it was leverage for Netanyahu’s actions at level 1.
2.4.4. A SUCCESSFU INFLUENTIAL MILITARY STRATEGY?
The military option should be considered successful in the short time. Indeed, the Mossad’s behaviors
together with executive pressures and domestic actions gave to Israel what it was looking for: the increasing
US fear on which made pressures to discourage a deal with Iran or a decrease in sanctions. Indeed, as an
answer to these pressures the US, UN and EU imposed new sanctions on Iran, embittering policies564.
Moreover, President Obama took different actions: he put heavier and extended sanctions on Iran565; he asked
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the Pentagon to come up with military options in case of a strike against Iran’s nuclear program566. Besides,
the Pentagon send air inspection on Iran, asking Congress reprogramming 82$ million to make 30,000-pound
bunker- buster bomb more capable567. Finally, at the end of 2012, the US department of Defense requested
$647 million to Israel Air Force with 10,000 bombs and 6,900 JDAM568. The data is relevant considering that
the administration was planning to cut $487 billion in military expenditure in 2013, with $88.4 billion to
support overseas operations in relation to $115 billion in 2012.569
However, the military strategy did not resist in the long run. In fact, the strike did not happen until
2017, under Trump administration. Whereas, in the end, it pushed Obama, who avoided a military option,
towards a peaceful solution with Iran as soon as possible. Moreover, the military option did not fully succeed
because of Israeli internal divisions between government and defense services. Indeed, military officials
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and intelligence chiefs spoke in public against the possibility of a military strike against Iran that was “far
from posing an existential threat to Israel”571. A position shared also by the chief of the Mossad, Tamir Pardo
addressing 100 Israeli ambassadors: “Does Iran pose a threat to Israel? Absolutely. But if one said a nuclear
bomb in Iranian hands was an existential threat, that would mean that we would have to close up shop and go
home. That's not the situation. The term existential threat is used too freely”572. Consequently, there have been
several dismissals from the government, which hurt Netanyahu’s option and advantaged Obama’s peaceful
solution573, whereas Netanyahu started to mistrust his own establishment. For instance, he asked Y. Cohen,
new Shin Bet director, to tap the phone of Mossad and Israel Defense Forces through the Shin Bet capabilities
to monitor senior defense officials (IDF chief, Gantz; former head of the Mossad Pardo)574. Plus, these
divisions have been one of the main causes that led Obama to a new path, when Rouhani became President
looking for a peaceful solution over the Iran nuclear program.
566
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In conclusion, one remark has to be made since it has been stressed that the military option was an
Israeli bluff by several newspapers 575. Truly, whether Netanyahu would be bluffing on not, it resulted effective
because he increased US fears and uncertainty, which led to a hawkish US foreign policy against Iran576,
regardless of Obama’s peaceful intentions. However, it has been demonstrated that the military strike was not
a bluff, but real gamble on which Netanyahu was ready to prove the US loyalty, by limiting the Obama
flexibility in favor of Iran. In 2018, Pardo, already former Mossad chief, has testified that in 2011 the Prime
Minister gave the order to prepare the attack against Iran within 15 days577.
2.5.

CONCLUSION.

In Chapter I have shown the actions made by Israel at two levels, the international and national one,
towards the same directions. Netanyahu and AIPAC conducted independent actions, meaning that their
strategy has not been always the same. But, the difference in strategy allows them to have a more appeal on
the administration. Netanyahu used International forums to persuade the US administration and public opinion
about the Iran danger. Whereas, AIPAC acted on executive and legislative. As far as concern the former, it
tried to shape Obama’s appointments and acting directly on Obama; whereas by financing lobbying activities,
it introduced sanctions’ bills against Iran. Furthermore, they worked together towards a military option. The
relations between the security and intelligence apparatus, between the executives together with AIPAC have
been fundamental to push on US fear towards a new engagement in the Middle East. The new Obama doctrine
focused on new geostrategic interest and he did not want a new engagement where the US have not close old
disputes yet. Plus, he was looking for a diplomatic solution over Iran nuclear program, instead of sanctions
and hard power. Therefore, in the short time, the strategy of instilling fear through a likely military option,
which could lead to a regional military escalation, has been be used to pressure US decisions in foreign policy.
Indeed, Israel achieved its goal of discouraging a deal with Iran or any possibility of ceasing sanctions. On the
contrary, in spite of the US national interests, Obama’s administration has been focused on the region, with
Congress and Obama that imposed new sanctions over Iran, embittering its policies and their relations.578.
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CHAPTER III:
NEW FRIENDS -OLD ENEMIES: NEW STARTEGIES AND A NEW DEAL.
3.1.INTRODUCTION
The third chapter focuses on Obama’s second term during which he established peaceful relations with
Iran through international negotiations with the signature of the JCPOA, that created the main friction between
Israel, the pro-Israel organization with Obama. Hence, Israel starting to look at new ways of acting vis-à-vis
the US foreign policy in order to influence negotiations. The chapter is divided into two main part. One is
dedicated to the Israeli strategies vis-à-vis US foreign policy in Iran nuclear deal during Obama’s second
mandate before the interim deal; the second part looks at the Obama’s second mandate after the interim deal.
3.2. BEFORE THE INTERIM DEAL.
In 2012, when Obama won elections for the second time, the geopolitical situation was more complex
than ever. He continued trying to pursue a diplomatic path with Iran even through secret talks579, and Teheran
decided to retake direct talks with the US after the heavier sanctions’ bill sponsored by AIPAC that
implemented additional sanctions on Iran energy and commerce sectors

580

. However, the talks failed, and

sanctions continued to be implemented by international community leading Iran in serious economic crisis581.
Meanwhile, at domestic level, Netanyahu faced elections on 22nd January that he won, however weakened
since he lost voters and consensus among people582. At the international level, even after Rouhani’s elections
and new talks between Iran and P5+1, Netanyahu did not change his position over the nuclear program, leading
Israel to international isolation and a weaker Netanyahu position.
3.2.1. INFORMATIONAL FLOW: THE SYRIAN AFFAIR.
At level 1, whereas international sanctions were implemented583, Israel continued to push towards a
military option. The military option has been urged before AIPAC community at its policy conference, where
Netanyahu argued that since diplomacy and sanctions were not working “Sanctions must be coupled with
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clear and credible military threat if sanctions fail”584. Although for US administration the options were all on
the table as they stressed at AIPAC conference585, de facto Obama was looking for a peaceful solution.
Therefore, Israel tried with a new strategy vis-à-vis US foreign policy in the Iran nuclear affair to push
Obama towards an intervention in Syria, the warmer ground in 2013: the informational flow. In a world of
complex interdependence, security and military force play an important role in foreign policy, but also
information flowing in political space is fundamental586. The information revolution allows faster longdistance communications at cheaper costs, by increasing quantitatively channels of contacts between societies
and in world politics587. Free information, commercial information and strategic information flows through
newspapers, televisions, social media and virtual communities affecting public opinion, whereas governments
tried to manipulate these instruments588. Indeed, these instruments created opportunities for governments, who
can persuade other States to adopt specific similar policies via free information “whether it possess hard power
and strategic information became less important”589. Therefore, soft power and free information can change
perceptions of self- interest, which it is better to say “national-interest”, when we speak about States.
After the 2012 Obama’s redline discourse according to which the use of chemical weapons by Syria
would lead to an US intervention590, Gen. Utai Brun591 accused Syria of having used these kinds of weapon592.
Although experts and research considered the event likely, Gen. Brun did not demonstrate the episode and the
information’s credibility has been questioned by Obama administration, who called for more inspections
before deciding about an US intervention593. The intervention was a way for Israel to have US alley on regional
soil against Iran, who has always been an active supporter of Assad, since the Iran-Syria alliance gave to Iran
a strategic weight in the region594. On the other hand, it constituted a deterrence over Israel, who felt the
alliance as highly dangerous for its security. However, the Israeli information according to which Syria passed
the Obama’s redline was a way to test if the US would maintain the promises of military intervention and if it
would react in case of evidence that Assad was using chemical weapons595. In continuation with the previous
military option, the strategy seemed a new way to drop US troops on Syrian soil, where Iranian influence and
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support to Hezbollah was Israel main concern596. This was confirmed by the fact that Israel was aware of its
little capacity of affecting the outcome on Syria ground597, and it would not risk its position and its US
relations to save rebels against the Syrian regime598. Indeed, relevant is Y. Steinitz’s position599, according to
whom Syria and Iran were different issues and Iran “is problem No. 1 of our generation”600 comparable to the
Nazi regime.
Besides, it is important the timing in which Israel started to deliver the information. Indeed, Iran was
going through a difficult period for its domestic politics. On one hand, new elections were getting closer, in
the shadow of the 2009 protests and violence and with internal political and clerics’ opposition to
Ahmadinejad601. On the other, Iran had a devastated economy, a high inflation and unemployment because of
international sanctions due to its nuclear program and Ahmadinejad’s foreign policy602. The information has
been delivered not casually in April, when Iran was in this internal weakness, a perfect moment for Israel to
take a military intervention with the US, since more difficult an Iranian countermove. Meaning that if the US
would follow Israel, the success’ probabilities of a strike were higher.
Although the efforts, Israeli hard power was not enough to change the US’s interests nor its perception,
since Obama based the evaluation on strategic rather than free information. Indeed, the US wanted more
evidence to act on the ground and Obama specified his statement on the redline603. However, once Syria used
chemical weapons in August 2013 without doubts, by overcoming the 2012 red-line, Obama did not
intervene604. He called for Congressional authorization to military strike and AIPAC stated in favor of it605,
but once he did not take action, it was clear that the US under Obama would never take military action.
3.2.2. THE NECESSARY UNOFFICIAL CONSENSUS
Following the same path of 2009, AIPAC acted on executive’s appointment also in 2012, to have a
pro-Israel establishment vis-à-vis the US foreign policy that would allow enforcing action against Iran in a
hawkish way. Indeed, when Obama had to appoint his ministers and Secretaries606, AIPAC’s action has been
taken against the Secretary of defense’s nomination of Sen. Chuck Hagel607. The chief of the Pentagon has a
fundamental role in security policy and foreign policy’s decisions, which is why for Israel was important that
596
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the position is covered by a pro-Israel personality608. According to AIPAC, Hagel’s appointment would be
dangerous for Israeli interests and it would be more difficult to lobby the Pentagon609, because he would be a
moderate chief distant from a pro-Israel action. Indeed, since Bush’s presidency Hagel opposed to Iran
sanctions and to designate Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps as a terrorist group610, instead he preferred a
diplomatic engagement similar to Obama’s positions611. Furthermore, he has always been against the
possibility of a pre-emptive war against Iran, which he considered “not a viable, feasible, responsible
option”612, by distancing totally from Israeli perspective. Even more, he considered that “the pro-Israel lobby
intimidates people up here”613. Indeed, he did not sign AIPAC’s letters that circulated during his Senator’s
mandate, which cost him charges of “antisemitism” and “anti-Israel”.
Although officially AIPAC has not a role in the Presidential appointments614, it tried to influence the
decisions through pro-Israel PACs, i.e. NORPAC

615

, lawmakers such as Sen. John Cornyn, staff members

and activists, like Elliot Abrams616, and pro-Israel organizations’ campaign in Washington, i.e. the IP, the
Israel Emergency Committee for Israel, who accused him to be too extremist as secretary of defense617. The
key pressuring source has been the role of pro-Israel lawmakers, since when Hagel was still a possibility as
chief of Pentagon, before Obama’s arrival at the White House in 2013618. Indeed, hawkish pro-Israel
congressmen opposed to the nomination since 2012 until 2013, when the White House staff arranged a meeting
between Hagel and Schumer, a leading Jewish-American Senator AIPAC activists, who opposed to Hagel’s
nomination619. After a face-to-face meeting, Schumer declared his support to the Hagel’s nominee, by opening
to other Senators that followed him. Among others: Democrat Sen. Boxer, important AIPAC supporter and
member of the Foreign Relations Committee620; Republican Sen. Wicker, senior member of the Armed
Services Committee621.
608
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Therefore, even if AIPAC’s network was not able to stop Hagel’s appointment, it did influence the
process and final Hagel’s position on Iran. Indeed, only after the meeting between Senators and Hagel, in
particular the one with Schumer, they accepted the nomination, by taking from him several promises on how
to deal with Iranian issue622. Hagel rejected the containment of Iran in line with Israel and AIPAC, by
promising that all options were likely to stop Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons, including the military and
he guaranteed a military cooperation623. The change in Hagel position towards a more pro-Israel US foreign
policy allowed AIPAC senators to approve his appointment as Secretary of defense624.

3.2.3. HOME SWEET HOME.
The international negotiations between P5+1 and Iran restarted in February, accompanied by Iranian
enthusiasm and Israel concerns 625. As already stressed, Israel considered negotiation a threat for its security,
since it allowed Iran to keep enriched uranium, something unacceptable. Indeed, as soon as P5+1 resumed
negotiation in Kazakhstan over Iran's nuclear program with a proposal based on 2012 package626, AIPAC
legislative action pushed towards a hawkish US foreign policy against Iran, by avoiding any possibility of
dialogue. Indeed, few weeks after the Obama’s inaugural discourse whereas P5+1 was preparing for talks with
Iran, on the 12th of February, AIPAC send a Memo “New Iran Sanctions Must be Enforced”627 to
Congressional office. The pro- MEMO Israel clarified its legislative agenda indicating its future lobbying
efforts, since the main thrust of “impact of sanctions has been blunted by insufficient enforcement and Iran’s
exploitation of loopholes to bypass restrictions”628, which is why here must be an “enforcement of economic
sanctions…to prevent Tehran from achieving a nuclear weapons capability”629.Coherently, AIPAC legislative
agenda focused mainly on Iran’s nuclear program that loomed largest than other issues630. Indeed, the
Palestinian issue was set aside as well as other legislative priorities, if not functional to make Israel a “major
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strategic ally of the US” or to strengthen the military cooperation631. However, the aim was to pressure US
foreign policy towards a pro-Israel position in Iran affair, by acting through congressman and senator.
As far as concern Iran, in an op-ed in the NYT, AIPAC leaders Kessem and Rosenburg supported a
new resolution strengthening the Congress’ historical role in foreign policy. Indeed, Congress can “enhance
the administration’s efforts by forcing Iran to recognize the stark implications of intransigence. The president
should welcome such congressional initiatives, which would strengthen…the hand of his administration in
forthcoming negotiations. We urge Congress to outline for Iran the acceptable terms of a final accord. This
must include, at a minimum, the dismantling of its nuclear program, Iran has neither a uranium nor a
plutonium pathway to a nuclear weapon.”632. Then, one day after, a bipartisan group of 26 Senators guided by
Sen. Kirk send a letter to the European Council President. They called to close a loophole in US/EU sanctions
stopping Iran from using the “Target2” system for global transactions633 since it hurt US sanctions’
effectiveness634. The days to follow, several legislations were introduced: the H.R.850 in the House was
introduced by the Chair of Foreign Affairs Committee, the Rep. Ed Royce635 . The bill, sponsored by AIPAC
and NORPAC, issued an action alert to congressmen636 to enlarge sanctions over Iran, by giving to the
president the powers to bar companies from doing business with the US if they traded with Tehran. Hence,
Obama could impose penalties to foreign financial institutions, foreign persons or firms to prevent the transfer
of US’ origin goods, services, and technology to Iran637. Whereas, in Senate, the two AIPAC favorites
Senators, who have always worked in line with AIPAC by promoting pro-Israel legislations638, Sen. Graham
and Sen. Menendez introduced the resolution “S.Res. 65 supporting the full implementation of US and
international sanctions on Iran and urging the President to continue to strengthen enforcement of sanctions
legislation.”639 The resolution has not forced of law, but it gave a sense of congress’ will, by expressing the
Senate’s expectations on Obama to support Israel also in case of a military option. Actually, the resolution
was a real bipartisan commitment to Israel: “if Israel is compelled to take military action in legitimate selfdefense against Iran's nuclear weapons program the U.S. government should stand with Israel with
diplomatic, military, and economic support in accordance with US law and the constitutional responsibility
of Congress to authorize the use of military force, diplomatic, military, and economic support…”640
631
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The timing of bills’ introduction was decided strategically by AIPAC in order to reach the maximum
consensus in Capitol Hill. Indeed, it was introduced before the AIPAC Policy conference where thousands of
lawmakers that would vote the resolution would be present. We have stressed the importance of the “special
Thursday” in influencing congressmen’s vote in favor or against legislation through other lawmakers’
speeches or important personalities. Both legislations were successful, but with different results. The amended
Senate’s resolution reached a quasi- total support with 99 Senators in favor one no-voting, from 21 cosponsors
641

. The success was “backdoor to War with Iran”642 for AIPAC and Netanyahu, by giving to Israel the

permission to attack Iran, when threatened by Iran. Therefore, on one hand, Congress was guaranteeing to
support Netanyahu, despite Obama’s opposition to Israeli military strike. On the other, it was trying to limit
the Obama administration’s options in Iranian. This was evident when the foreign Committee amended
resolutions’ last paragraph as proposed Sen. Menendez The new paragraph specified the condition on which
Israeli military action would be justified as self- defense, i.e. Iran’s nuclear program.643 Congress’ position
was confirmed by another bipartisan resolution introduced few days after by Paul Gosar, H. Res.98644 with
only one clause according to which “the House fully supports Israel’s lawful exercise of self-defense, including
actions to halt Iranian aggression such as strike against Iran’s illegal nuclear program”645. The other
chamber, under AIPAC pressures and action, passed the H.R.850 with 400 yeas to 20646, by expressing the
legislative branch’s position over Iran. Although the resolution dies in Congress because the Senate missed
the vote after the 2012 mid elections647, House’s will firmly remain against diplomatic solution with Iran.
Indeed, it did not pass Lee’s bill, sponsored by progressists PACs and organizations648, in favor of bilateral
and multilateral negotiations with Tehran “to easier tensions and normalizing relations”649. Another AIPAC
sponsored bill has been introduced by Sen. Ed Royce, who received money from the pro-Israel lobby650 and
made Iran one of the main big issues of his agenda, opposing to negotiations with Tehran on its nuclear
program. Together with pro-Israel Senators Kirk and Menendez, he introduced a bipartisan legislation S.892
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(113th)651, discussed in Senate Committee on Banking, House and Urban Affairs652. The bill amended the H.R.
1905 (112th)653, by giving to the President the power of new sanctions for precise transactions in foreign
currencies654. The bill was supported by conservative pro-Israel organizations, since Sen. Kirk asked to
NORPAC “to help garner further support for the bill”655. Hence, NORPAC issued an “Action Alert” in a
coordinated action with AIPAC, who urged its senators a vote the bill. Furthermore, AIPAC not only acted
by sponsoring directly and officially bills, but often major recipient of pro-Israel donations introduced bills in
line with its policy agenda656.
As far as concern strategic partnership, AIPAC sponsored important bills. For instance, Ros-Lehtinen
introduced “H.R.938” that passed the bill with 410 to 1 vote657. Meanwhile, in Senate, Sen. Boxer issued a
similar bill “S.462”658, which died in Congress, but it was included in a 2014 legislation659, signed by Obama
and supported by AIPAC660. Both bills increased and reaffirmed the cooperation between Israel and US in
military and energy sector, cyber-security and self-defense, affirming that US “should continue to support
Israel's right of self-defense”661. The legislations were an answer not only to Iran’s peace talks, but they were
an answer also to the US House of Representatives Armed Services Committee’s declarations to JTA,
according to whom cuts to US budget’s assistance to Israel were likely662. The pressures made at the
international and national level, led Obama to sign in June an executive order 13645 “Authorizing the
Implementation of Certain Sanctions Set Forth in the Iran Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act of 2012
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and Additional Sanctions with Respect to Iran”663. The order became effective in July, when it enlarged 2012’s
IFCA and imposed new sanctions over Iran aimed of isolating Iranian economy from global trade664.
3.3. AN UNFORGETTABLE AD INTERIM DEAL.
From the second half of 2013, US-Israel and Iran relations changed to Hassan Rouhani’s elections as
the new President of Iran. As stressed in Chapter 1, the Rouhani establishment’s position towards the Iran
nuclear program in favor of a dialogue with international community has the main element that led to a new
round of negotiations between P5+1 and Iran over Iran nuclear program. Rouhani was not inflexible as
Ahmadinejad over the nuclear program nor vis-à-vis Israel665. He was trying to change Iran foreign policy in
a moderate path, by looking for an economic relief together with the right of a peaceful nuclear program.
Truly, the Supreme Leader had a role in this decision, but previous years demonstrated that President’s position
vis-à-vis Israel and the Nuclear affair was fundamental666. However, after Syria strategy failure, the new
balance of powers led Israel to a new action on US administration to influence negotiations and the final
nuclear deal. In the end, it did not completely succeed since on November 24th the JCPOA has been signed
without the respecting the pro-Israel requests667.
3.3.1. NETANYAHU CONTINUED THE MILITARY PATH.
At the end of September, P5+1 and Iran’s foreign minister met UNGA, whereas US and Iran started
bilateral exchanges with direct communication between Obama and Rouhani668. Immediately in international
forums and media interviews, Netanyahu opposed to Rouhani’s moderate statements669 through an already
known harsh rhetoric. Israel stands for a deal in which Iran had to stop its nuclear enrichment at all levels with
a complete secession of uranium enrichment, but without sanctions’ relief670. Therefore, once the interim deal
has been implemented without respecting Israeli requests, Israeli reactions came to the fore. The ministers
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condemned the agreement and foreign minister Lieberman affirmed that “all options are on the table”671.
Indeed, Netanyahu and the minister of defense, Ya'alon, ordered to prepare a strike on Iran’s facilities672. The
prime minister stood on hawkish military position, and at AIPAC policy conference he warned a strike
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,

trying to pressure the administration and fearing Obama of a possible failure of international negotiations with
Iran. On the contrary, the action led to distance Israel from key West allies, who approved the deal with Tehran,
since EU countries have been the most affected by sanctions674. Despite continuous meetings with Obama
over Iran675, the international community discouraged a hard option or the mandatory requests of Israel, by
reducing the legitimacy of the first option and let Israel isolated676.
Another lack of consensus was within Israeli establishment and on the domestic front. On one hand,
the deep division between Netanyahu and his security apparatus did not give credibility to the option, since
Israeli military and security chief did criticize Netanyahu’s “flagship policies” that push for a strike against
Iran
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. Even more in this period in which Israel was fighting on the ground with Hamas in the “Operation

Protective Edge”678. Indeed, in line with AIPAC action on the legislative branch, Israel public discourse
shifted from a focus on Iran nuclear threat to the fight against terrorism679. On the other, Netanyahu was
weakened on domestic level because it started his mandate with consensus a deficit680, losing votes within its
own Party681.
3.3.2. NEW INTERNATIONAL FRIENDS
In an interdependence world, bilateral and multilateral relations are fundamental, especially for small
States, such as Israel, with an important but limited influence in shaping world policies682. Therefore,
international isolation as the one that Israel was receiving from West countries would be risky for Israeli
power. Accordingly, Netanyahu has begun to diversify Israeli international alliances looking at other strategic
allies, who perceived the nuclear deal as a loss. The strategy was intended to prove to the US that Israel had
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other options, following Middle Eastern governments practices683. On the other hand, Netanyahu tried to push
a US realignment by overcoming the historical enemies of Israel and alley of US, who has never putted aside
but shifting Israel foreign policy to a more Eastern-centric one.
3.3.2.1. ISRAEL AND RUSSIA AT LEVEL ONE.
After Russian recognition of Israel, their relations have had ups and downs684. From the cold war,
Russia stands on the Iranian side, by becoming an important Iranian partner in the global gas market and in
Iran nuclear program685. However, Russia-Iran ties did not prevent Russia to vote in favor of UN sanctions
against Iran nuclear program686. Indeed, Putin had an important role of international mediator between the
West and Iran on Iran nuclear program. On one hand, he pushed on Western countries for an Iranian sanctions’
relief, on the other, he acted on Iran by improving cooperation with the IAEA687. Furthermore, the progressive
US disengagement from the Middle East688 gave to Russia the opportunity to increase its importance and
power in the region689, according to its foreign policy aimed to boost its internal and external interests690.
Because of Russia’s role, Israel saw an opportunity to exert pressures on Putin as far as concern the
Iran nuclear deal, since he could not rely anymore on Obama. Israel saw in Moscow an opportunity to provoke
a US reaction. Despite the US attempts of “reset” its relations with Russia, Israel was conscious of Putin’s
electoral campaign based on Anti Americanism as the main theme691. Plus, there were still matter on which
Russia and the US did not agree, i.e. Syria, Ukraine and Crimea’s sovereignty. On his part, Russia had reasons
to invests in Israel’s relations, i.e. social-cultural links and Russian communities in Israel692.
Accordingly, Russia and Israel engaged each other in bilateral relations693. In fact, the Deputy Israeli
Foreign Minister Ze’ev Elkin said: “Our job is to try to sway the Russians, as we have been doing with all the
players. Russia is not going to adopt Israeli positions wholesale. But any movement, even small, in the Russian
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position can affect the negotiations”694. And, from 2012-2013 one main priority of the Soviet-born Israeli
foreign minister A. Lieberman has been the implementation of the partnership with Russia Firstly, Israel
requested to Russia stopping military and nuclear technologies provisions to Iran695. Secondly, Netanyahu
asked reassurances that the provisions sold to Iran would not be in the Hezbollah’s hand696. Finally, Israeli
were clear with Russian diplomats and leader that Israel was ready to take any kind of actions against Iran.697
The relationship has been strengthened throughout time as demonstrated the fact that, in 2014, Putin
did not condemn Israeli operations in Gaza698, in contrast with Obama699. In response to Russian allies, Israel,
not present at the UNGA, did not enjoy the Western sanctions against Russia for the recognition of Crimea’s
sovereignty700: a choice highly related to Iran and the Iran deal. Indeed, the Israeli Ambassador in Ukraine,
Eli Belotserkovsky, discouraged the sanctions against Russia, by making a parallel with Iranian sanctions:
“diplomatic approach has not been exhausted with Russia, but that it has been exhausted with Iran… sanctions
are effective if all other approaches are exhausted.”701 Moreover, the opposition to Russia’s sanctions gave
to Israel economic gains, which increased through its neutral position vis-à-vis Russian intervention in Ukraine
and Syria. Since sanctions were affecting Russia’s trade with the EU and US, Netanyahu took advantages by
boosting its trades with Putin 702.
The improvements of these relations have been important in the broader Israeli- Iranian relations, i.e.
in Syria ground703. Indeed, to avoid a risk of a flare-up with Israel, during Russian operations, there has been
an operative coordination between Russia and Israel704. The event shows two things. Firstly, for Israel, the
coordination was a success of its strategy and “a major strategic development in the Middle East”705. Second,
it shows the limits of Russia-Iran relations and it seemed a Russian’ step back from the alliance, though their
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strategic shared regional interests706. Indeed, part of the Iranian government had doubts on Russian provisions
of weapons and defense technologies because of its commitments to Israel707.
In conclusion, starting to lobby Russia at the international level has been successfully instrumental for
Israel in handling the Iranian issue as far as weakening Iran- Russia relations. Although Israel was aware of
the roots of this relationship, it had some gains from its isolated position, by gaining a new alley in the region.
3.3.2.2.THE REVERSE OF PERIPHERY DOCTRINE: SAUDI ARABIA
Following the same strategy, another path that Israel undertook vis-à-vis US foreign policy in Iranian
nuclear deal was a new relationship with Saudi Arabia, by reversing the periphery doctrine. The periphery
doctrine is a foreign policy approach that predominated Israel foreign policy from Ben- Gurion until the Iranian
revolution708. Although the periphery doctrine has been internalized in the Israeli way of thinking and partially
taken up again after 2010709, it has been reversed with the shift in the US- Iranian relations. Indeed, the logic
surrounding the strategy is the same but in reverse: if before Iran and Israel had common threats in Arab
Countries; now Israel and Arab Countries share a common foe, Iran. Accordingly, under this logic, “the
enemies of my enemies are my friends”710, Israel started cooperation with Arab countries of the Gulf: Saudi
Arabia, the UAE and Oman711. Truly, GCC countries supported international negotiations over the nuclear
program, but they feared an agreement that would hurt their interests with recognition of Iran’s hegemony in
the region712. Nevertheless, they feared a US-Israel military strike against Iran’s nuclear infrastructure, because
of its consequences713. Hence, they continued the relations with the US without cutting those with Iran, but
they also started new amicable ties with Israel however they have opposite interests714.
Through these new allies, Israel would have a new toll of pressure on US executive power, since a
GCC-Israeli alliance against Iran would be a concern for the US. In the analysis, I focus on Saudis- Israeli
relations, since the most consistent alliance developed in the framework of the Iran nuclear deal, whereas those
with UAE and Oman are very recent715. Finally, the new friendship will be taken into account on both domestic
and international levels.
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3.3.2.2.1. ISRAELI AND SAUDI ARABIA RELATIONSHIP AT LEVEL 1.
Despite the absence of diplomatic relations between Saudi Arabia and Israel, the announcement of
negotiation between Rouhani and Obama led Tel-Aviv and Riyadh to start meetings, bringing a new era of
cooperation716. As Israel, Riyadh sees Iran as a perilous enemy and the JCPOA would give the possibility for
expanding its hegemony in the region, something that Saudis avoided717. They saw Iran filling the vacuum in
the region without Obama taking enough actions to address these perceived threats from Tehran718. De facto,
they believed that Obama was trying a rapprochement with Iran by weakening its position in the region,
without considering their interests. Indeed, both States have been excluded by the international negotiating
process, putting them aside as passive actors involved in all consequences of the deal but any decision719. The
common feelings pushed them for cooperation against Iran, without relying on the US. Although the Iran
nuclear deal has not been the only issue of weakening the alliance between Saudis and Americans720, it was
the main and the first one721. One top priority of Saudi foreign policy was to reverse Iran’s geopolitical gains,
seen as a step forward its regional influence 722, by getting closer to Israel and stepping away from the US723.
Israel used the weakness in Saudis-US relations as an instrument to pressure Americans. Indeed, more
improvements Israel made in its relations with Saudis, greater were US fears as far as the Riyadh uncertain
position in the spectrum of the rivalry with Iran and its position in the Iran deal. Since Israel was conscious
about the Saudis’ strategic importance for the US, Netanyahu argued that Israel should have taken advantage
of this commonality of interests724. The official contacts started in 2013 with President Peres, who spoke via
satellite to 29 foreign ministers from Arab countries at the Abu Dhabi conferences725. But, only in 2014, the
two States started meeting and, at the end of the year, they reached an economic and political agreement that
reinforced their cooperation, which came out in June 2015 at the Council on Foreign Relations in
Washington726. Plus, Israel offered to Saudis a regional ally on which rely, without the US aids. Indeed, as in
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previous times727, in spring 2015, Israel offered military provision with Iron Rocket for Saudi Arabia’s fights
in Yemen728. Although Saudis rejected the help729, the consensus for peaceful relations was increasing in Saudi
Arabia, where people were concerned more about Iran’s threat than for Jewish State730. Moreover, Israel
elaborated a joint plan with Saudi Arabia to block the Iranian nuclear program through an intervention in the
Syria conflicts by hurting Iranian facilities731. Eventually, they created broader military cooperation with a
joint militia in the Red Sea through a memorandum of understanding732. On the other part, US fears were
exacerbated by the deep distrust that Saudis had in Obama, considering him able to “jettison old friends in
order to cozy up to enemies”733. US concerns found fertile soil in Saudis Israelis economic relations since
Saudi Arabia committed to grant Israel the MFN status734. In fact, a 2018’s Tony Blair Institute paper estimated
that indirect exports’ volume in 2016 from Israel to GCC countries, including Saudi Arabia, was around $1
billion, making the Gulf the 3rd largest Israeli export market735.
3.3.2.2.2. AIPAC HELPS OLD ENEMIES.
The strategy has been followed on level 2. In conjunction with Netanyahu’s strategy, AIPAC initiated
to work in favor of this friendship within US institutional framework. In line with Israel, the lobby has always
been in hawkish opposition to US-Saudi alliance, in particular as far as US military aid to Saudis736, its position
shifted vis-à-vis the US foreign policy in relations with Saudis and Iranian threats. Indeed, it stopped its
opposition against Saudis- US cooperation and US military assistance to Saudi Arabia. In 2013, when the
Saudi Israeli relations were not official yet, Saudis received 10$million from the US in missiles, warplanes
and troop transports to counter a future Iran threat737. The interesting part is that AIPAC backed the deal with
no opposition to the assistance in Congress, as well as it did not in 2010, when the US announced 60$ billion
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deal with Saudi Arabia, the biggest arms sale738. Although in 2010 Obama convinced Israel, AIPAC did not
oppose the deal. On the contrary, it issued a MEMO “Congress Should Examine Impact of Saudi Arms Sale”,
where speaking about Israel security problems that the deal could pose, it spoke on what Congress “should
do” rather “must-do”739. However officially concern about an armed Arab State, it did not mobilize its
activists, neither it blocked the deal in Congress, nor it pressured the administration to do not sell arms740.
Eventually, Israel and AIPAC saw in the deal a US’ assurance that the weapons could not be used against
Israel. From 2009 to 2013, the US gave to Saudi Arabia around $52 billion in military equipment and not
AIPAC neither Netanyahu opposed to the assistance. The choice of not acting on domestic and international
levels should be considered a sign of cooperation in the relations among the two Countries against Iran main
foe. Finally, considering an imaginary balance, where one arm weights Israel (AIPAC and Netanyahu) and
Saudi Arabia in hawkish position against the JCPOA and Iran; the other has US, Iran and UN’s weight in
favor of the JCPOA. The Israeli- Saudis relations represented the balance needle for Obama, who feared the
new alliance against Iran, especially in a moment in which US- Saudis relations got “complicated”741.

3.3.3. AIPAC AND OBAMA: A CLEAR DIVISION UNDER VETO THREAT.
Whereas international talks with Iran continued742, in line Netanyahu, 10 Senators guided by Sen.
Menendez sent a letter to Obama, expressing that any deal must have an “immediate suspension of all
enrichment activity (and) the implementation of the next round of sanctions currently under consideration by
the Congress”743. The pro-Israel lobby was not totally against the interim deal, but as Netanyahu, they wanted
a deal with a zero enrichment for Iran, who claimed a right of peaceful nuclear enrichment. On its hand, the
White House was worried that sanctions could hurt negotiations, and it met Senators in asking to stop
sanctions744. The meeting was defined by Sen. Kirk as “anti-Israel”, leading him to a new action for heavier
sanctions745. Indeed, by attacking Obama, the Senator introduced an amendment to the NDAA, military
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defense spending bill746. More pressures have been exercised on the Secretary of State Kerry by a bipartisan
group of Senators, who sent to him a letter expressing their support for the talks, but warning “the
Administration against accepting a deal that would roll back economic sanctions without rolling back
progress towards nuclear weapons capability”.747 Indeed, in line with Israel position, they affirmed that “any
interim agreement with the Iranians should bring us closer to our ultimate goal which is Iran without a nuclear
weapons capability”748. By using different words and register, the pressuring strategy worked since before
international Geneva’s assembly, Obama arranged a new meeting with a bipartisan group of Senators, where
he asked to cease any attempts of increasing sanctions over Iran749Fox, L., “. De facto, Obama was lobbying
the pro-Israel Senators with a request of more time to “see if Iran will live up to the obligations”750. The
division between Obama and pro-Israel conservative lawmakers in the Iran nuclear deal approach was drawn,
and it became even more clear once the deal has been signed. Indeed, from October, pro-Israel bills concerning
Iran deal negotiations or sanctions were sponsored only by Republicans, by changing AIPAC bipartisanship751.
3.3.3.1. OLD STRATEGY, GOLD STRATEGY? A NEW ROLE FOR THE CONGRESS.
Once the deal was signed, AIPAC had a softer reaction compared to Netanyahu. Indeed, it issued a
MEMO “US Must Prevent a Nuclear-Capable Iran” 752 , which with a less hawkish language considered the
agreement full of defaults and urged Congress to “press the administration to negotiate a verifiable agreement
that will prevent Iran from ever building nuclear weapons. Congress must pass legislation that will increase
the pressure on Iran and ensure any future deal denies Tehran a nuclear weapons capability.”753 The AIPAC
actions were based on sanctions path, since it was aware that would be difficult to sink the deal in the
international and domestic surrounding. Indeed, PEWR’s polls showed that the majority of Jewish approved
how Obama held the nation’s policy toward Israel and how he was dealing with Iran754. Truly, AIPAC is
composed mainly by Evangelical Protestants, whom only 26% approved his approach755. However, few days
before the interim deal, polls showed that the majority of Americans “would favor an international agreement
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that would impose major restrictions on Iran's nuclear program but not end it completely”, and 39% opposed
to the deal756.
Hence, instead of a public confrontation with Obama757, AIPAC opted for a less hawkish and more
nuances approach against Iran. It proposed sanctions that would be taken progressively if Iran would have
violated the interim agreement or “if Iran cheats during the next six months or if Iran’s nuclear infrastructure
is not being dismantled at the end of the six-month period”758. Hence, AIPAC started a slow action through
its lawmakers to influence not the imminent agreement but the final one, which “must deny Iran both uranium
and plutonium paths to develop nuclear weapons”759, by imposing more sanctions.
Coherently, AIPAC sponsored few bills against Iran in the six months after the interim deal. In fact,
AIPAC lawmakers introduced a resolution and a bill. The resolution was “H.Res. 431: Calling US Senate to
increase sanctions against Iran” introduced by Scalise760; whereas the bill was the “S. 1881” introduced by
Senators Menendez and Kirk761. The bill previewed sanctions over Iran in case “Iran’s violations of any
interim or final agreement regarding its nuclear program”762. In order to reach the majority for the bills,
AIPAC started a campaign that pushed mainly on Democrats to influence Obama’s line763. In particular,
AIPAC pressured the last missing vote on Sen. Reid, who introduced several pro-Israel AIPAC sponsored
bills in previous time and with links with AIPAC, as reported by the New Yorker764. Plus, pro-Israel lobby
acted along with neoconservative organizations, i.e. FPI that helped writing an open letter to Congressional
leaders, signed by officials and diplomats who had ties with pro-Israel hawkish organizations765. The letter did
not ask explicitly to congressmen to vote in favor of the bill but covertly affirmed that “Congressional
leadership can help prevent Iran from using future negotiations as cover to further the growth of its nuclear
weapons-making capability”766.
The action alarmed Obama administration because the number of Senator that signed the letter, since
a majority of 60 would have meant the passage of new sanctions and the end of the negotiation. Hence, the
White House started to react. The NSC spokespersons accused the sponsors of the bill of closing “the door on
diplomacy” pushing the US towards a military option and Iran to continue its enrichment767. Furthermore,
756
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during his State of the Union discourse, Obama threated a veto: “if this Congress sends me new sanctions bill
now that threatens to derail these talks”768. The president was putting diplomacy before sanctions769, without
setting aside AIPAC proposals, since he declared himself ready for more sanctions770. However, this time
Obama’s diplomacy won the match, with democrats backward from their initial position771. Indeed, the bill
did not reach the majority with 59 bipartisan votes.
Following its traditional path, AIPAC tried to influence lawmakers’ vote through its Policy conference,
where future initiatives are introduced. Notwithstanding the presence of congressman from both parties,
Netanyahu772, pro-Israel speeches had not effects on Congress’ voters as they used to be. However, Rep. Hoyer
and Cantor started to circulate an AIPAC approved letter among other congressmen present at the conference
to gain signatures773. These signatures were a top priority for AIPAC since it would be a manifest support for
its Iran policy in congress, that was losing774. The letter has been sent to Obama on Mach 19th with 394
consigners and in line with Netanyahu position 775. Indeed, in favor of diplomacy and agreement, they required
a full dismantling of Iran nuclear capability: “dismantlement of Iran’s nuclear weapons-related infrastructure,
including enrichment, heavy water and reprocessing-related facilities”.
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Plus, they stressed the role of

sanctions. Although some ambiguities in the letter’s language, which could have been made to gain broader
support, it has a clear request to the President: “ to consult closely with us so that we can determine the
parameters of such relief in the event that an agreement is reached, or, if no agreement is reached or Iran
violates the interim agreement, so that we can act swiftly to consider additional sanctions…”777, in other terms
a zero enrichment’s option. Despite the letter had the same content of Menendez bill, it had no-bounding
powers and with a softer language, it was a way for AIPAC to gain support on its position over the Iran nuclear
final deal. Indeed, it easily overcame 59 senators’ majority. In spite of the consensus to bipartisan letter778, it
did not have the effects on Obama that it hoped for since the zero-enrichment ‘s option was unrealistic for
Tehran and the P5+1.
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Accordingly, disappointed by the Western Powers’ negotiations779, AIPAC restarted a heavy action in
congress. However, in 2014, its main actions focused on Appropriation and Authorization acts, US-Israel
military Partnership and cooperation, and resolution on terrorist groups780. The reason for this shift was in the
struggles against Hamas and other militias that Israel was facing in Gaza781, for which it needed US
assistance782.
After 2014 mid-term elections in November and the stop of the fights with Gaza, AIPAC retook its
main action on legislative branch vis-à-vis US foreign policy to shape the final agreement. Indeed, in Israel
before taking office in the Senate, Sen. Graham, who received money from AIPAC, said to Netanyahu that
Congress would follow his lead, by reintroducing the bipartisan Menendez-Kirk’s bill 783. The action was quite
effective on Obama, who felt his foreign policy threatened to affirm that “if I’m not persuading Congress, I
promise you, I’m going to be taking my case to the American people on this”784. De facto, the legislative
branch assumed more relevance after elections now that the conservative view of Republicans got the majority
in the two chambers with midterm elections785. These results in the light of political polarization between
Democrats (more liberal) and Republicans (more conservative) not only led to a partisan foreign policy on
Iran786, but it gave a greater possibility that these partisan policies against Iran would be achieved easier
considering the majority. Indeed, AIPAC increased its actions by delivering 3,385,700$ in 2015787, around
11% more than in 2014.
Once arrived in office, AIPAC and lawmakers started their actions. However, this time the main proIsrael strategy vis-à-vis Obama’s foreign policy in Iran deal focused on limiting Presidential sanctioning
powers to interpose Congress between International community-US and Iran. The strategy of a re-evaluation
of congressional power was due to the White House’s position. Indeed, Obama was worried about
Congressional future action on whatever final agreement would prescribe, and “The Treasury Department, in
a detailed study it declined to make public, has concluded Mr. Obama has the authority to suspend the vast
779
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majority of those sanctions without seeking a vote by Congress, officials say”788 as reported by NYT. In other
words, the President would use all his means to a Congress vote on any comprehensive nuclear deal, such as
to skip the vote because the deal would nor a formal treat between US and Iran subject to the congress’
majorities to pass789.
Accordingly, in January, Senators Kirk and Menendez along with 16 cosponsors introduced the
“S.269”790. The bill amended previous sanctions, by affirming that the final deal with Iran will reverse the
development of Iran’s nuclear program. For this reason, the comprehensive deal “will be most sustainable
over the long term if the President consults and coordinates closely with Congress to implement a strategy
that ends any nuclear threat from Iran”791. In truth, the legislation was tried to give to the Congress a voice
on the negotiating process and the final deal. On one hand, the congress had to “oversight of Iran nuclear
negotiations” 792; on the other, it had to review the final deal, that had to be signed before the 6 July or new
sanctions would be gradually imposed, since Israel would not accept another delay in negotiations793. The bill
was lobbied by AIPAC, according to which it increased “prospects for successful negotiations”794 threating
economic sanctions, which is why it urged “full Senate to adopt this critical legislation since Iran poses a
serious threat to the US and our allies”795. The vote on the bill was delayed according to Obama’s requests
until March796, but the delay was due to the Netanyahu’s speech before US Congress since it would have
strengthened Israel position797.
Nevertheless, AIPAC legislative pressures continued with the bill “S. 615” introduced in February by
Senators Menendez and Cocker798. After Cocker’s discussion with Sen Kaine to amend it in exchange for his
support799, the bill was introduced before the AIPAC conference. Once again, the timing was used strategically
to reach more votes in favor to the bill. Despite the Obama threated the veto on the bill, it passed the Senate
of foreign relations committee by unanimous vote, but it was via other measures, precisely as “H.R. 1191 800.
The bill was introduced by the Repr. Barletta as Protecting Volunteer Firefighters and Emergency Responders
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Act, but the senate replaced the text with the one of “S. 615” bill801. The final bill required to the President to
submit to the Congress the final deal “not later after that 5 calendar days after reaching the deal”802, whereas
Congress had 60 days to fully understand the agreement through all its tools and to make a joint resolution on
the deal. Besides, it required a President’s certification that the final deal would ensure that “Iran’s nuclear
activities permitted thereunder will not be inimical to or constitute a risk to the common…security”803.
To strength AIPAC’s actions pushing for bill approval and to give powers to Congress, two main letters
have been important. Under the Cotton’s initiative804, 47 GOP senators sent a letter to Iran’s leaders about
nuclear deal, by affirming that any deal reached with Obama must pass Congress vote to last after Obama’s
mandate. The action was challenging Obama, who did not appreciate the initiative. The second letter has been
sent by Representatives Royce and Engel805 to Obama806. The content pushed to prevent Iran nuclear
capabilities development as well as to a major Congressional power in implementing the final bill and in
sanctions relief807, by strengthening AIPAC’s objectives as well as the bill. Once they wrote the letter, they
asked AIPAC’s “help to get members to sign on to that so that we can leverage answers to these questions
[on Iran’s nuclear program].”808 In the end, the letter had 367 signatures of House members that, together
with the previous 98 senators’ vote in favor of the bill, constituted an important majority that dropped all
possibility of Obama’s veto power (1/3 plus one of the votes). Accordingly, the House passed the bill with
400-25 votes, and the president had no a choice, if not sign the bill in law, by prescribing an important role for
the Congress in foreign policy as far as concern the Iran nuclear deal809.
The AIPAC’s pressures were clear since it delivered a press release for every bill’s step810, pushing the
House “to take speedy action on congressional review legislation and send it to the president for signature
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into law”811. Despite the success, AIPAC continued pressuring Congress “to address the concerns that have
been raised by the framework and the standards by which an agreement must be judged”. Indeed, AIPAC
pointed out in a press release the parameters and general framework within which the final agreement signed,
meaning that a good deal has to be “achieved by the application of increased economic and political pressure
on Tehran (for a deal) that transparently does not allow Iran a path to a nuclear weapons capability”812.
Hence, the agreement had to be in line with the INARA813.
AIPAC seemed to have always strong bipartisanship that guaranteed its success, since the lobbied bill
that challenged Obama was proposed by bipartisan senators814. However, it must be highlighted that the final
bill had not the same toughest provisions as at the beginning. The final bill was a compromise between
conservatives and key democratic senators in order to give to Congress the possibility to oversight the Obama.
Indeed, part of Republicans and Netanyahu objected the bill, because of not enough restrictive815.
3.3.3.2. THE NEWORK: TRUE FRIENDS SHOW UP WHEN YOU NEED: ARE THEY NECESSARY?
We have already stressed the importance of information in an interdependent world, and how it can be
used by States or organizations to shape others’ interests816. Indeed, also AIPAC increased the use of this
instrument, since the increased polarization of foreign policy between Republicans and Democrats817 hurts its
bipartisan nature with consequences in midterms federal election818. Consequently, AIPAC relied on,
empowered or created anti-Iran organizations or campaigns that promoted a hawkish position towards the Iran
nuclear deal by using media. It shifted its main strategy from pressuring executive power to persuade people
through informative and communication tools that it has, in line with Netanyahu’s words of “using our
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contacts and expressing our views, directly, in the international media, in my contacts with the American
administration and other heads of government”819.
AIPAC was strictly connected to WINEP, a research institute that has been demonstrated to be an
AIPAC spin-off820. The Institute assumed a relevant weight during 2014, when AIPAC leverage on congress
decreased and the probability of a diplomatic solution over Iran nuclear program was one of its core issues.
Quantitatively, in 2014, WINEP published 532 publication: 87 were on Iran, among which 61 on nuclear
negotiations or interim deal821. Throughout the year ,with negotiations ongoing, WINEP published op-eds,
articles, several “policy focus” on Iran and interim deal were delivered by its major experts and relevant
personalities, all in line with AIPAC and Israel. These articles were not delivered only on the WINEP website
or through their conferences, but also through the major US magazine or newspaper, such as Foreign Policy822,
Washington post823, the Wall Street Journal824, POLITICO and USA today, by reaching a large piece of public
of every age825 covering issues through a predominant pro-Israel position826 . For instance, Ross in an op-ed
POLITICO criticized Obama by affirming that he “is not demanding zero enrichment and the complete
dismantlement of Iran's enrichment facilities, as some on Capitol Hill are calling for…”827. In particular,
among WINEP personalities, the AIPAC activist Ross has been relevant. Middle East Senior adviser during
Obama first mandate828, he helped Obama approaching Israel and AIPAC829. Always in favor of heavier
sanctions and a military option against Iran, in 2008, Ross found the UANI, also called the American Coalition
Against Iran, a no-profit bipartisan hawkish group with the aim of pressuring people to stop doing business
with Iran, through aggressive advocacy campaigns against Iran in order to marginalize and isolate the State830.
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Ross supported the Menendez-Kirk’s bill, affirming that there was an “interesting gap between the White
House and Congress”831. Likely, this was an attempt to persuade readers that the White House was alone in
its diplomatic approach, whereas AIPAC congressman did not have the support of the chambers. The same
position has been shared by Statloff, Singh and others, but for reasons of space, a precise analysis of WINEP
action is done in Annex 2.
Besides, AIPAC operated in a situation of institutional pluralism since “within multiple institutional
spheres”832. Although pluralism tends to create competition, fragmentation and organization instability, it can
also create opportunities for organizations through the complementarity of actions833. Indeed, AIPAC was not
the only pro-Israel conservative organization that pushed towards hard US foreign policies against Iran, but a
variety of new and old organizations shared AIPAC position vis-à-vis US policy in the nuclear deal834. Hence,
by operating in a complementary action among them and with key personalities belonging to more than one
pro-Israel conservative organization, the AIPAC tried to act on institutions and to pursue public opinion. These
organizations have its history, patterns and ways of action835, but during 2014, they have been important for
Israel and AIPAC, who could not rely only on itself. The pro-Israel organizations in line with AIPAC that I
have taken into account are 8:
FBI, BPC, FDD, TPI, the already cited UANI, CPD and IPC. These organizations shared the same experts
and personalities. For instance, R. Kagan was on FPI board and senior fellow at Brookings Institute; whereas
Kristol founder of PRF and of the Weekly Standard was a member of ECI’s board. Makovsky, president and
CEO of JINSA, participated at AIPAC conference and was FPI director. Again, Josh Block, former spokesman
of AIPAC, was CEO and TIP president. Founders of UANI were already experts and directors of WINEP, and
lawmakers were part of its board. However, the limited space does not allow to demonstrate here all links
among these organization and their closed network with overlapping board directors, but the precise
explanation can be found in the Annex 2.
3.4. CONCLUSION.
The chapter showed how Israel has changed some pattern of actions once the Interim deal has been
approved. Indeed, until November 2013, on both levels, domestic and international, he continued to prospect
military option and ask more sanctions. At Level 1, Israel found a new way to ask US military intervention
through Syrian expedient, by using the informational flow. However, its hard power and strategic information
was not enough vis-à-vis the US administration, it did not succeed in its goal of dragging the US on the Middle
Eastern soil. At level 2, AIPAC continued its main strategy on the executive, trying to influence the
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establishment’s appointments in line with Israeli interests; on congressmen by pushing towards ah hawkish
approach. Indeed, the pro-Israel lobby continued to ask more sanctions and to consider as likely a military
option against Iran, by discouraging any diplomatic solution.
However, the changes in Iran domestic policies with the new Rouhani’s government, the international
community started peaceful negotiations and Obama could reach its main goal of a deal over Iran nuclear
program. Therefore, Israel needed a change in strategy vis-à-vis US foreign policy, since it became
internationally isolated from Western powers. This isolation has been followed by an AIPAC decreased
influence of Congress, since its action on executive and congressmen were failing. Indeed, they looked to a
new pattern of influence the US decisions. Specifically, they rely on new friends. At level 1, Netanyahu started
friendly relations with Russia and Saudi Arabia; in the latter case, AIPAC helped this new relationship without
opposing those bills that delivered military aids to Saudis. Furthermore, at level 2, AIPAC created or relied on
hawkish pro-Israel organizations against Iran and the Iran deal. Although the new anti-Iran alliance were no
effective in influencing Obama’s final decision in favor of Iran, it was effective in keeping a distance between
the US and Iran836. Besides, the action at level 2 had influenced Obama’s way of doing policies. If the closed
hawkish pro-Israel network failed in pushing Obama against Iran, it influenced Obama’s way of doing policies.
The President shifted from policies inclined to congressional approval in international affairs, such as Syria
intervention (though not necessary), to an approach that avoid Congressional power in foreign policy by
threating a veto or circumventing it through formal expedient.
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CHAPTER VI:
THE END OF THE AGREEMENT, THE RECOVERY OF A FRIENDSHIP.

4.1. INTRODUCTION
The last chapter focuses on Israeli strategy vis-à-vis US policy from 2015 until 2018. I divided the chapter
into two main parts. The first focuses on the end of Obama’s mandate and the second on Trump first two years.
The end of Obama’s mandate envisages how Netanyahu spoke directly on the Congress, but the main action
has been made by AIPAC inside and outside Capitol Hill. It founded a new group to finance Tv ads, whereas
it delivered money for lobbying activities to impose new sanctions over Iran for non-nuclear activities. In the
last part, I show how with the new President, new patterns of actions would be discovered through a personal
network. Nevertheless, some traditional patterns are still in function.
4.2.THE OBAMA’S FAREWELL
4.2.1. NETANYAHU’S SPEECH IN CAPITOL HILL
Although, as stressed, Netanyahu was looking to new alliances and establishing new friends, it does
not mean that he let aside US. Even if in 2015 his influence vis-à-vis US foreign policy at the international
level decreased, since closer ties between Iran and US increased clashes between Netanyahu and Obama, also
in public debates837, Netanyahu tried to keep the historical alliance. However, as argued by Dagan
"Netanyahu’s position will not change the West’s position on the Iranian issue, (he) bring our relationship
with the Americans to an extreme point"

838

. The extreme point was the 3rd of March, when Netanyahu

accepted the lawmakers’ invitation to speak directly in front of US Congress839, overcoming the AIPAC’s
leading from behind. Indeed, the speech was received as interference in US policies, since Obama’s did not
invite the prime minister, but the White House declined to meet him. The discourse’s content “to speak up
about a potential deal with Iran that could threaten the survival of Israel” 840was delivered by Netanyahu, the
day before at AIPAC conference. Indeed, the Congress discourse was aimed to convince Capitol Hill of
imposing new sanctions by approving the S.269 bill, consequently, to torpedo the Iranian nuclear negotiations,
putting Obama in difficulties on the national and international level. According to his rhetoric of describing in
negative terms Israeli enemies841, he called to “stand together to stop Iran’s March of terror” to impede the
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“the marriage of militant Islam with nuclear weapons”, something that could happen if the negotiated deal
would be the final acceptance by the parties842. Contrary to the intentions, on one hand, the discourse marked
a dysfunctional relationship between Obama and Netanyahu and caused a hash collision between Obama and
Republicans not only on Iran deal but also on Israel, whose support was shifting into a partisan policy. For
this reason, though officially AIPAC approved Netanyahu discourse843, unofficially its members distanced
from the Prime minister’s position, by blaming him to “made the Iranian issue a partisan one”844. Indeed, in
this way, AIPAC lost many democrats, who threatened to boycott the prime minister speech or were absent at
the session845.
However, the Netanyahu did not engage in international level over Iran nuclear deal as before, since
focused on next Israeli election on 17th of March, which is why part of Congressmen saw his discourse
instrumental for Israeli elections846. Indeed, Israelis did not favor Netanyahu since they blamed him for the
government’s collapse with the Likud- Beiteinu split over social benefits and a new Liberman’s party group847.
Strategically, Netanyahu used Iran deal as a way to gain domestic consensus, since Israelis were against the
JCPOA. It was confirmed when after the announce of Netanyahu’s speech, polls in favor of Netanyahu gone
up848. Although Netanyahu won the elections, he started his fourth mandate without a majority in Knesset, for
which he needed a parties’ coalition. Therefore, he was much engaged on national affair of keeping power to
focus on Iran deal throughout the year849.
4.2.2. A NEW ACTION FROM INSIDE
Once the Iran nuclear deal has been concluded and signed, on July 14th, AIPAC started its action in the
US, by delivering a press release that stressed the importance of Congress role “in approving or disapproving
the proposed agreement”850, that missed pro-Israeli requirements for a good deal. If at the beginning it has a
softer reaction, then it accused Obama’s diplomacy that “facilitate rather than prevent Iran from obtaining a
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nuclear weapon and would further entrench and empower the leading state sponsor of terror”. 851 Indeed, it
asked to the Congress the rejection of the agreement, by urging to keep economic pressure on Iran and
negotiate a new deal respecting their requests, listed in five main points852. Once in congress, Republicans
started hawkish attacks against Obama administration853, who relied on Democrats to approve the deal,
whereas AIPAC on Republicans to reject it. The congress decision arrived after the 60 days, meaning that
August was the warmest month of lobbying activities inside and outside institutional places “to urge Congress
to oppose the deal and insist on a better agreement”854.

4.2.2.1. OUTSIDE CAPITOL HILL: CITIZENS FOR A NUCLEAR FREE IRAN.
In 2015, outside of Capitol Hill AIPAC started an important initiative against Iran nuclear deal with
the creation of“Citizens for a nuclear free Iran” that was addressed to the public. The organization was a
501(c)(4) no-profit organizations, a tax-exempt lobbying group,855 with the aim “to informing the public
about the dangers of Iran obtaining a nuclear weapon”856. The platform through which the initiative has been
spread was “winning connection”

857

, a telecommunication company that impacts public policy, passes

legislation and wins elections, by receiving money from congressmen, mainly democrats858. The new
organization was created together with a group of Democrats Senators involved in House Foreign Affairs
Committee, who opposed to Obama: Senators Evan Bayh, Mark Begich, Landrieu and Joe Lieberman. The
new organization raised around 30$ million around 40 States, allocated in pro-Likud organizations for its
campaign against the Iran deal859. Whereas, it planned to spend around $20 million in more than 30 States in
campaigns and advertising against the Iran deal860. In particular, it delivered TV ads, published also on several
mainstream websites861; it provided trips of AIPAC members to Washington to convince lawmakers,
especially Democrats, to vote against the deal862. Indeed, at the end of July, it organized a sit-in with hundreds
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of pro-Israel activists that crossed the country to press lawmakers in Washington asking to refuse of the deal863.
Besides, all freshman members of the Congress flew to Israel in an all-expenses-paid trip, for a week of
briefings and lobbying to ensure their vote against the deal864. Even more, calls and e-mails were sent by
activists to their congressional representatives through its website, where on the homepage was written “Urge
congress to reject the Iran nuclear deal with Iran: contact Congress today”865.
AIPAC was acting indirectly on Congressmen, by pushing on public opinion, which majority of US
National population did not believe that the deal would prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon or that
the deal would make America safer866. Since 80% of people that did not believe that Iran should be given up
to $100 billion in economic sanctions relief without Congressional approval, 74% were democrats, Obama
tied to contrast the AIPAC’s action867. On one hand, in a conference, he tried to convince democrats to approve
the deal, where he targeted those against JCPOA as “responsible for us getting into the Iraq war”868. On the
other, he reassured Israel about JCPOA consequences “by pledging increased support for Israel and our Gulf
allies and by vowing that it will strictly enforce the deal”869.
4.2.2.2. ACTION WITHIN THE HILL BUT OUTSIDE A THE TRADITIONAL PORTFOLIO.
In 2015, with the Obama’s popularity dropping and an increasing consensus in Netanyahu870, AIPAC
main actions on Capitol Hill focused on democrats, who were preparing for new elections without Obama
leadership. Indeed, doves started to change position vis-à-vis Obama foreign policy in Iran deal. This was the
case of Sen. Schumer, an Obama supporter, who declared through a statement that he “will vote to disapprove
the agreement…because Iran under this agreement… will be able to achieve its dual goals of eliminating
sanctions while retaining its nuclear and non-nuclear power. Better to keep U.S. sanctions in place, strengthen
them, enforce secondary sanctions….”871. Although not sure that AIPAC had influenced the Senator’ s shift,
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the day after it published a press release in agreement with his statement872, which had several elements
referring to AIPAC’s five points that the deal must prescribe873.
The action did not succeed since the resolution against the bill did not pass in Senate because of 2 votes
missing, by giving the main victory to Obama874. Accordingly, AIPAC urged the Senators who have blocked
its resolution to reconsider their position, since JCPOA enriches Iranian nuclear program and “This vote should
provide a note of caution…about jumping back into Iran. This is a dangerous moment for America and our
allies. We must step up pressure against Iran…and take firm action to support our regional allies, especially
Israel”875. In spite of AIPAC’s words and pressures, the senators’ position did not change in the two
subsequent votes876. In fact, Republicans had 4 votes less, i.e. 56 to 42, which did not allow them to pass the
resolution against the deal. Two days after, McConnell arranged a last attempt to block the deal by introducing
an amendment that recognized Israel's right to exist before the US lifted sanctions, but it did not reach the
majority with 53 to 45 votes877. De facto, Obama one the struggle, whereas AIPAC lost its bipartisan nature,
since its goals in Iran deal were shared only by Republicans, who accused Obama of having betrayed Israel878.
Indeed, “Obama is likely to go down in history as a president whose single biggest foreign policy and domestic
achievements were won with no Republican votes”879 ,wrote Steinhauer.
However, AIPAC acted at the same time also on the House of representatives. Indeed, Republicans
introduced three successful acts. The first, “H.Res.411”880, was introduced by Pompeo, it claimed that Obama
did not submit the information required in the INARA to the Congress. As expected from the polarization of
the issue and the majorities/ minorities’ distribution in the Chambers, the vote followed the partisan lines and
the resolution had 245 Republicans voted in favor to 186 democrats against881. The second was a bill
“H.R.3460” introduced by Peter Roskam882. Following the legislative steps, the bill passed the House
following the polarization of US foreign policy on Iran: all Republicans’ votes plus two democrats, 247 votes
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were in favor, 186 democrats against883. The final bill introduced by Bohener was the “H.R.3461 To approve
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, signed at Vienna on July 14, 2015, relating to the nuclear program
of Iran”, which failed the passage with 269 against (25 Democrats) and 162 in favor of the deal884. If AIPAC
actions did not succeed in the Senate, it did in the House. Although it affirmed to have a bipartisan majority
in opposition to the deal885, the majority needed in the House to pass a bill is simplest one, 218 votes886.
Therefore, GOP reached already the necessary majority to refuse the JCPOA without the 25 democrats’ votes,
since it has 244 republicans vote. However, it was a rhetorical expedient to influence the public opinion887,
since the consensus in public opinion decreased.
Although AIPAC’s failure that a no congressional resolution on the JCPOA, the pro-Israel lobby did
not stop its struggle. Indeed, it led another lawmakers’ action to persuade those Democrats senators who voted
in favor of the JCPOA. On October 1st Sen. Cardin officially introduced the “Iran Policy Oversight Act of
2015”888. “Officially” since AIPAC and lawmakers worked to the bill already at the beginning of September,
as reported by Jim Lobe889. Although AIPAC affirmed its extraneity to the bill since its draft890; the drafted
legislation seemed to be the AIPAC plans’ B, since the new bill shared the same goals with AIPAC’s previous
statements and its five points (i.e. congressional monitoring of the agreement, new strategies with Israel and
Arab allies to counter Iran) 891. The bill was presented as a way to strengthen JCPOA and to solve issues that
the deal did not “ by providing vital oversight and vigorous enforcement to prevent a nuclear-armed Iran”892.
Nevertheless, it supported pro-Israel requests through “poison-pill” that run against the bill’s implementation,
such as the inclusion of a military option to prevent Iranian nuclear weapon strengthened the possibility of a
unilateral strike with additional security assistance to Israel893. Since the bill did not pass894, AIPAC changed
the reasons why the US had to impose sanctions on Iran.
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Therefore, AIPAC started to lobbied sanctions ‘bills “outside of nuclear portfolio”895, meaning over
Iran non-nuclear activities, on the base of its aids to terrorism and its violation of human rights, since the
JCPOA prohibited nuclear-related sanctions896. Indeed, it spent $3,602,343 in lobbying activities897 for 30 bills
mainly upon military US-Israel cooperation and assistance, terrorist and energy sector than hurt indirectly
Iran898. For instance, in the Senate Foreign Committee, Senators Cocker and Cardin drafted a new bipartisan
sanctioning bill against Iran for its aggressive non-nuclear activities, i.e. ballistic missile test, which caused
human right violations, calling the ISA899. Lawmakers from both parties pressured the administration for
progress in preventing Iran from bad behavior through sanctions and the congress to oversight Iran’s
compliance. Indeed, letters were sent to Obama, one from Republicans and the other from Democrats with
the same content900: urging sanctions for a punitive action against Iran and those involved in the test 901.
On the same line, in the House, Democrats and Republicans introduced two resolutions: “H.R.4333”902
and “H.R.4342”903, which urged the U.S. Treasury to impose sanctions on Iran for its ballistic missile
activities. Before the 16th of January904, “H.R.3662 905 has been introduced by Russell, indirectly undermining
the JCPOA, since it sanctioned those institutions that financed the IRGC impeding any sanctions ‘relief906. De
facto, the bill could jeopardize the JCPOA, leading the White House threated a veto on House bill907, since
Iran was clear that “any new sanctions on any level with any excuse (…of support for terrorism or human
rights) pursued by…opposing countries in the negotiations will be considered a breach of the Bar-Jaam and
the government is obligated to take the necessary steps”908.
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Nevertheless, AIPAC and GOP continued their actions through bills’ introduction, statement, letter
that undermined the JCPOA. For instance, DeSantis, who received 82,000$ from the pro-Israel lobby909,
introduced the “H.R.4448”, which amended the CISADA to secure local governments to adopt measures to
restrict business. The action increased in April, when Obama announced he was considering easing US
financial restriction to help the Iranian economy910. Indeed, Republicans introduced five bills preventing the
administration from the choice. The bills were not lobbied by AIPAC, but their sponsors have links with911. A
remarkable action singed AIPAC’ has been taken by Senators Menendez and Kirk, AIPAC activists in firstline against Iran. After the failure of their amendment that enlarged the expiration date of ISA from 2016 to
2026912; they retake actions in 2016 with Sen. Cocker introducing the “S.3267”913. The bipartisan bill was
aimed to extend ISA until 2016914, exercising pressure on Iran to improve human rights’ condition and stop
with ballistic missiles program915. The bill did not pass the vote, but in November, just before the elections,
when Royce introduced an AIPAC bill “H.R.6297”916 to extend ISA until 2026 and it passed both chambers
and with 99-0 in Senate and 419-1 in the House917. The bill became law on 15th of December, when Obama
was not President and Democrats lost the elections on November 8th. Whereas AIPAC congratulated for the
achievement that maintained the “basic architecture of U.S. sanctions on Iran's nuclear program and other
dangerous activities”918, Khamenei threated retaliation and the nuclear program restart919.

4.2.2.3. LAST GREETINGS TO OBAMA: NO DEAL BUT MILITARY AIDS.
Until November, the action in parliament was inefficient, since all AIPAC bills did not pass, whereas
the JCPOA’s implementation continued920. Hence, the pro-Israel action focused on improving cooperation
between Israel and the US. Lawmakers sent letters to Obama that urged him to conclude a new Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with Israel, which expired in 2018, to arrange aid to Israel for 10 years. The House’s
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letter signed by 51 representatives under a bipartisan initiative of Representatives Graham and Jolly921, asked
Obama to increase Israeli military assistance from $3.1 billion to $5 billion a year922. The Senate’s bipartisan
letter has been sent with 81 signatures under Sen. Coons and L. Graham’s leadership, who urged a “new longterm agreement to help provide Israel the resources it requires to defend itself and preserve its qualitative
military edge”923. The letter did not ask for money assistance but for a military one (i.e. FY17). The pressure
was made also level by Netanyahu through different meeting with Obama to whom he asked for more
assistance since the JCPOA led to the Iranian economic relief (150 billion) but increased Israel’s security
concerns924. The negotiations throughout 10 months between the two heads of State among the US aid
exacerbated the already difficult relations, but at the end, they have been successful. Indeed, before leaving
the office, in September, Obama concluded a new MOU with Israel, according to which the US would give
$38 billion in military assistance covering the next 10 year of cooperation925. The largest aid that US had
always delivered as a guarantee for “Israel’s security in what remains a dangerous neighborhood”926 as
affirmed by Obama, who wanted to demonstrate his commitment to Israel before ending the mandate927.
Something that he partially succeeded, since the new MOU “demonstrates America's strong and unwavering
commitment to Israel….This MOU will send a strong message of deterrence to America's and Israel's regional
adversaries that these two allies stand together amid increased instability and growing chaos in the Middle
East”928 wrote AIPAC in its Press release on MOU.
4.3. A NEW BEGINNING.
The year 2016 had been a new year for Israel vis-à-vis US foreign policy in Iran nuclear deal, with
Obama leaving the office and a new hawkish president arriving at the White House. However, the Israeli
strategy has been put in place before elections, through presidential campaigns.
4.3.1. STOP THE DEAL AND RETAKE OLD FRIENDS.
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In the beginning, in contrast with Israelis position in favor of Trump929, Netanyahu shared AIPAC
balanced position between US candidates. Hence, he decided to meet both, Trump and Clinton930, where it
came up that Netanyahu shared a common position with Trump, especially on JCPOA. Indeed, Democrat
candidate was in favor of maintaining the core of the deal and do not abandon completely the Obama legacy,
tough on more hawkish position. Whereas, Trump wanted to dismantle the deal as the Israeli prime minister931.
Once at the White House, the fact that Trump shared the same hawkish views against Iran of Netanyahu
has been relevant, as well as the fact that both stand for isolationism and nationalism, leading them to rely on
bilateralism rather than multilateralism. Indeed, Trump foreign choices towards Iran seemed to be part of a
broader pro- Israel US foreign policy, where Israel is the administration focal point at the international level
932

. These understanding of foreign policy approach between Netanyahu and Trump gave to the former

leverage in the decision od ceasing the JCPOA. Indeed, in 2018, at the UNGA Netanyahu took the floor and
he presented Mossad’s documents about Iranian secret atomic bomb and bunkers933. Israel showed the
documents to US President934, who used it to justify its Iran nuclear deal withdrawal935. Indeed, the US strongly
supported Israel, as Netanyahu highlighted936 and according to whom US-Israeli actions were always in
accordance937. The presentation on Iran nuclear program made by Netanyahu had an international resonance,
by accusing the Republic to be a lair and arguing about the possession of atomic weapons in “Shorabad District
in southern Tehran”938. The fact that the information refers to the pre-2015 nuclear deal situation and that
Netanyahu did not prove that Iran violated the JCPOA was not enough for Trump to do not keep the electoral
promises939. Therefore, with Trump, Netanyahu retake direct contacts and leverage on White House, that he
had during Obama’s mandate.
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4.3.2. A NEW PATH: STILL A TWO-LEVEL GAME?
As already stressed, AIPAC did not participate directly to the electoral campaign, but through affiliated
PACs and super PACs, such as Crossroads GPS, The RJC or through private donations940. However, it
introduced candidates to pro-Israel voters by arranging meetings with voters, billionaire donors that support
pro-Israel policy in exchange for a support for Israel941. Indeed, US candidates knew the importance of being
seen favorably by the pro-Israel lobby, since being friends with AIPAC holds different advantages not only
for Jewish American hard-liner942, but also for Americans candidates. A favorable AIPAC means to be
considered a strong candidate and a higher probability of winning the election, since he shares the same value
of the organization, common in Americans citizens, i.e. “US exceptionalism” and hegemony in the Middle
East943. Plus, AIPAC contributed not only with money but also with several activities that helped to grasp
votes through its wide network- the Policy conference.
During the campaign, AIPAC tried to retake its bipartisanship vis-à-vis US foreign policy by funding
candidates from both parties944. Indeed, the theme of the 2016’s Special Thursday was “Come together”945 ,
where candidates and lawmakers from both sides were present946. Unless Jew Sanders who gave his speech in
Utah947, all candidates did participate at the 2016’s AIPAC conference, showing their commitment to Israel
and talking about the Iran nuclear deal948. However, AIPAC did not appreciate Trump’s speech against Obama,
who was considered “the worst thing to ever happen to Israel”949. Though on same Trump’s position on
JCPOA, that wanted to be dismantled it since “catastrophic for America, for Israel and for the whole of the
Middle East”950, AIPAC feared that Trump’s accusations to Obama would threat its rebalancing strategy of
bipartisanship in foreign policymaking. Indeed, the new pro-Israel lobby president apologized for those people
that applauded Trump, distancing from him951.
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Accordingly, from 2016’s electoral campaign, personal direct links with the Jewish community and
with Jewish rich personalities, who stand in hawkish conservative positions did count more and were more
influential than ties with AIPAC. Indeed Trump, already billionaire entrepreneur, has ties with the “the richest
Jew in the world”952, Sheldon Adelson, a casino owner in hawkish conservative position and a Netanyahu’s
close friend. He has been one of the main donors to Trump (around $100 million)953 and after having broken
with AIPAC in 2008954, he found a new organization in 2016, the Israeli American Coalition for Action955.
Hence, the contacts with Sheldon enlarged Trump’s network without relying on AIPAC.
More importantly, he had closer ties with Judaism and Israeli society through his son-in-law
Kushner956, Orthodox Jew owner with contacts with Israel and Trump’s campaign adviser957. Truly, Kushner
was an AIPAC donor, but he did not rely on the organization to establish contacts between Trump and
Netanyahu958. When Trump arrived at the White House, he was appointed as senior advisor of the President,
a charge that is not voted in Congress959. Trump’s son-in-law has an important personal network of friendship
in media, i.e. with the mogul Murdoch, News Corp owner960, and also with Perelman, a billionaire with whom
Trump was not yet in touch961. Plus, NYT discovered that Kushner’s family has ties with a major financial
Israeli institution, the Menora Mivtachim, who delivered $30 million to Kushner company962. The issue
assumed relevancy, since closer ties between Israel and the US straddling between private business and politics
could undermine the US ability of independency in the region, by giving to Israel important leverage through
which act963.
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Therefore, instead of using AIPAC’s network, Trump and Kushner’s private networks were the main
link between Washington and Tel Aviv. Truly, Israeli goals did not change, but it shifted the channel of action
vis-à-vis US foreign policy, which seemed to be more pro-Netanyahu than pro-Israel, hurting AIPAC
bipartisanship.
The main domestic actions have been exercised through the appointment of the establishment in a proIsrael direction964. Firstly, the Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has been substituted with a tweet by Mike
Pompeo965, one of the main Obama’s critic in a more pro-Israel position against the JCPOA966. The new CIA
Director was named in the person of Gina Haspel, who has a hawkish and rigid interrogation approach towards
radical Islamist in line with the extremist right-wing vision967. Even if Rex Tillerson was a hawk against Iran
considering the deal a bad deal968, he was more moderate as far as the option of leaving the deal. According
to Tillerson, consequences of a withdraw would be worse than the option of staying in and improve it or, at
least, build a second deal969. As a matter of fact, Tillers was not fidelis to Trump as Pompeo970, and he was
not pro-Israel as Mike Pompeo, who already in 2015 declared his opposition to the JCPOA971. Indeed, Pompeo
has always had strong relations with Netanyahu, from who appreciate the “efforts to prevent Iran from
obtaining nuclear weapons”972, a relation demonstrated through his first official trip after his appointment to
Israel, where they reaffirmed their common intention against Iran973. Consequently, in December, at the UN
Security Council meeting on the Middle East that Pompeo chaired, the US secretary of State asked to the
international community: “to get serious about this real risk from proliferation from the Iranian regime. We
clearly see that the JCPOA didn't succeed in stopping this malign activity”974. Eventually, the shift in office
has been important for the Israeli goal of stopping the Iran Nuclear Deal since US President and Secretary of
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State were completely in synchrony on approaching issue975. Indeed, just two weeks after Pompeo’s
appointment, US withdrewn from the JCPOA at the end of April.
Another pro-Israel change has been Trump’s National Security Adviser. Indeed, H.R. McMaster
accepted to resign by being substituted with John Bolton, more hawk with Iran976. Although McMaster was
not hostile to Israel977, he looked for an agreement with the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to prevent
the president from ceasing the deal978. On the contrary, the hawk Bolton was completely in line with Netanyahu
and very loyal to Trump: he agreed with a military option and more enforcement of economic sanctions979.
Since Netanyahu and Bolton completely understood each other, aligned in the goals and in the method of
achieving objectives against Iran, they started a common action to convince European Countries for a greater
pressure on Iran.
A few months later, at the end of 2018, Trump’s Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis resigned980 and
Shanahan took his place. Once again, Jim Mattis had hawkish position vis-à-vis the Iran nuclear deal, but not
enough for the President. Plus, relations between Israel and Mattis have been always warm, he rejected a 500$
million arms deal between Israel and Croatia before he left the office981. However, the dismissal was due to a
different view of US foreign policies implemented by Trump, in particular upon the JCPOA982. Mattis agreed
with Tillerson about the fact that a withdrawal would provoke a new crisis and, eventually a nuclear arms race
in the Middle East, when the US has engaged already in the Korean nuclear situation983.
Hence, these changes have been the main source through which Netanyahu acted at the international
level vis-à-vis the US foreign policy towards a hawkish approach to Iran nuclear deal. Indeed, whereas in US
administration, fears increased for these changes mainly after Tillerson’s departure984, the main action against
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the JCPOA was made by Trump and Netanyahu vis-à-vis the international community in Iran deal in order to
take a more hawkish action. As confirmed by Bolton: “It's why we've worked with our friends in Europe to
convince them of the need to take stronger steps against the Iranian nuclear-weapons and ballistic-missile
program"985.
Looking at the who influenced these appointments, a sure answer is difficult at the time of writing,
because of fewer resources available. Nevertheless, the pro-Israel changes should be considered, at least
partially, a consequence of Trump’s contacts with Israeli surrounding and his business’ affairs. For instance,
Pompeo received money for his career by industrialist Koch brothers, because of which he earned the
nickname “Congressman from Koch”986 . The Koch brothers’ industries are an important multinational
corporation987, who push towards a rightwing political agenda in different ways988. Despite the distance on
several issues between Koch brothers and Trump, the Kotch allies within the administration are seen as way
of influencing the administration and take advantages for business989. Furthermore, there is no evidence that
Netanyahu or AIPAC have had a role in this nomination, even if useful to pursue their agenda; however, he
decreased AIPAC bipartisanship what was trying to regain990. As a matter of fact, the pro-Israel establishment
was not choose for personal beliefs, since “Israel and pro-Israel policy was not particular important to
Trump” as professor Parsi affirmed: “ Trump is a transactional guy: if he can get money from them, if he can
get support, he will do it, but he is not coming to the White House with any particularly strong using favor or
against Israel, or in favor or against Saudi Arabia. He is reacting to.”991 Indeed, Trump did not act following
a line or ideology, but he freed himself from his advisor’s fears, increasing his autonomy from his
establishment, but weaker his relative bargaining position internationally and strengthening the Netanyahu’s
relations.
4.3.3. WHAT ABOUT AIPAC?
How Trump took pro-Israel decisions, because of intents’ commonality, put AIPAC in difficulties
towards an even more partisan policy since it was increasing in contrast with democrats992. Although AIPAC
has difficulties in its activities, it has maintained its leverage on Capitol Hill, but with a change of focus on its
lobbying activities, because of the Trump spontaneous pro-Israel decisions in the Iran deal, the main focus has
been on Iran ballistic missile, Israel-Palestine affair and military cooperation. Indeed, in 2017, it spent
985
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$3,402,651 to lobbying activities through their lawmakers993, who introduced 35 bills, one on Iran ballistic
missiles994, but they mostly focused on US-Israel cooperation, BDS movements, Hezbollah and IsraelPalestine dispute995. The same path has been followed in 2018 when AIPAC has spent $3,518,028 Capitol Hill
on 45 bills996, among which only 2 concerned Iran, H.R. 5132 and H.R.4744, whereas all the others concerned
anti-terrorist measures and cooperation, military assistance and activities against Palestine and Hezbollah997.
4.3.4. COMMON PATTERN BUT DIFFERENT MEANING.
Until now we have considered the major strategies used by Israel during the two years of Trump
administration that differ from those used during the Obama administration. However, it can be noticed some
common patterns used by Israel vis-à-vis Us foreign policy in Iran deal.
Firstly, Israel has continued linking the Iranian questions with other international issues to maintain
the Iran nuclear deal at the top of the US agenda. Indeed, it linked Iran deal with the North Korea nuclear
affair and its denuclearization. This has been clear when A.Yadlin998 in an interview of Hareetz made
parallelism between North-South Korea and Iran-Israel underlining that Iran denuclearization is important as
well as is North Korea denuclearization. He put the two question at the same level: “we will sign a deal and
we postpone. They (Iran) are willing to wait and lift all the sanction, build conventional power that will take
Israel hostage in a way that North Korea is taking South Korea as a hostage.”999 North Korea has been
instrumental also for another reason, an agreement with North Korea and its “denuclearization will remove
North Korea as the Number 1 U.S. national security issue”; in this way “Iran can be number one priority”
by putting at the top of the US agenda Iran.1000
Secondly, the rhetoric strategy of framing Iran in negative terms continued1001. Since both Countries,
US and Israel considered “the worst deal even seen”1002 , both used the strategy of framing in negative terms
Iran and the JCPOA in front of States’ signatories and the international community1003. The intent has been
the one to discourage States that signed the deal to implement the Deal and to isolate Iran from the international
community at UNGA: “Iran’s leaders sow chaos, death, and destruction. That is why so many countries in
993
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the Middle East strongly supported my decision to withdraw from the horrible 2015 Iran Nuclear Deal and
re-impose nuclear sanctions…. We ask all nations to isolate Iran’s regime as long as its aggression
continues”1004. The same was proposed by Netanyahu at the UN “to Europe’s leaders and to others: instead
of cuddling Iran’s dictators, join the U.S. and Israel and most of the Arab world in supporting new sanctions
against a regime that endangers all of us...”1005.
Finally, another path on which Israel continued is the relationship with Saudi Arabia. The new amity
with commonalities of intents has been important for Israel and its equilibrium in the struggle against Iran and
Iran nuclear deal, which broaden their cooperation in cyber technologies, a field in which Israel and US have
a relation cemented for years1006. Accordingly, now that the three Countries US, Israel and Saudi Arabia found
themselves on the same anti-JCPOA an anti-Iran position could think about the creation on a new axis1007.
Indeed, Riyadh is playing a major role in the process that aims to make Israel part of the anti-Iranian alliance,
the so-called “Arab-NATO.”1008
4.4. CONCLUSION.
In the chapter, I focused on the last period of Obama’s mandate and on the first of Trump. Considering
the end of Obama’s administration, it has been clear that Netanyahu lost all his leverage on Obama when he
overcame his power by speaking in front of US congress without any invitation from the President.
Furthermore, Netanyahu was engaged in domestic affairs, i.e. elections and no- majority in Parliament.
Therefore, the main action has been made on level 2 by AIPAC and its new advocacy organization “Citizens
for a nuclear free Iran” through TV ads and campaigns. Truly, the AIPAC’s actions continued also in Capitol
Hill, but the strategy changed in bills’ contents. Indeed, not only it focused on Congress’ power as far as
concern the JCPOA’s approval, but it tried to promote bills that sanction Iran for its non-nuclear activities and
that indirectly would hurt the Iran deal. Despite the less effectiveness in congress and on the executive branch,
AIPAC and Netanyahu never stop pressuring Obama towards closer military cooperation. Indeed, through a
stronger and heavier US military assistance, Israel would be more protected from its regional enemies on the
ground.
However, it is difficult to measure how much the Obama’s will of ending his mandates in peaceful
relations with Israel showing his commitment, and how much did AIPAC and Netanyahu pressures. Truly, the
pressures exercised by Democrats and Republicans on the executive has been important. Nevertheless, it
should be considered that Obama was ending his last mandate, and these pressures had less effectiveness on
1004
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Obama as politicians, since he could not participate for a third run. Plus, Obama did not negotiate Iran deal
according to Israeli requests, but he stood on his position at the expenses of Israel’s friendship, breaking the
relationship. Finally, the AIPAC pressures for new sanctions non-nuclear activities failed at least in one of the
two chambers until Obama was in office, without any Obama’s intervention in favor of these bills. Therefore,
what did count in the decision of a new MOU to strengthen Israel’s regional power seemed to be more Obama’s
will rather than Israeli actions.
The final part of the chapter has been dedicated to Trump’s administration, during which the main
action has been made by Netanyahu at level 1. Indeed, the two chief negotiators not only share the same
political views, but they also share contacts and personal network, i.e. Sheldon Adelson and Kushner. With
Trump, Israel has worked easier vis-à-vis US foreign policy: he already announced during his campaign his
will of repristinating sanctions and dismantle the JCPOA, as advocated by Israel. Plus, administrative changes
in a pro-Israel perspective facilitated the connection between Netanyahu and the executive, on which he had
close contacts. Whereas Israel prime minister regains power on US administration, AIPAC continued to lose
its bipartisanship, since it started to be identified more with Republicans. Truly, it tried to take distance from
Trump, since his electoral campaign. However, once in power, Trump started to promote a series of pro-Israel
decisions, which for a long time have been advocated by the lobby, i.e. the end of the JCPOA, Jerusalem
capital among others. Therefore, AIPAC’s focus of lobbying activities has changed towards Israel-Palestine
relations and terrorist organizations.
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CONCLUSION.
In the study, I have tried to understand how Israel has acted vis-à-vis US foreign policy in the Iran
nuclear deal, by using Putnam’s two-level game theory in a context of complex interdependence. Throughout
a case study method, I have analyzed the two Obama’s mandate and the first two years of Trump’s mandate
to test my three hypotheses:
1. A greater lobby influence in institutional and non- institutional actors in the Iran nuclear issue
conditions the US national.
2. A broader AIPAC network in US institutional and non- institutional environment does not imply a
more influential action in pushing for a pro-Israeli foreign policy.
3. Stronger is the Israeli prime minister’s action at level 1, stronger and more influential is the pro-Israel
lobby position in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear deal and vice-versa.
The hypothesis one is partially demonstrated by the analysis.
I have shown throughout the chapter that Obama’s leading from behind wanted a disengagement in
the Middle East and a peaceful solution over the nuclear deal. Truly, he achieved his goal with Iran by reaching
the JCPOA mainly because of two reasons. Firstly, a change in Iran government with Rouhani as President,
in line with Obama’s diplomacy and solution; secondly, an international community who stand with Obama.
Indeed, Obama did not conclude the deal alone but with the P5+1. Nevertheless, Obama has been not immune
from Israeli actions, mostly during his first mandate and half of the second. As shown in Chapter 1, mainly
AIPAC’s pressure on Congress and executive, and then the threat of military action carried out by both levels,
has influenced Obama to pass new heavier sanctions against Iran avoiding a peaceful solution. Furthermore,
in this period did count electoral campaign, since Obama wanted a new mandate and AIPAC’s favor in the
electoral campaign would be fundamental for him. However, instead of disengagement as Panetta announced
and a military expenditure cut, the wider AIPAC’s lobbied activities on congressmen, senators and executive
on which acted by sending letters but as well as through its conference pushed the administration to supply
military furniture to Israel, increasing their expenses in the region. Besides, in 2016, after JCPOA
implementations, when relations between Israel and the US were at minimum, Obama decided in favor of a
new MOU, the largest in history. Regardless, we cannot be sure on how much Israeli pressures did matter in
that decision; but we should evaluate that, in the end, the pro-Israel decision has been taken against Iran’s
power in the region and with Khamenei in disagreement. Finally, the hypothesis needs to be corrected taking
into account Trump. Indeed, in the last chapter, it has been reported how the direct contacts between Israeli
leadership and Trump as well as Trump’s business ties have been more relevant vis-à-vis US foreign policy
in Iran deal than AIPAC’s actions.
The second hypothesis is confirmed.
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Particularly in chapter 3, I have demonstrated how AIPAC has broader its network by relying on
non-institutional actors, i.e. other pro-Israel organizations that shared the same hawkish views concerning Iran
and the JCPOA. Indeed, once it was aware of less effectiveness in Congress, in 2014, the pro-Israel lobby
strengthened tits action on congressmen but also through think tanks and advocacy groups. It relied mainly on
WINEP, its spin-off, but also on FBI, BPC, FDD, ECI, TPI, UANI, CPD and IPC. However, the major deficit
of AIPAC’s network was that it was a closed network with overlapping directors’ boards. For instance,
founders of one organization, such as UANI, were already experts or directors or others, such as WINEP. Or,
hawkish pro-Israel lawmakers already in line with AIPAC were part of the board of these organizations. These
ties have constituted a closed circle that along with the ongoing polarization between the two Parties,
Democrats more liberals and GOP more Hawkish, it has prevent AIPAC from enlarge its network to gain new
support, that was what it needed to push for a pro-Israel foreign policy against Iran.
The third hypothesis is not completely confirmed since it is confirmed when the direction goes from
domestic to international level.
To better say, it is confirmed as far as in the formulation “stronger is the pro-Israel lobby action,
stronger is the Israeli prime minister action at level 1 in carrying on common policies against Iran nuclear
deal”, whereas is not true the opposite. Indeed, when in a strong position AIPAC has supported Netanyahu
strategy vis-à-vis the US policy, as in the case of military strike (chapter 1 and 2), it has been successful in
influencing Obama and it has enforced Netanyahu’s actions. The same happened in maintaining the Iran threat
of the top of US priorities by framing it as “urgent threat” as stressed also by Ido Oren1009. On the contrary,
when AIPAC has a weak and weak has been its actions, then also Netanyahu’s position in carrying policies
against Iran has been weak, as demonstrated in the case of Syria redline in Chapter 3. AIPAC is indeed “the
pro-Israel lobby”, as it affirmed, but it is an American pro-Israel lobby, born and raised in US. The organization
knowns the US system as well as its society and the best approach to achieve its goals through a broader role.
Then, it is quite natural that AIPAC action reinforced Netanyahu’s once. Whereas, the opposite is not
confirmed. As stressed in the Chapter IV, during Trump administration until 2018, Netanyahu has taken a
strong position vis-à-vis US policies in the Iran deal, with friendly relations with the new President. Indeed,
AIPAC has had a defiled role in the matter since Trump, due to Israel- Trump personal links. Even more, since
the new President arrived, AIPAC seemed to have lost the main source of influence, its bipartisanship, whereas
Netanyahu acquired stronger leverage on his new friend.
In conclusion, even though it does not concern properly my hypotheses, I consider this last point one
of the main important conclusion for the literature. Indeed, it has been stressed in the literature that AIPAC
acted to promote the Israeli interests also at the expenses of the US’ national interests. However, the Iran deal
has shown how the main concern for AIPAC has been its bipartisanship, especially from 2015/2016, when the
deal has been signed and implemented.
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ANNEX 2.
The annex considers all the organizations on which AIPAC had relied, highlighting the fact that it had a
closed group.
•

WINEP: Washington institute Near East Policy
WINEP is an AIPAC spin-off as already stressed in Chapter 3. Indeed, they are in line in promoting

US-Israel relations and against the Iran deal. We have already saw, the important role of Dennis Ross insofar
he pushed against an Iran deal, and in particular against a final deal without respecting some points1010. Dennis
Ross’s position has been shared by the executive director, Statloff, who expressed his doubts on the interim
agreement, which could trigger a “deeper crisis with Israel…heighten the potential for a unilateral Israeli
military attack on Iran's nuclear sites, with U.S.-Israel ties suffering massive collateral damage.”1011 Indeed,
if diplomacy would fail, “force will be inevitable because Iran cannot become a nuclear weapons state”,
agreed Ross1012. On this line were also other two important personalities D.Pollock, who served in State’s
departments and is lecture at Harvard university, and Ambassador J.Jeffrey1013.
In May, WINEP managing director Michael Singh published an article in the Washington Post, by
arguing that the final agreement should curtail Iran missile activity1014. By supporting a zero-enrichment option
for Iran by displaying the consequence of a minimum enrichment option1015, he hardly criticized Obama’
administration for having sign the interim agreement that “concedes that Iran will be permitted to enrich in
perpetuity”1016 shifting from zero-enrichment position. Sight stressed the important impact that sanctions had
on Iran economy, and contrary to what the P5+1 decided previously, now, they “should allow the pressure of
sanctions to work to full effect”1017, otherwise an Iranian enrichment “would threaten vital U.S. interests”1018.
For this reason, coherently with Netanyahu’s words1019, "no deal is better than a bad deal" wrote Michael
Singh in his testimony about problematic implications of JCOP on US defense, which he submitted to the

1010

Chapter 3.
Satloff, R., “Will Israel and the U.S. Break Up over Iran?”, WINEP, January/February 2014
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/will-israel-and-the-u.s.-break-up-over-iran
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Ross, D.,“How to Solve Obama's Iran Dilemma”, POLITICO , January 26, 2014
1013
Jeffrey, J.F., Pollock, D., “Preventing an Iranian Breakout after a Nuclear Deal”, WINEP, March 12, 2014
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/preventing-an-iranian-breakout-after-a-nuclear-deal
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Singh, M., The Case for Zero Enrichment in Iran”, Arms control Association, 2014.
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House Armed Service Committee in his testimony about problematic implications of JCOP on US defense1020.
Hence, not only the experts addressed to the people, but they submitted testimony to both Chambers. Indeed,
also Dennis Ross submitted his testimony to another Committee, the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
about “Regional Implications of a Nuclear Deal with Iran” focusing on Israel and Saudis1021, who were highly
suspicious and concerned on Obama’s position vis-à-vis a nuclear deal. Indeed, “if we want to reassure our
friends about such a deal” and keep them US had to “signal to the Iranians they will pay a price for behaviors
outside the nuclear area that we find unacceptable”1022.
•

The Foreign Policy Initiative: FPI

The FPI was a no-profit and no-partisan organization created from 2009 to 20171023, during Obama
era, by a group of neo-conservatives led by Christopher J. Griffin. It had the aim of promoting “US
engagement- diplomatic, economic, and military- in the world and rejection of policies that would lead us
down the path to isolationism;… robust support for America’s democratic allies and opposition to rogue
regimes that threaten American interests;… a strong military with the defense budget needed to ensure that
America is ready to confront the threats of the 21st century”1024. Although some critics and negative
definition1025, the FPI is a think tank financed by Paul Singer, a billionaire investor that has been defined by
the conservative newspaper “The times of Israel” as “pro-Israel Philanthropist”1026 . Deeply involved in the
right-wing network, he was one of the top donators to conservative pro-Israel Romney1027, by criticizing
“Obama administration’s inadequate support for Israel”1028. And, he founded and financed several pro-Israel
groups such as Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs and Foundation for Defense of Democracies
(with Adelson)1029. On the same conservative line were the executive director and the FPI’s board of director.
The former, Christopher Griffin, a research fellow at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI)1030, was the
legislative director of Sen. Lieberman, who sponsored by and tied to AIPAC.1031 The board was composed
by Robert Kagan, a senior fellow of Brookings Institute1032 , in opposition to Obama administration for his

1020

Singh, M. “P5+1 Nuclear Negotiations with Iran and Their Implications for United States Defense”, WINEP, Testimony
submitted to the House Armed Services Committee June 19, 2014
1021
Ross, Dennis, “Regional Implications of a Nuclear Deal with Iran”, The Washington Institute for Near East Policy, Testimony
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Ibidem
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1024
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1025
Some experts defined the FPI as loose coalition of individuals that seeks to influence American foreign policy in ways that will
benefit Israel.
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act.
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non-confrontational line with Iran1033. Besides, the brooking institute is a center right institute, where
personalities with intimate links with AIPAC works as Pollack, WINEP member1034. William Kristol, who
has been co-founder of the PRF1035 and the Weekly Standard, an influential journal of politics in
Washington1036. Dan Senor, who has been AIPAC intern at the beginning of its career1037, spokesman for Iraq
during Bush administration1038, then, he became Romney’ s senior advice. Eric Edelman, former US diplomat
as well as Iran and military expert, has served at the White House and Departments of State and Defense and
he is co-chair for Iran Task Force at the JINSA1039, pushing for a hard line vis-à-vis Iran nuclear program.
Hence, the organization was important since its members had key positions in the several US administrations,
meaning that even their autonomous action was relevant as far as negotiations on Iran. For instance, Kristol
has been always in favor of an US military action against Iran, which he compared to Nazi regime, despite
Rouhani elections. According to him, in the case in which Obama would not attack Iran, Israel shall
unilaterally strike the neighbor1040. On the same line, he supported republicans in elections, since they “could
mitigate the damage Obama can do in his final two years... Republicans have to constrain the president,
rebuild American defenses, do their best to stop a bad deal with Iran.”1041
However, FPI is fundamental also because it acted as a group through several ways. Indeed, it produced
policy briefings, articles, op-eds in major newspaper and issue memos. In particular, in 2014, with the other
two pro- Israel organizations, the Bipartisan Policy Center and the Foundation for Defense of Democracies
made a public forum titled “High Standards and High Stakes: Defining Terms of an Acceptable Iran Nuclear
Deal” with the presence of AIPAC sponsored Senators, such as Sen. Kirk, Sen. Coats, Rep. Engel, Rep. RosLehtinen and Sherman1042. After the meeting, the policy director of FPI, Zarate wrote an op-ed in “USA Today”
by claiming for sanctions since “Iran retains substantial illicit nuclear infrastructure and could potentially
produce explosive nuclear material for a weapon in "two months"1043. Then, following AIPAC he said that
“The White House should start by working with Congress. Sanctions legislation introduced by Sens. Robert
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Menendez, and Mark Kirk, last December… offers a fruitful approach.”1044 The pressures continued also after
the midterm elections, when FPI directors Hoff and Poling framed midterm elections as “foreign policy
election”, claiming a role for the congress as far as concern Iran in line with AIPAC action: “Congress should
describe what it believes to be an acceptable final nuclear agreement with Iran and insist upon approval of
any final agreement with Tehran. Congress should also approve sanctions-in-waiting should Tehran violate
its commitments under the current interim deal…. The Republican Senate should move to swiftly approve these
sanctions-in-waiting (Nuclear weapons free Iran act) if negotiations are extended.”1045
•

Bipartisan Policy center.

AIPAC has always had strictly links with BPC, which is a think tank based in Washington that “that
actively fosters bipartisanship…to promote health, security, and opportunity for all Americans”1046. Indeed,
in the BCP team, there are important lawmakers that received support from AIPAC and that promoted AIPAC
bills against Iran1047. This is the case of the BPC co- founders Senators Bob Dole, Baker, Mitchell and Daschle;
whereas other personalities are or have been members of other important pro-Israel organizations. For
instance, Michael Makovsky, president and CEO of JINSA, was the foreign policy director for the center1048
by participating at AIPAC conference; whereas his brother, David, is a fellow at the WINEP and Director of
project Arab-Israel relations 1049.
The BPC focuses on solutions for domestic and foreign policy, but a particular importance had Iran
nuclear program and the P5+1- Iran agreement over it. Indeed, in spite of its bipartisanship, it developed a
reputation of hawkish right-wing security position vis-à-vis Iran. For instance, it co-hosted with FPI and the
FDD the event in which they discussed about the negotiations between western powers and Iran. Before the
event, it released a report, where it affirmed the cooperativeness of Iran with P5+1 Powers but the
uncooperative posture of Iran with IAEA, claiming that it “continues to test boundaries of the current
diplomatic process”1050. Furthermore, the BPC created “ Iran’s Task Force” 1051, in which Dennis Ross was
one of the main members1052. In 2014, the center published a guideline to negotiations in order to have a good
deal highlighting the major issues that the final deal with Iran should address. The project “Evaluating a
Nuclear Deal with Iran”, to which participated also the Sen. Robb1053, analyzed the interim deal and the Iran
nuclear program, by arguing that “whatever the content of any potential comprehensive deal, no matter how
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restrictive it might be, Iran will maintain the knowledge and technical abilities it has…Diplomacy alone
cannot truly prevent a nuclear Iran, but it can constrain its intentions”1054. Therefore, they prescribed solution
to have a good deal that would prevent any Iran’s attempts of breakout, such as to do not cease with sanctions
faster, but a “phased approach” and IAEA “extensive and wide-ranging inspections”1055
•

Foundation for defense of democracies: FDD

The FDD, founded in 2001, is a “non-profit and nonpartisan 501(c)(3) research institute focusing on
foreign policy and national security.”1056 Even if it affirms that “it does not accept donations from other
governments”1057, it does not imply that it does not promote a pro-Israeli agenda. The organization was not a
new, but it has been the transformation of a group, the EMET, which had strong ties with Israeli government
and society1058. By strengthening its neoconservative basis and enlarging its network of contacts, it shifted its
main focus from Palestine to Iran. Indeed, it started the “Iran energy project” who ceased in 2015 under the
director Mark Dubowitz1059. The aim of the project was a hawkish action against Iran, following the logic of
increasing sanctions instead of a diplomatic approach, coherently with the director’s position as he wrote in
WSJ1060. FDD has had a relevant role in legislative branch, since throughout the 2014, Dubowitz has been
called two time to testimony in front of congressional committees. Usually, House and senate committees call
to hearings relevant experts from relevant institute of research in order to better understand how to act, which
means that their opinion would be listen by lawmakers as professional opinion and not personal one.
In other words, Dubowitz, considered a relevant expert in that domain, had preferential access to the
place of power, by affirming the FDD pro-Israel point of view about Iran nuclear program’s negotiation.
Indeed, in his first congressional testimony to Senate Foreign Relations Committee, after the interim deal, he
supported the Menendez- Kirk’s sanctions bill1061. He stressed the importance of sanctions, by attacking
Obama since: “blocking any new congressional measures, Obama is making…a dangerous bet… when
miscalculation could mean the most dangerous state sponsor of terrorism in the world getting its hands on the
world’s most lethal weapon”.1062 Moreover, throughout an analysis of several scenarios, all options remained
on the table, including the military one, since sanctions relief would improve Iran’s position on negotiations,
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increasing “the likelihood of a deal that does not adequately address Iran’s illicit military- nuclear program…
requiring the U.S. president or Israeli Prime Minister to use military force to forestall that possibility”.1063
For this reasons, Congress had to pass the Menendez- Kirk’s sanctions bill before the collapse of talks to
prevent Iran economic benefits.
At the end of the year, the FDD direct was called for another testimony about the Iran deal to the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs, before the Subcommittee on the Middle East and North Africa1064. In the
hearing, he pushed upon an Iranian neglecting behavior, since it missed an IAEA deadline to complete actions
in compliance with the agreement1065. And he attacked Obama since he was trying to circumvent the congress
and having shift from “commitments to verifiably dismantle “substantial” portions or “a lot” of Iran’s
nuclear program”1066. Indeed, he strongly defended the sanctions architecture and recommended possible
solutions to the case, among which sanctions should remain even when a final agreement would be signed
because an US essential leverage on Iran. If Dubowitz pushed on Congress, FDD experts and direct pressured
public opinion. For instance, at the end of the year, the director May published an article on Washington Time
“betting on Iran”, in which he hardly attacked Obama and his chief negotiator Sherman1067.
•

The Israel Project: TIP.

The Israel project is an advocacy organization founded in 2002 with two main offices, one in Jerusalem
and one in Washington. It is “dedicated to informing the media and public conversation about Israel and the
Middle East. The only organization dedicated to changing people’s minds about Israel through cutting-edge
strategic communications”1068 and through educational tools. Indeed, it tried to reach people by providing
facts to press and policymakers, publishing talking points and researches, sending action alerts, social media
communications as well as youtube’s video, and issuing petitions1069. Since 2013 it has its own magazine, “the
tower” and “the tower Magazine” on which members publish daily news1070. Although it affirmed that “TIP
does not lobby and is not connected to any government”1071, the board of directors has included Congressman
and staff from both parties with important links with AIPAC. For instance, Representatives Wilson and Engel,
the Sens. Kirk and Menendez, Sen. Lieberman have served on TIP’s Board of Advisors1072. Plus, Josh Block,
former spokesman of AIPAC, was the CEO and TIP president from 2012 until 20191073. The links with AIPAC
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were not new, in 2009 the TIP recognized AIPAC ‘s importance “for educating some Jews about Israel”1074,
and in 2012 the TIP gave visibility to AIPAC’ initiatives against Iran on its website1075.
The TIP was fundamental in reaching
public, by influencing media coverage through
campaign against the nuclear Iran. In 2014, they
issue a paper by delivering the AIPAC approved
letter of Rep. Hoyer and Cantor “Outline Core
Principles of a Final Agreement with Iran”1076.
Moreover, in the same year, they launched a new
web-site campaign, “No Bomb for Iran”
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,with imagines and statements about Iran and its
nuclear program by impressing and fearing
people1078.

Source:Tip https://www.theisraelproject.org/campaigns
•

United Against Nuclear Iran : UANI

The UANI is a no-profit and no-partisan advocacy group founded in 2008 by the Ambassadors
Wallace, R. Holbrooke and Dennis Ross1079with the aim of ensuring “economic and diplomatic isolation of
the Iranian regime in order to compel Iran to abandon its illegal nuclear weapons program, support for
terrorism and human rights violations” 1080. The group was found also by Senator Lieberman, prominent
Senator that during Obama’s mandate sponsored the main bills against Iran nuclear deal, and by Degan,
Mossad Chief . Moreover, the group proposed public policies against Iran throughout their senators and
representatives in the House, such us Sen. Kirk. Also, it pushed and applauded the enlargement of sanctions
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against Iran. Indeed, Lieberman became as chair, whereas Sen. Kirk is part of the advisory board, as well as
James Woolsey, former CIA director and harsh critics of Mearsheimer and Walt’s book1081. Besides, Meir
Degan, Israeli direct of Mossad, was among Original Co-Founders and Former Advisory Board Members1082;
and the research Jordan Steckler has been enrolled as Senior Research Analyst at the AIPAC until 20171083.
After the Interim agreement, it issued a statement affirming that they were disappointed, since “by rolling
back sanctions now, the international community is significantly lessening the pressure on Iran's economy
and the best measure of that pressure is the value of the Iranian dial”1084. From the same AIPAC position, the
UANI has been an important tool that reinforced the AIPAC action in 2014. Indeed, it released a campaign
against Rouhani after his discourse at the UNGA1085. In truth, the UANI has been important for actions on
agencies and firms, since it issued reports and press release through its Accounting Campaign or Iran Business
register, by discouraging big firms to make deal with Iran

1086

. The information delivered through these

campaigns costed to UANI a scrutiny under the Justice Department1087; but, regardless the content of the
investigation, what it should be underline is the importance and the weight of its campaign on the White House.
•

Committee on the Present Danger.

The CPD is a neoconservative non-partisan and no-profit pressure group with the aim of stiffening
“American resolve to confront the challenge presented by terrorism and the ideologies that drive it”1088.
Indeed, born in 1950, it has been relaunched in 1976 and 2004 according to the danger that US was facing1089.
It can be defined foreign policy interest groups”1090, since it supports legislations and activities relevant for its
mission through education and advocacy1091. Indeed, it tried to influence government’s foreign policy with the
objective “ to have a broad base of public”1092. CPD and AIPAC had already several contacts before Obama
mandates through key persons who had a role or were activists in both organizations, such as Sen. Lieberman
and Sen. Kyl1093, who several times spoken at the AIPAC conference shared CPD’s activities and positions.
The CPD has been important not only for its members, but mostly for its informative tools through which it
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acted, by addressing directly to people: newspaper, speeches, interviews, commissioned studies, position
papers, public opinion polls and Congressional testimony and briefings1094. Although CPD did not made
negotiations on Iran nuclear deal and Obama diplomacy approach the top priority of its agenda; at the end of
2014, the CPD expressed its position on the Iran nuclear negotiations through its members. Indeed, Sol Sanders
wrote an article “The Persian threat” by focusing on terrorism fight, the situation in the Gulf, on Obama’s
approach to the region and on negotiations on Iran nuclear power 1095 . He affirmed that “Tehran’s mullahs
are reaching for great power status. There is growing evidence Iran may shortly be a “threshold” nuclear
state, that is one able to produce nuclear weapons and their delivery systems in short order. Never mind its
oft repeated threat to wipe out Israel, a bomb will give Tehran dominance in the region…”1096. Then, he hardly
criticized the Obama diplomatic efforts to reach a deal, by arguing was Obama accepting the Iranian hegemony
in the area and “for any but the most idealistic observer, it is hard to rationalize the past history of this
fanatical Muslim regime’s secret nuclear efforts and any hope that it would abide by such an agreement, or,
indeed, that UN or other surveillance would be more effective than in the past”1097 .
•

Iran Policy committee/ The Iran Policy Committee Publishing: IPC1098.

The IPC has been founded in 2005 by Professor Tanter, but in 2012 it became “IPC publishing”1099.
Although the IPC does not display all its members, it gives us the information about its main personality, its
founder, who has several links with AIPAC. Indeed, among several roles Tanter is an adjunct scholar at the
pro-Israel WIPEN, AIPAC spin-off, and member of CDP1100. The original IPC agenda for US-Iran relations
and it aim consisted in two options: “open diplomatic and military options, while providing a central role for
the Iranian opposition to facilitate regime change”1101. When the IPC changed in IPC Publishing, its focus
has shift on “empowering the Iranian people to change their own regime without external military
intervention”1102. Therefore, Iran nuclear deal was not the first priority of the organization, but since Tanter
gives the IPC political line, and since he shared with AIPAC the same critical vision of Obama’s negotiations
with Iran, he started to declare his position in public statement and interviews. Indeed, after he expressed his
support for Menendez’s bill in January1103 , in an October interview, he affirmed that “President Obama and
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Secretary John Kerry cannot unilaterally take away the American sanctions, which are the bulk of the
sanctions against Iran… and no matter what the P5+1, the major powers, say, the US holds the 95% of the
cards”1104. Then, he argued the only possible solution to keep “a nuclear-armed Iran from coming into” is a
“regime change from within”.1105
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ANNEX 3
TRUMP’S PRO-ISRAEL ACTIONS.
•

February 2, 2016: first meetings between Netanyahu and Trump

•

February 13, 2017: new sanctions over people and entities with activities with Iran.

•

February 15, 2017: Trump invited Netanyahu at the White House to discuss about Iran

•

May 21, 2017: Trump visited Israel

•

October 2017: US and Israel withdrawn from the UNESCO1106.

•

December 6, 2017: Trump announced that US has recognized Jerusalem as Israel’s capital with the
announcement of the change of embassy and consulate on May 14, 2018.

•

January 16, 2018: Trump decide to cut $60 million to UNRWA

•

March 5, 2018: Trump and Netanyahu met.

•

May 8, 2018: Us announced the withdrawal from the JCPOA and new sanctions over Iran.

•

May 14, 2018: US embassy was opened in Jerusalem1107.

•

June 2018: US withdrawn from UN Human Rights Council

•

August 2018: Trump signed the Taylor Force Act, cutting US foreign aid to PA.

•

September 2018, Trump cut more aid to UNRWA1108.

•

October 2018: Ambassador Nikki Haley said "when organizations undermine our national interests and our
allies, we will not be complicit” 1109. US administration would no longer tolerate a UN condemnation of Israel

•

March 25, 2019: Trump announced the recognition of Israel sovereignty over the Golan Heights.1110
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ANNEX 5.
BILL AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS CONSIDERED:
House of representatives’ bill:
•

H.R. 5833 (111th): Iran Transparency and Accountability Act of 2010”, government track, accessed
by July 2019.

•

H.R. 6043 (111th): Gulf Security and Iran Sanctions Enforcement Act”, government track, accessed
July 2019,

•

H.R.2194 (111th): Comprehensive Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Divestment Act of 2010”,

•

H.R.1905 (112th): Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012

•

H.Res.568 (112th) Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives regarding the importance of
preventing the Government of Iran from acquiring a nuclear weapons capability”,

•

H.R.3979 (113th)- Carl Levin and Howard P. "Buck" McKeon National Defence Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2015”

•

H.R.783 (113th) Prevent Iran from Acquiring Nuclear Weapons and Stop War Through Diplomacy
Act,

•

H.R.850( 113th) - Nuclear Iran Prevention Act of 2013”,

•

H.R.938 (113th)- United States-Israel Strategic Partnership Act of 2014

•

H.Res 431 (113th ): Calling on the United States Senate to increase sanctions against Iran

•

H.Res. 98 (113th): Expressing support for Israel and its right to self-defence against the illegal nuclear
program by the Islamic Republic of Iran, Government track.

•

H.R.1191( 114th ) - Iran Nuclear Agreement Review Act of 2015”

•

H.R.3460 (114 th): To suspend until January 21, 2017, the authority of the President to waive, suspend,
reduce, provide relief from, or otherwise limit the application of sanctions pursuant to an agreement
related to the nuclear program of Iran, congress.gov.

•

H.R.3662 (114TH): Iran Terror Finance Transparency Act,

•

H.R.4333 (114th) : Zero Tolerance for Terror Act

•

H.R.4342 (114th):Iran Ballistic Missile Prevention and Sanctions Act of 2016 .

•

H.R.6297 (114th) - Iran Sanctions Extension Act

•

H.Res.41 (114th) Finding that the President has not complied with section 2 of the Iran Nuclear
Agreement Review Act of 2015”

•

H.Res.411 (114th) Finding that the President has not complied with section 2 of the Iran Nuclear
Agreement Review Act of 2015
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•

H.R.1698 (115th) - Iran Ballistic Missiles and International Sanctions Enforcement Act”, Congress
government bills, accessed by May 2019

Senate’s bills:
• S. 1065 (111th) :Iran Sanctions Enabling Act of 2009”,
•

S. 1048 (112th ): To expand sanctions imposed with respect to the Islamic Republic of Iran, North
Korea, and Syria, and for other purposes”

•

S.908 (111th) - Iran Refined Petroleum Sanctions Act

•

S.2101 (112th): Iran Sanctions, Accountability, and Human Rights Act of 2012”,

•

S.1048 (112th).Iran, North Korea, and Syria Sanctions Consolidation Act of 2011”

•

S.2165( 112th) - United States-Israel Enhanced Security Cooperation Act of 2012”,

•

S.Amdt.1414 to S.1867 (112th) :National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012

•

S.Amdt.3232 to S.3254 (112th) National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013

•

S.Res.380 (112th): A resolution to express the sense of the Senate regarding the importance of
preventing the Government of Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons capability

•

S.Res. 65 (113th): Strongly supporting the full implementation of United States and international
sanctions on Iran and urging the President to continue to strengthen enforcement of sanctions
legislation.

•

S. 1881 (113th): Nuclear Weapon Free Iran Act of 2013,

•

S. 2673 (113th): United States-Israel Strategic Partnership Act of 2014

•

S. 462 (113th): United States-Israel Strategic Partnership Act of 2013,

•

S. 892 (113th): Iran Sanctions Loophole Elimination Act of 2013: overview,

•

S.2119 (114th)- Iran Policy Oversight Act of 2015

•

S.269 (114th) :Nuclear Weapon Free Iran Act of 2015.

•

S.3267 (114th): Countering Iranian Threats Act of 2016

•

S.5102 (115th): Iran sanctions.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS:
• Executive Order 13574 Authorizing the Implementation of Certain Sanctions Set Forth in the Iran
Sanctions Act of 1996, as Amended”, Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 101, May 25, 2011.
•

Executive Order 13590 of November 20, 2011”, Federal register, The daily Journal of the US
government, Presidential documents.

•

Executive Order 13645 of June 3, 2013”, Federal Register/Vol. 78, No. 108/Wednesday, June 5,
2013/Presidential Documents.
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ANNEX 6.
TRITA PARSI INTERVIEW.

1. By considering both Obama and Trump administrations, we can see two different approaches to foreign
policy since the begging. By considering these different attitudes, according to you, has Israel changed
its action from 2012 to 2017 in order to trump the US decisions?
Yes, I think that there is different in Israeli that they can now work with the administration, because
the administration isn’t very much willing to differ to Netanyahu wants handle different issues.
Whereas, the Obama administration was pursuing Americans’ interests in such way that they wanted
to have good relations with Israel, but they do not want an agreement with Israel on a set of key issues,
included the Israel-Palestinian issue, including Iran. And, this is resulted in tensions. But, Trump
administration does not seem to have independent view on these issue, instead is very willing to listen
to and being guided by both Saudi Arabia and Netanyahu government and Shaldon Aldeson for this
things.
2. During the presidential elections, Trump was balanced towards the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, while
Hillary Clinton was extremely pro-Israel. What happened to Trump once he became president. Why
did he move from a relatively distant position too even more pro-Israel than Hillary Clinton?
I think he was pro-Israel, but he was just his campaign was mostly focus… First of all, I did not have
the money of Shaldon Adelson send on others in the beginning. They were not actually in favor of him.
Shaldon Adelson was sending money supporting Marco Rubio. Whereas, what happens is that once he
became President, some of them have turned to him and they have major demands in whether for him
to get their support. And, once he could have their support, he was willing to sign it too. But, early on,
when they were not supporting him, he was not important to him. I think that what he shows, ultimately,
is that….I do not think that Israel and Israel policy is particularly important to Trump. Trump is a
transactional guy: if he can get money from them, if he can get support, he will do it, but he is not
coming to the White House with any particularly strong using favor or against Israel, or in favor or
against Saudi Arabia. He is reacting to.

3. In the case of Trump, how much have counted the Trump’s family ties with Israel in his foreign policy
decisions?
I don’t think we have any clear answer of the exact excepts. And, I personally, I am not sure even if
it’s business ties that is a driving factor for him on Israel. I think that families connections, son in law
Kushner, who is very committed to Israel; his daughter who has converge to Judaism having important
factors. I think that the more important factor and that even is the fact that Shaldon Adelson is one of
the biggest financer of Donald Trump campaign. For him, this is issue number 1, 2, 3,4 and 5. He made
not secret of whatsoever.

4. In your book, you point out different strategies through which Israel acts (executive pressure, congress
pressure through the lobby, “framing effect”), and then you focus a bit on AIPAC and the Israel lobby.
But which is the most effective strategy that we can define as “the main base of success” of Israel’s
action within US?
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There is not one main strategy, there are many different strategies and organizations. Some
organizations fulfil certain function, certain others. AIPAC is certainly one of the most important one,
but the only the important one.

5. In your opinion, is J Street a real possibility for new peaceful relations between Israel- US and Iran?
I think that the existence of J Street has caused that many members of AIPAC, who fells that AIPAC
was becoming too hawkish, too right-wing, moved over J Street. And, at the same time, the existence
of other organizations have caused some people, who wanted AIPAC to be more hawkish to move to
the right. So, the landscape for AIPAC has become more complex that it was before.
The problem is Jewish political situation. The Jewish political situation right now is not such that I
think that a reduce power of AIPAC or a different President in Iran would automatically lead to better
relations. There is a possibility to reduce tensions, but the Jewish political factor that is pushing Iran
and Israel into rivalry are very real and cannot been push away. But, that rivalry can be handle in many
different ways, it does not have be handle in this very aggressive and antagonistic way that is currently
has been handle
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ANNEX 7.

NEGOTIATIONS
with

IRAN

5 REQUIREMENTS FOR A GOOD DEAL

As negotiators close in on a nuclear agreement with Iran, Congress must press American
diplomats to insist on a good deal that eliminates every Iranian pathway to a nuclear weapon.
To accomplish this goal, each of the following five minimum criteria must be met:

1. INSPECTIONS AND VERIFICATION

Inspectors must be permitted unimpeded access to suspect sites.
A good deal must support “anytime, anywhere” inspections – including all military facilities – to
verify Iranian compliance. Iran’s decades-long history of cheating on international obligations
suggests it will secretly attempt to continue its nuclear weapons program. Iran cannot be permitted
any safe havens where it could pursue this ambition.

2. POSSIBLE MILITARY DIMENSIONS

Iran must fully explain its prior weaponization efforts.
A good deal must require Iran to come clean on all of its prior nuclear work, such as developing
triggers for a nuclear weapon, as required by six United Nations Security Council resolutions.
The entire scope of Iran’s nuclear activities must be known to establish a baseline against which to
measure future actions. Iran must also be made to comply with prior commitments;
allowing Iran to shirk them will only tempt it to defy commitments made under a new deal.

3. SANCTIONS

Sanctions relief must commence only after Iran complies with its commitments.
A good deal must lift sanctions gradually as Iran meets its obligations under the agreement.
Further, any deal should specify clear and immediate consequences for Iranian violations. The
international community must retain significant leverage while Iran demonstrates compliance; it
must not provide immediate sanctions relief or unfreeze a significant portion of Tehran’s assets so
Iran can “take the money and run.”

4. DURATION

Iran’s nuclear weapons quest must be blocked for decades.
A good deal must prevent Iran from becoming a nuclear threshold state. The announced framework
would lift nuclear restrictions in 10 to 15 years and grant Iran virtually instant breakout time after
12 or 13 years. A deal must restrict Iran’s nuclear capabilities until it demonstrates conclusively, over
time, that it no longer seeks a nuclear weapons capability.

5. DISMANTLEMENT

Iran must dismantle its nuclear infrastructure so it has no path to a nuclear weapon.
A good deal must require Iran to dismantle its nuclear infrastructure and relinquish its uranium
stockpile such that it has neither a uranium nor plutonium pathway to nuclear weapons.
May 2015

w w w.aipac.org / Iran
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